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Abstract

This study examined differences in ad placement by online companies based on whether the

publication targets the general market or the black population. Seventy-two magazines from

three different categories were analyzed to ascertain the number of online company ads in each

magazine. It was predicted that online businesses would place more ads in general market

magazines than they would in magazines targeted to black audiences. The findings clearly

support the overall hypothesis. The impact of the digital divide on ad placement is discussed.
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Differences in Media Buying by Online Businesses in Black- and White-Targeted

Magazines: The Potential Impact of the Digital Divide on Ad Placement

Attracting consumers to the Internet is a major concern for online businesses. Those web-

based businesses that fail to attract visitors will not survive very long. Approaches used to attract

audiences to web sites include renting space on a site or purchasing key-word space on a search

engine (Hodges, 1996). These techniques only reach audiences that are already on the Internet;

thus, many potentially interested consumers remain unaware of many online businesses

(Schlosser & Kanfer, 1999), giving these approaches only limited success.

One way to increase the visibility of online businesses is to make use of more traditional

forms of advertising such as print media, since there is empirical evidence that suggests

magazines are instrumental in helping people find out about web sites. In fact, in a national

survey, 65% of people who use the Internet reported finding out about Web sites through

magazines (Gupta, 1995).

The objective of this paper is to determine the degree to which online businesses are

placing ads in print media. In particular, this paper will examine the extent to which online

businesses are advertising in both general market magazines and black-targeted magazines. This

paper will also assess whether there are differences in ad placement by online businesses based

on whether the publication is for a general market audience or for a predominantly black

audience. The potential influence of the digital divide on media placement will also be discussed.

Growth in Advertising by Online Business

Using magazine advertisements to locate sites on the Internet is a common practice

among consumers. Research shows the importance of magazine advertisements in creating
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awareness for Internet users (Gupta, 1995). These consumers' response to print advertising is

reflected in the significant ad growth in the magazine industry in 1999 (Diaz, 2000). Much of

this growth in ad placements in magazines can be attributed to online business advertising.

Online business advertising increased 115% from 1997 to 1998 (Kerwin, 1999) and increased by

a tremendous 159% from 1998 to 1999, thereby driving ad growth during that time period (Diaz,

2000). This growth in online business advertising has been spread across many different

magazine genres and not just concentrated in computer magazines. For example, in some

magazines such as Business Week, online businesses consisted of a third of all new advertisers

(Diaz, 2000).

Ad Placement in Black Media

Although there is evidence of a boost in ad placement and spending in a range of general

market media (Diaz, 2000; Kerwin, 1999), ad spending in black media has been a grave

disappointment (Ross, 1999). Executives at black-targeted media outlets have complained for

decades about the major inequities in ad spending in general market media compared to black-

targeted media by advertisers .("Advertisers Avoid Blacks, 1999," Wynter, 1999). Despite high

audience ratings for many broadcast outlets and a large number of subscribers for magazines,

black media personnel have struggled to convince potential advertisers that black consumers are

a viable target (Wilson, 2000). This pattern of exclusion has even reached the federal

government, which has been criticized for failing to advertise on black television or in black

newspapers and magazines (see "Minority-Owned Media," 1998; Teinowitz, 2000). For

example, the $195 million National Youth Anti-Drug campaign launched by the government

relied almost exclusively on white media and failed to include black publications ("Black Press

Ignored," 1998).
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On those occasions when advertisers have patronized black media, they often demanded

to pay less for ad space in black media vis-à-vis ad space in general market media, even when

the audiences for black media were larger (Federal Communications Committee, 1998;

"Advertisers Avoid Blacks, 1999"). These claims were confirmed by a recent Federal

Communications Commission's report (1998) that found that advertisers often exclude media

that serve predominantly black audiences. The study discovered that "majority" owned media

received about 29% more revenue per listener than minority stations targeting largely minority

audiences. Given this evidence, it is no surprise that many executives at black-owned or black-

targeted media and ad agencies maintain that advertisers undervalue and under appreciate black

consumers (Teinowitz, 2000).

This begs the question, "Why are many advertisers dismissing black-targeted media and

black consumers?" The answer may be that businesses and advertisers are operating under some

inaccurate assumptions and stereotypes about black consumers that have led them to avoid

purchasing advertising space in black media. Advertisers may have race-specific stereotypes that

characterize blacks as poverty-stricken and thereby unable to purchase brand names and

expensive products. The research literature, however, points to the contrary. Compared to

whites, black consumers spend more of their discretionary income on goods and services, spend

relatively more on fragrances, apparel, footwear, personal care, home furnishings, and

automobiles (Kotler & Armstrong, 1990; Rossman, 1994); place more importance on brand

names (Wellington, 1981; Crispell, 1993; Gage, 1981; Kotler & Armstrong, 1990); are more

fashion-conscious (Goldsmith, Stith, & White, 1987) and buy fewer generic goods (Rossman,

1994).

7
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These types of race-specific stereotypes may drive certain media planners to develop

practices that limit or prohibit the purchase of ad space in black media. This is evidenced by a

memo that was discovered at the ad sales firm, Katz Media Group, which urged advertisers to

avoid black radio stations if they want to pursue "prospects" rather than "suspects" ("Advertisers

Avoid Blacks," 1999).

Moreover, according to the FCC (1998), some in the advertising industry have quietly

instituted a "no urban dictates" policy, where advertisers exclude stations that target largely

black and Latino audiences despite their audience size. For example, a recent study indicated that

the number one radio station in New York City, with an urban, hip-hop format, and a

predominantly minority audience had 37% less ad revenue than the city's second leading radio

station, a light, contemporary station with a predominantly white audience (Wilson, 2000).

Advertisers may be guided by a number of other false assumptions that influence their

use of black media. One particularly important misperception is the belief that advertisers can

effectively capture black consumers using the same general messages and mainstream media that

appeal to white consumers (Askey, 1995; Gadsden, 1985). Much of the research literature

contradicts this assumption. Although black consumers heavily rely on print and television

advertising for information and use that information when making purchases (Miller & Miller,

1992; So ley, 1983), they often ignore television and advertising that is perceived to be targeted

to primarily white audiences (Appiah, in press; Brandweek, 1993; Rossman, 1994). In fact,

Black audiences are more attracted to media with black characters (Dates, 1980). Blacks are also

more likely to trust ads and editorial content in black media than they are general market media

("Study Reveals Blacks," 1998). This appears to be particularly true for blacks with strong black

ethnic identities. That is, data indicate that blacks who possess strong ethnic identities have more
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positive evaluations of ads placed in black-targeted media than they do of ads placed in general

market media (Green, 1999).

Internet Usage & the Digital Divide

For online companies, one of the more compelling arguments dictating whether they

purchase ad space in black media may be the perception that blacks do not use the Internet. Some

executives have pointed out that the most frustrating part of their job is attempting to sell spots to

Internet service providers and online companies, many of whom must be convinced that black

people use computers and go online (Wilson, 2000). The advertising director at Black Enterprise,

a magazine for black affluent consumers, maintains that the advertising department struggles for

revenue from the technology industry, which should be of no surprise given many technology

companies such as Microsoft have yet to advertise in any black media (Wilson, 2000).

For many technology and online companies placing ads in black-owned or black-targeted

media the pertinent question is, "Do blacks own computers and are blacks using the Internet?"

Advertisers' perceptions that few blacks own computers and even fewer are online is not

necessarily unsubstantiated. There is a growing body of literature (Beaupre & Brand-Williams;

1997; Henry, 1999; Hoffman & Novak, 1998; Joyce 1997) that suggests blacks trail far behind

whites in their computer access, ownership, and their online use. This has led to the coining of

the term "digital divide," defined as the difference between those with access to new technology

and those without (Hindman, 2000), a difference thought by many to be increasing (Abrams,

1997; Beaupre & Brand-Williams).

On the surface, the data indicate that blacks appear to be far behind whites in a number of

important areas. According to a study conducted by Hoffman and Novak (1998), whites

compared to blacks were more likely to have a computer at home, have access to a computer at
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work, and were more likely to have recently gone online. Moreover, other reports indicate that

seventy-five percent of Internet users are white while blacks make up only eleven percent of

Internet users (Raney, 1998).

This data, however, may be a bit misleading. A closer examination of the data show some

evidence that the racial divide may be non-existent, and in some cases blacks' use of technology

may have surpassed that of whites.

Although Blacks with incomes below $40,000 were far less likely than whites to own a

computer and go online (Raney, 1998; Hoffman & Novak, 1998), there is evidence that blacks

with higher incomes use computers and go online at the same or greater rate than their white

counterparts. Studies indicate that blacks with incomes above $40,000 are more likely than

whites to own a computer, have computer access at work, and more likely to use the Internet

during office hours (Hoffman & Novak, 1998). Other empirical studies have found that blacks

and whites are equally likely to search the web for product information (Hoffman & Novak,

1998) and that there is virtually no difference in Internet use among blacks and whites with

middle to upper level incomes (Hoffman & Novak, 1998; Hubbard, 2000). For example, black

and white households with incomes between $60,000 and $80,000 use the Internet at the same

rate (Hubbard, 2000). Surprisingly, at the highest household income levels$90,000 and

abovesignificantly more blacks use the Internet than whites (Hubbard, 2000).

Although blacks appear to be the most under-served segment of the population by

technology and online companies (DePriest, 2000), there is additional support that points to an

impressive and growing number of blacks online. Blacks are among the fastest growing

segments on the World Wide Web (DePriest, 2000; Sutel, 1999). From 1998 to 1999 the number

of blacks online increased by 42% compared to 28% among whites (DePriest, 2000).
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Additionally, during this same time period blacks' spending on computers and computer-related

products increased by 143% (Hubbard, 2000).

Given this data, there appears to be solid evidence that suggests that the racial divide

between whites and blacks may be shrinking or may even be non-existent. In fact, the digital

divide seems to result more from differences in socioeconomic status than differences in race.

This has been supported by research that indicates education and income, not race, dictate

consumers access to both computers and the Internet (see Hoffman & Novak, 1998).

Studies that continue to falsely depict blacks as hopelessly trailing behind whites in the

Information Age could create and fuel misperceptions that some online advertisers may possess.

Unfortunately, these misperceptions may already exist and may be apparent in online businesses

ad placement in black publications vis-a-vis white publications.

This discussion leads to the following hypotheses:

Hl: Online businesses will overall advertise more in general market (non-targeted)

magazines than they will in black-targeted magazines.

H2: Online businesses will advertise more in non-targeted business and finance

magazines than they will in black-targeted business and finance magazines.

H3: Online businesses will advertise more in non-targeted general interest magazines

than they will in black-targeted general lifestyle magazines.

H4: Online businesses will advertise more in non-targeted women's magazines than they

will in black-targeted women's magazines.

Method

The purpose of the study was to determine the differences, if any, in the amount of online

business advertising for magazines with general market audiences versus magazines targeted to
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the black population. A content analysis of 1999 magazine ads was completed using seventy-two

total magazine from three different categories (i.e., business and finance, general interest, and

women's). This year was used because online business advertising increased dramatically in

1999 (Diaz, 2000). The full year (12 issues) for each monthly magazine was counted, except for

Fortune, which is bi-monthly, in which case, the last 12 issues of the year were used, beginning

in July.

Magazines were chosen in pairs. A magazine that has a general muket readership was

compared to a magazine of the same category, but marketed to the black population. To control

for the possibility that results could be influenced by the magazine category, three different

categories were used. Fortune magazine was compared to Black Enterprise. Both are

categorized as "Business & Commercial" by Bacon's Magazine Directory (2000) and as

"Business and Finance" by SRDS Consumer Magazine Advertising Source (2001). These two

magazines are both targeted to affluent, business-minded individuals. Another category used was

"General Interest" which includes Life Magazine and Ebony (Bacon's Magazine Directory,

2000), with Ebony as the magazine targeted to black audiences. The last two magazines used in

the content analysis were Cosmopolitan and the black publication Essence, which are

categorized as women's magazines by both Bacon's (2000) and SRDS (2001). Similar issues of

interest to woman are common themes in both of these magazines. All of the magazines were

grouped in this way so the data gathered could be compared to black and white audiences that

shared similar interests.

With so many businesses creating web sites today, it seems as if a great majority of

businesses could be defined as online businesses. For this study, only businesses that offer their

product or service exclusively online were counted. Many advertisements today place the web

12
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address or Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of their business somewhere within the ad. Simply

placing a .URL in an ad was not sufficient for being chosen in this study. For example, a car

manufacturer such as Ford placing a web address in the ad would not be counted. However, if a

business that allowed people to order cars exclusively online (e.g., AutoMallUSA.com) had

advertised, that ad would be counted. This definition of an online business was used to limit

confusion in the sampling process.

Only full-page or multiple-page ads (regardless of content) were counted. The reason

only full-page ads were counted is to ensure all the ads counted in the analysis were of equal

size. The total number of full-page or multiple-page ads were recorded along with the number of

full-page or multiple-page Internet ads. This was done to calculate percentages of ads that were

Internet ads. It is important to note that for multiple-page ads, the advertisement was only

counted once. The back cover of a magazine (which usually is an advertisement) was also

counted. The total number of pages were also recorded to give an indication of the percentage of

advertisements in the magazines.

Results

The analysis explored the effects of publications' target race on the number or percentage

of online company ads placed in magazines. Three dependent variables were used in an effort to

effectively rule out alternative explanations for media placement in general market or black-

targeted publications.

The first dependent variable was online company ads based on the total number of pages

in each issue. This was created by computing the total number of online company ads for each

issue and dividing by the total number of pages for each magazine. The result is the percentage

of pages in each issue that consisted of online company ads. This same analysis was used to

13
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compute the total number of online ads based on the total number of pages for all twelve

magazines in each genre (i.e., business, general interest, and women's) and for each audience

(non-targeted, targeted). For example, the total number of online company ads for all twelve

issues of Black Enterprise was divided by the total number of pages for all twelve issues of

Black Enterprise. The result is the percentage of pages in all twelve Black Enterprise magazines

that consisted of online company ads. This same pattern of analysis was used for Fortune,

Cosmopolitan, Essence, Life and Ebony.

The second dependent variable was the percent of the total number of ads that were

online company ads. This was created by dividing the total number of ads by the total number of

online company ads for each magazine. For example, the total number of online ads for all

twelve issues of Cosmopolitan was divided by the total number of all ads in all twelve issues of

Cosmopolitan. The result is the percentage of the total number of ads that were online company

ads.

The last dependent variable was the number of online business ads per one thousand

magazines sold. This variable was created by dividing the number of online company ads by the

magazine circulation and then multiplying by one thousand. For example, the total number of

online ads for Essence magazines was divided by the magazine circulation and multiplied by one

thousand. The result is the number of online company ads that were placed in the magazine for

every one thousand magazines sold.

The data for the black-targeted magazines were aggregated to create an overall "black

market magazines" variable. Similarly, data for the general market magazines were aggregated to

create an overall "general market magazines" variable. For example, the total number of ads for

all three black-targeted magazines were aggregated and divided by the total number of online

14
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company ads for all thirty-six issues. This resulted in the percent of the total number of ads in all

three black-targeted magazines that consisted of online company ads. This same procedure was

used to create the overall "general market magazines" variable. While there may be interesting

findings from genre specific magazines, any generalizations made from one magazine type may

be premature since media placement in magazines may be genre specific. Aggregating allows for

more conclusive generalizations by summarizing the general significance of the three magazine

types. Figure 1 shows the total number of online business ads for each magazine category and for

the aggregate scale based on the race of the magazine audience.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The results of the analyses are presented and discussed according to the hypotheses

presented earlier. A series of one-way analyses of variance were conducted to evaluate the

effects of target race of publication audience on each of the three dependent variables.

Online Company Ads Based on Total Number of Pages

Aggregate General Market Magazines and Black-Targeted Magazines. It was predicted

that online businesses would place more ads in general market magazines than they would in

black-targeted magazines. The one-way ANOVA indicated that significantly more (F (1, 70) =

14.17, p < .001) online company ads were placed in general market magazines than they were in

black-targeted magazines based on the total number of magazine pages. Two percent (M =

.0234) of the pages in general market magazines were dedicated to online company ads. In

contrast, less than one-third of one percent (M = .0026) of the pages in black-targeted magazines

consisted of online company ads (see Table 2). These findings support the hypothesis.

15
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Insert Table 1 about here

Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted Business Magazines. It was predicted that online

companies would advertise more in non-targeted business magazines than they would black-

targeted business magazines. The results indicated that significantly (F (1, 22) = 28.52, p < .001)

more ads were placed in Fortune magazines than they were in Black Enterprise magazines based

on the total number of magazine pages. That is, six percent (M = .0595) of the pages in Fortune

magazines were dedicated to online company ads, whereas for Black Enterprise less than one

percent (M = .0063) of the pages consisted of online company ads. These findings support the

hypothesis.

Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted General Lifestyle Magazines. Online companies

placed more ads in Life magazines (M = .0028) than they did in Ebony magazines (M = .0004)

based on the total number of magazine pages but this was only marginally significant (F (1, 22) =

3.67, p = .07).

Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted Women's Magazines. It was predicted that online

businesses would advertise more in non-targeted women's magazines than they would in black-

targeted women's magazines. The results support this hypothesis. Nearly one percent (M =

.0079) of the pages in Cosmopolitan magazines were dedicated to online company ads, whereas

only one-tenth of one-percent (M = .0013) of the pages in Essence magazines consisted of online

company ads (E (1, 22) = 5.18, p < .05).
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Online Ads Based on Total Number of Ads

Aggregate General Market Magazines and Black-Targeted Magazines. It was

hypothesized that online businesses would place more ads in general market magazines than they

would in black-targeted magazines based on a percentage of the total number of ads. This same

prediction was expected for each magazine type (i.e., business and finance, general lifestyle, and

women's).

The analysis indicated that nearly five percent (M = .0482) of the total number of ads in

general market magazines were dedicated to online business ads. In contrast, only one half of

one percent (M = .0052) of the total number of ads in black-targeted magazines consisted of

online company ads (F (1, 70) = 16.63, p < .001). The hypothesis was supported (see Table 3).

Insert Table 3 about here

Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted Business Magazines. The results indicated that

significantly (F (1, 22) = 27.57, p < .001) more ads were placed in Fortune magazines than were

placed in Black Enterprise magazines based on the total number of magazine ads. Eleven percent

(M = .1138) of the total number of ads in Fortune were dedicated to online company ads whereas

only one percent (M = .0116) of the total number of ads in Black Enterprise magazines consisted

of online company ads. These findings support the hypothesis.

Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted General Lifestyle Magazines. Online companies

placed more ads in Life magazines (M = .0096) than they did in Ebony magazines (M = .0009)

based on the total number of magazine ads but this was only marginally significant W (1, 22) =

3.25, p = .09).
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Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted Women's Magazines. The analysis indicated that two

percent (M = .0212) of the total number of ads in Cosmopolitan consisted of online company ads

whereas less than one third of one percent (M = .0031) of the total number of ads in Essence

magazines consisted of online company ads (F (1, 22) = 5.39, p < .05). The hypothesis was

supported.

Number of Online Company Ads Per One Thousand Magazines Sold

Aggregate General Market Magazines and Black-Targeted Magazines. It was

hypothesized that online businesses would place more ads in general market magazines than they

would in black-targeted magazines based on every one thousand magazines sold. This same

prediction was expected for each magazine type (i.e., business and finance, general lifestyle, and

women's).

The analyses indicated that online companies placed significantly (F (1, 70) = 8.59, p <

.01) more ads in general market magazines for every one thousand magazines sold than they did

in black-targeted magazines. For all general market magazines, .0085 online company ads were

placed for every one thousand magazines sold. In contrast, only .0011 online company ads were

placed in black-targeted magazines (see Table 4). These findings support the hypothesis.

Insert Table 4 about here

Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted Business Magazines. The results indicated that

significantly (F (1, 22) = 17.81, p < .001) more ads were placed in Fortune (M = .0244) for every

one thousand magazines sold than Black Enterprise (M = .0032). These findings support the

hypothesis.

18
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Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted General Lifestyle Magazines. No significant

difference in online company ad placement based on every one thousand general lifestyle

magazines sold.

Non-Targeted and Black-Targeted Women's Magazines. Online companies placed .0010

online ads for every one thousand Cosmopolitan magazines sold compared to only .0002 online

ads for every one thousand Essence magazines sold. However, this was only marginally

significant (E (1, 22) = 3.66, p = .07).

Conclusion and Discussion

The results from this study provide information on the extent to which online businesses

place ads in varying types of general market and black-targeted publications. In particular, this

study aimed to uncover any differences in ad placement by online companies based on whether

the publication targets the general market or the black population. Seventy-two magazines from

three different genres (i.e., business and finance, general lifestyle, and women's) were analyzed

to ascertain the number of overall ads and the number of online company ads in each magazine.

To better ensure comparability, an effort was made to use equivalent black and white magazines

from the same categories. Black Enterprise and Fortune were selected to represent business

magazines, Ebony and Life were chosen for their general lifestyle content, and Essence and

Cosmopolitan both were listed as women's fashion magazines (see Bacon's Magazine Directory,

2000).

It was hypothesized that online businesses would place more ads in general market

magazines than they would in magazines targeted to black populations. Irrespective of whether

online company ad placement was examined based on the percentage of the total number of

magazine pages, the percentage of the total number of overall ads, or based on the number of

19
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online company ads per one thousand magazines sold, the findings clearly support the overall

hypothesis.

The results indicate that two percent of the pages in general market magazines were

dedicated to online company ads whereas less than one third of one percent of the pages in

black-targeted magazines consisted of online company ads. This was consistent across each

magazine category. For example, six percent of the pages in Fortune magazines were dedicated

to online company ads, while less than one percent of the pages in Black Enterprise consisted of

online company ads. Based on the total number of magazine pages, online businesses also placed

significantly more ads in both Life and Cosmopolitan than they did in comparable black

magazines like Ebony and Essence.

These findings were also consistent with respect to the percentage of online company ads

based on the total number of overall ads. Nearly five percent of the total number of ads in

general market publications consisted of online business ads. In contrast, only one half of one

percent of the total number of ads in black-targeted publications consisted of online business ads.

In business magazines, a staggering eleven percent of the total number of ads in Fortune were

dedicated to online company ads. For Black Enterprise, only one percent of the total number of

ads were for online companies. Once again, online companies advertised more in Life and

Cosmopolitan than they did in the same magazine categories targeted to black populations.

Similarly, the data indicated that online companies placed significantly more ads in

general market magazines for every one thousand magazines sold than they did in black-targeted

magazines. Also, online companies placed more ads in Fortune and Cosmopolitan than they did

for Black Enterprise and Essence based on every thousand magazines sold. The only inconsistent

finding was with respect to online advertising in general interest magazines. No significant

20
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difference was found in online company ad placement based on every one thousand general

interest magazines sold.

From these findings it is clear that online businesses have avoided placing ads in black

publications. What might be less clear is why they have done so. Perhaps certain media planners

are driven by race-specific stereotypes that overstate a digital divide. These planners may limit or

prohibit the purchase of ad space in black magazines despite research that shows that blacks are

more likely to trust ads in black media than they are general market media ("Study Reveals

Blacks," 1998). Blacks also appreciate the information value of magazine advertising more than

whites (So ley, 1983), respond more to advertising than whites (Miller & Miller, 1992), are more

likely than whites to view ads before buying (Brandweek, 1993), and are more unlikely to buy or

trust products that are not advertised (Miller & Miller, 1992). Despite this evidence media

planners continue to avoid black media.

Online advertisers may also rely on inconclusive or inaccurate data that point to black

consumers as having substantially less access to computers and the Internet vis-à-vis their white

counterparts. Yet, blacks with higher incomes are using computers as much or more than whites

with the same income (Hoffman & Novak, 1998). Unfortunately, studies in the popular press and

in scholarly journals and reports that reveal information to the contrary are given less attention

(e.g., Raney, 1998). In fact, when examining the data much more closely there is significant

evidence that suggests the "real" divide is one of income and not race.

To better understand the digital divide, it is important to be familiar with the theoretical

perspective known as the knowledge gap. Knowledge gap (Tichenor, Donohue, & Olien, 1970)

discusses the differences in levels of knowledge between groups of different socioeconomic

status (SES). The basic premise is that mass media may increase knowledge of certain topics but
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members of a higher SES will gain knowledge faster over time than members of a lower SES

thereby increasing the knowledge gap over time. In knowledge gap studies, level of education is

most often used as the variable to measure SES, followed by income (Gaziano, 1997).

Although SES is often used in studies, individual factors may also play a part in

determining knowledge gap. Ettema and Kline, (1977) reworked the original knowledge gap

hypothesis to replace socioeconomic status with motivation and interest in information as

variables. People who are motivated by information introduced in the mass media will learn far

more quickly than those people who are not motivated or interested. Kwak (1999) makes the

claim that if motivation or media use is high, then the knowledge gap may decrease regardless of

education level. Thus, even if there are SES differences between the readers of white magazines

and the readers of black magazines, research has shown that motivation and interest in the topic

can cancel those effects (Kwak, 1999;,Ettema & Kline, 1977). The role of advertisers is not only

to persuade audiences, but also to give audiences information about needed or desired products

and services. Without at least limited knowledge of a particular business, there cannot be interest

or motivation.

When online businesses do not advertise in black magazines, these businesses forgo

valuable opportunities to educate black readers about web-based products and services. Not only

may online companies lose out on a huge market opportunity by failing to advertise in black

magazines, black magazine readers may, as a consequence, become information deficient vis-à-

vis readers of the general market magazines. Furthermore, advertisers' propensity for minimal

spending to reach black audiences could cripple black media and cause black audiences to be

less informed about the marketplace in general (Wynter, 1999). The possibility that

misconceptions surrounding the digital divide may be driving advertisers of online businesses
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away from black magazines could further widen the knowledge gap. In this technology-based

Information Age, this information deficiency could have grave socio-economic consequences.

,
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Table 1

Magazines and Circulation Figures

Magazine Circulation

Cosmopolitan 2,592,887

Essence 1,004,452

Fortune 853,267

Black Enterpise 421,169

Life Magazine 1,523,061*

Ebony 1,728,986

Source: Advertising Age (2001, February 19).

*Bacon's Magazine Directory (2000).
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Figure 1

Number of Online Business Ads in Magazines for 1999
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Table 2

Percentage of Online Company Ads Based on Total Number of Magazine Pages

Non-Targeted

Audience

Black-Targeted

Audience

Aggregate of All Magazines Categories .0234*** .0026

Business & Finance Magazines .0595*** .0063

General Interest Magazines .0028 .0004

Women's Magazines .0079* .0013

Note. Asterisks refer to mean pairs that are significantly different based on one-way

analysis of variance.

* p < .05 *** p < .001.
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Table 3

Percentage of the Total Number of Ads that are Online Company Ads

Non-Targeted

Audience

Black-Targeted

Audience

Aggregate of All Magazines Categories .0482*** .0052

Business & Finance Magazines .1132*** .0116

General Interest Magazines .0096 .0009

Women's Magazines .0212* .0031

Note. Asterisks refer to mean pairs that are significantly different based on one-way

analysis of variance.

*12<05 *** p < .001.
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Table 4

Number of Online Company Ads Per One Thousand Magazines Sold

Non-Targeted

Audience

Black-Targeted

Audience

Aggregate of All Magazines Categories .0085** .0011

Business & Finance Magazines .0244*** .0032

General Interest Magazines .0002 .0000

Women's Magazines .0010 .0002

Note. Asterisks refer to mean pairs that are significantly different based on one-way

analysis of variance.

* p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001.
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Abstract

Racial Stereotyping and Mass Mediated Contact

This study examines in-group bias, and the extremity-complexity and contact hypotheses

in relation to media exposure, and crime and success stereotyping. A cross-sectional

survey of African, Anglo, Asian and Latinos (n=491) illustrated that not only did

stereotyping vary by group, but that interpersonal and mediated communication are both

important factors to consider when conceptualizing and operationalizing contact, as is the

type of media contact.
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3

Although the mass media today reflect a society that is much less tolerant of blatant
prejudices, they do not reflect a society in which all intergroup issues have been resolved

and in which prejudice and racial inequality are things of the past.
Healey (1998) p. 111

Introduction

Discussion of the media's role in race relations dates back at least to the Kerner

Commission of 1968. Since that time, the mass communications literature has become

rich in content studies of media stereotyping. Yet the degree to which the mass media

improve or hamper understanding across racial and cultural lines remains relatively

unexplored. While negative and stereotypical images persist, our media landscape is

evolving to reflect an increasingly diverse population: we witness more varied

representations in advertising, news and entertainment than ever before. Whether

audiences' perceptions reflect this more balanced imagery, or remain consistent with

traditional stereotypes and prejudices, warrants further attention.

The present study examines three related social psychological conceptualizations:

in-group bias, and the extremity-complexity and contact hypotheses. At the heart of this

study is analysis of the linkage between media use and stereotyping, or more specifically,

how people perceive people like themselves and people from other groups. Suggested

here is that members of different racial/ethnic goups will not only have different media
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exposure patterns, but that the relationship between media usage and stereotyping will

vary by group as well. This study further expands the research in this area by drawing

upon a diverse sample of African American, Anglo American, Asian American and Latino

adults.

Stereotypes have been defined frequently in the mass communications literature.

Definitions typically include such terms as oversimplification and generalization. But

when speaking of media stereotypes, it is important to distinguish among racial and ethnic

groups in terms of both audiences and content. It is noteworthy that while media

stereotypes can be found in both entertainment and news content, these stereotypes vary

across groups (Gandy, 1998). Moreover, while any stereotype is limiting, media

portrayals have included a variety of both relatively positive and negative depictions. For

example, Blacks have often been stereotyped as criminals and entertainers; Asian

Americans as both a yellow peril and a model minority; and Native Americans as savages,

drunks and noble keepers of the earth (e.g. Wilson & Gutierrez, 1995).

Such stereotyping manifests in many ways in our everyday lives. This study

examines them in relation to in-group bias which suggests that people tend to prefer

people like themselves. Related to this discussion is the contact hypothesis which states

that the more contact people have with others unlike themselves, the less prejudiced they

will be toward members of that group. The equal status contact hypothesis goes one step

further, predicting prejudice will be reduced only when people are of comparable status.

These concepts are applied here to the mass media and their audiences, and are discussed

below in the literature review.
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It is logical to assume that the manner in which different groups are portrayed in

the media will have an impact on how people perceive members of those groups. In their

study of racial perceptions, Domke, McCoy and Tones (1999, p. 575) used priming

theory to argue that "media content interacts with individual predispositions to guide

information processing and subsequent judgments." Their study revealed that news

coverage influenced which racial cognitions were activated. The authors suggested that

even when specific stereotypes are not present in news coverage, the way the news is

framed affects whether individuals apply existing stereotypes.

Cultivation theorists have long argued that media provide a common world view

and set of values, and that these are reflected among heavy media users, most particularly

television viewers. Research has provided some evidence that media can cultivate

perceptions of racial integration (Matabane, 1988); socioeconomic standing (Armstrong,

Neuendorf & Brentar, 1992); and of inequality (Gandy & Baron, 1998). Particularly

germane to the present research is a series of studies in the Netherlands by Vergeer and

colleagues (2000). They have found that exposure to fictional and entertainment media,

to commercial television, and to newspapers causes people to perceive ethnic minorities

as more of a threat. For the latter, exposure to newspapers explained nearly 12% of the

variance, even after controlling for respondents' socio-structural variables (Vergeer,

Lubbers & Scheepers, 2000). In their concluding remarks, the authors suggest that future

research investigate the cumulative exposure of a variety of mass media, and take into

account interpersonal contact; the present study incorporates both factors within the

context of the contact hypothesis.
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Accordingly, this study poses four research questions:

RQ1: To what extent is amount and nature of media use related to perceptions
of one's own racial group?

6

RQ2: To what extent is amount and nature of media use related to perceptions of
racial groups other than one's own?

RQ3: To what extent do media and interpersonal contact vary with relative
group status?

RQ4: To what extent do perceptions vary with type of media content?

Theory

In-group Bias, Extremity-Complexity and the Contact Hypothesis

In 1954, Gordon Allport discussed in-group formation in his well-known book,

The Nature of Prejudice. Defining an in-group as "any cluster of people who can use the

term 'we' with the same significance," (p. 37), Allport argued that in-groups are

psychologically primary. While such primacy does not automatically lead to out-group

hostility, Allport recognized that for some people rejecting the out-group is a "salient

need" (p. 49).

More recently, Brewer (1999) reviewed forty years of social psychological

research on intergroup relations and concluded that Allport had been right:

Many discriminatory perceptions and behaviors are motivated primarily
by the desire to promote and maintain positive relationships within the in-
group rather than by any direct antagonism toward out-groups...However,
the very factors that make in-group attachment and allegiance important to
individuals also provide a fertile ground for antagonism and distrust of
those outside the in-group boundaries. p. 441-442
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One contemporary example of in-group versus out-group perception is Wong, Lai,

Nagasawa and Lin's (1998) analysis of Asian Americans' self perceptions and

perceptions by other groups. They found that among a college student sample, Asian

Americans "perceived themselves as more prepared, motivated and more likely to have

greater career success than whites" (p. 113). Interestingly, however, the results held for

white, African American, Hispanic and Native American students' perceptions as well;

Wong et al. conclude that the study provides support for the model minority hypothesis.

The extremity-complexity hypothesis offers one explanation for why evaluations

of in-group and out-group members often differ. It suggests that people will have more

complex schema for members of their own group, and more extreme evaluations for

members of out-groups. In other words, the more dimensions people use in evaluating

others, the less extreme (stereotypical) their evaluation (Linville & Jones, 1980; Jussim,

Coleman & Lerch, 1987).

With all probability, audience communication patterns play a key role in such

evaluation, whether it be in-group attachment or out-group hostility. Work testing the

contact hypothesis has emphasized interpersonal contact, but it clearly has implications

for mass media exposure (see Tan, Fujioka & Lucht, 1997; Fujioka, 1999). In its most

basic form, the contact hypothesis, which is derived from Allport's (1954) work,

suggests an inverse relationship between contact and prejudice: As contact among

members of different groups increases, prejudice decreases. However, numerous scholars

have argued that such an interpretation is too simplistic; if reducing prejudice were so
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easy, we would see much less of it in many places around the world. Rather, the

effectiveness of contact is related to a number of situational factors.

First off, and central to the current study, is the nature of the contact. According

to Forbes, whose 1997 book offers a comprehensive review of the literature in this area,

"how to distinguish favorable from unfavorable contact is the central problem of contact

theory" (p. 24). His review suggests that casual, impersonal contact may actually lead to

increased stereotyping whereas prolonged, personal contact may have the opposite effect.

In addition to the nature of the contact being a factor, for it to have a positive impact

people must be of equal status. Otherwise, the power imbalance may actually reinforce

prejudice. Other criteria for effective contact are normative support for positive

intergroup interaction and a sense of cooperative interdependence (Forbes, 1997).

Tan, Fujioka & Lucht (1997) and Fujioka (1999) have examined the contact

hypothesis within a mass communications context. The first study tested the extremity-

complexity hypothesis, and found that frequency of television viewing did not lead to

more positive stereotyping. The authors conclude that their data offer "some support for

vicarious contact (via television) hypotheses based on learning theory, and no support for

the vicarious contact based on cognitive extremity-complexity theory" (p.280). However,

the study was limited in scope. Its sample was white college students who were asked

their perceptions of Native Americans. Furthermore, as the authors point out, the study

failed to distinguish among content types.

Two years later, Fujioka (1999) expanded upon this inquiry. She studied white

and Japanese students' perceptions of African Americans, testing whether students with
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frequent direct contact (white students) would have different perceptions than those with

limited direct contact (Japanese students). She found that evaluation of television

programs had significant influence on stereotypes, but that cumulative television exposure

did not. However, perceived positive portrayals had a greater impact on the Japanese

students than on the white students. As Fujioka points out, however, the study had

some considerable limitations. Not only was a student sample used, but it drew upon

international students who came from a racially homogeneous setting and whose

experience with racial issues is quite different than that of their American counterparts.

Hypotheses

Hl: The greater the status differential, the less the interpersonal and
mass mediated contact.

This hypothesis draws upon the concept of in-group bias. People are less likely

to seek out those who they see as very different from themselves.

112: As media exposure increases, so will the inclination to negatively
stereotype groups other than one's own.

This hypothesis is based on the extremity-complexity hypothesis which predicts

that people will have more extreme evaluations for groups other than their own. It is

further supported by contact theory which suggests that impersonal, casual contact (such

as media exposure) may actually increase prejudices and the inclination to stereotype.
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Moreover, since much of media content draws upon racial stereotypes, it appears all the

more likely that heavy users will be primed to stereotype.

This relationship will be further mediated by two situational factors: the type of

contact and the group. Therefore:

H3: The inclination to negatively stereotype groups other than one's
own will vary by media content type.

This hypothesis recognizes that not all media contact is created equal. For

example, local TV news frames African Americans as criminals Entman (1990, 1992),

while the Internet provides diverse content from a variety of perspectives. Similarly,

televised sporting events provide a look at success for many different groups, the most

prominent depending upon the sport. It is expected that in-group-out-group bias will

function so that such stereotyping will be more evidenced for members of groups other

than one's own.

Method

Research Design

This study employed a cross-sectional telephone survey in Metropolitan Atlanta

in July, 1999. Ten interviewers, all of whom had previous telephone survey or

telemarketing experience, received extensive Kish training prior to data collection. An

initial pretest over a two-day period resolved minor problems related to instrumentation
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and survey administration. The 49 diversity-related items used in the present study were

part of a larger 73-item instrument.

Sample

A systematic random sample was drawn from the population of the ten Central

North Georgia counties that comprise the Atlanta Metro area: Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb,

Deka lb, Douglas, Fayette, Fulton, Gwinnett, Henry and Rockdale. Ninety-two percent

of households in the area have at least one telephone line, according to the BellSouth

Corporation. Combined, these counties have a diverse population with approximately 29

percent of the population ethnic minority.

The sampling frame was a CD-Rom phone directory which was determined to be

the most comprehensive list available of residential telephone numbers available for the

Atlanta metro area. The CD lists approximately 2.7 million phone numbers. The

sampling interval of 1,928 was determined based on Lavrakas (1993), whereby:

Estimated Size of Sampling Pool = (FSS)/(HR)(1-REC)(1-LE)

FSS is the field sample size; in the present study, the target was 500 completed surveys.

HR is the percentage of phone numbers expected to be working, which Lavrakas

estimates at .60 for large metropolitan areas such as Atlanta. REC is respondent exclusion

rate (here based on age restrictions) and estimated at .20. Nonresponses (LE) was

estimated at .25, using the general population refusal rate for metropolitan areas. Based

on the formula, 1,667 phone numbers were selected randomly for inclusion in the study.
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Data Collection

A written protocol was provided for the ten interviewers and all interviewers

participated in a training session. A scripted introduction and Kish selection sheet helped

to control for interviewer bias. Data were then collected over a two-week period (July 10,

1999 to July 24,1999), following a two day pre-test. All phone calls were made between

9 a.m. and 9 p.m. The Kish method screened out individuals younger than 16 years old.

Measurement

The primary dependent variable of this study is stereotypes. In operationalizing

that concept this study drew upon the earlier work of Tan, Fujioka & Lucht (1997) and

Fujioka (1999). A ten point scale was used for each of seven items that provided bipolar

adjectives: lazy/hardworking, violent/non-violent, intelligent/unintelligent, likely to

commit a crime/un likely to commit a crime, educated/uneducated, likely to use

drugs/unlikely to use drugs, wealthy/not wealthy. For example, interviewers read a series

of statements such as this one: "Now I am going to read you a list of several adjectives.

Using a 10 point scale, please tell me where you would place Asian Americans if 1= lazy

and 10 = hardworking." The statements were read for each of four groups (Anglo

Americans, African Americans, Asian Americans and Latino/Hispanics). Positive and

negative responses varied on the ten point scale to avoid response set.

Contact, a key independent variable, was operationalized in terms of media

exposure. Respondents were asked how much time they spent each day with each of the

following media: television news, prime time television, televised sports, newspapers,

and the Internet. Respondents were also asked how frequently they saw each of four
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groups (African Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos and Anglo Americans) in the media

(1 = not at all and 5 = very often).

Contact was further operationalized in terms of interpersonal contact.

Respondents were asked for the same four groups, "On a day-to-day basis, how

frequently do you interact with each of the following groups, where 1 = not at all and 5 =

very often?"

Respondents were also asked their race, education level, sex and income level.

Racial/ethnic categories mirrored those then used on the US Census, with the full

recognition that Hispanic denotes an ethnic group not a race.

Group status was based on two socio-economic indicators gleaned from US

Census data: percentage with a college degree or higher and percent living in poverty

(Table 1). These data were used in categorically to determine the status differential

between groups. According to these data, Anglo Americans and Asian Americans are of

comparable status. The greatest differences according to these data are between African

Americans and Asian Americans, and African Americans and Anglo Americans.

Results

Descriptive Data

Of the 1,667 phone numbers included in the study, 216 were deleted due to

disconnections, fax machines or a non-residential number. A total of 386 questionnaires

were completed based on the first call; an additional 175 were completed after a call-back
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appointment. A total of 561 respondents participated in the study for a completion rate

of 45 percent.

For the purposes of this analysis, however, respondents were included only if

they clearly identified themselves as white, African American, Asian American, or Latino

(n = 491). Of the 491 respondents, 47% were Anglo American (n=231), 21% were

African American (104) , 20% were Asian American (n=97) and 12% identified

themselves as Hispanic or Latino (n=59). In this sample, then, minorities were over-

represented relative to the population in the Atlanta metro area. This may be because

Fulton and Cherokee counties were over-represented in the sample, both of which have

significant minority populations. Men comprised 51% of the sample, women 49%.

Of note, income levels for the groups in the sample did not match those of census

data. In this sample, 38% of African Americans had incomes over $45,000, followed by

35% of Asian Americans, 20% of Anglo Americans and 12% of Latinos. This, again, is a

function of the oversampling of two counties. Therefore, the differences in status in the

sample are different than those for the population at large.

Media exposure was significantly different among the four racial groups (See

Table 2). Anglos spent more time with newspapers than did members of other groups

(x=.71 hours/day); Asian Americans spent the most time of any group on the Internet

(x=2.4 hours/day) and watching TV news (x=.61 hours); African Americans spent the

most time with prime time (x=2.8 hours/day); and Latinos spent the most time watching

TV sports (x=1.0). However, regardless of race or ethnicity, respondents spent more

time with prime time television (x=2.1 hours/day) than with any other content measured.
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The means and standard deviation for the statements measuring stereotypes are

provided in Table 3, and are discussed further below. Of note, the means indicate that

respondents did stereotype. For example, on a ten point scale (some responses were

recoded so that in all instances a one indicates a negative perception and 10 a relatively

positive one), the highest score (8.21) was for Asian American wealth, and the lowest

score was for African American violence (3.38).

Index Construction

For African Americans, Asian Americans and Latinos, twelve items were

consolidated into two indices, resulting in a total of six dependent measures (two per

group). One index is a success measure and the other is an anti-social/crime measure.

Chronbach's alpha coefficients, which ranged from .62 to .76, are provided in Table 4

along with the variables for each index. For Anglo Americans, satisfactory reliability was

achieved for the anti-social/crime measure only. These results indicate that while the

same measures were asked about each group, they functioned differently across groups.

Hypothesis Testing

H1 predicted that interpersonal and media contact would vary with status.

This hypothesis was partially supported. When it came to how often respondents saw

members of the four groups in media content, responses appeared consistent with content

studies: Anglo Americans were seen most often , followed by African Americans,

Latinos and Asian Americans. However, as shown in Table 5, although responses did

significantly vary by group, they did not necessarily covary with status.
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Interpersonal contact significantly varied as well. Not surprisingly, more time

was spent with members of one's own group than with members of other groups (See

Table 6). Interestingly, Latinos reported interacting with African Americans (x=2.9; 1=

not at all) more often than with any other groups than their own, as might be expected

based on status. But the opposite did not strictly hold true: African Americans reported

interacting with Asian American (3.7) as often as with Latinos (3.6) . This may be a

function of the relatively high status of the African Americans in the sample compared to

those in the general population. Asian Americans and Anglo American reported

interacting with each other more than with any other group, a finding consistent with the

hypothesis.

H2 predicted that as media exposure increased, the tendency to negatively

stereotype would as well. Table 7 provides the correlation coefficients between total

media exposure and perceptions of the groups. For African Americans, as media

exposure increased, the tendency to negatively stereotype Asian Americans and Latinos

increased. This was true for both the success and crime variables, as indicated by the

moderately strong negative correlations. When looking at the other groups, a more

complex picture emerges. For Anglos, increased media exposure was related to a more

positive view of African Americans and a more negative one of Asian Americans as

criminals/antisocial. For Asian Americans, increased media exposure was related to

considering African Americans as more successful, while the only significant correlation

for Latinos was between media exposure and a positive view of Anglos as law abiding.
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Media exposure was further measured in terms of how frequently respondents

saw members of the different groups in the media (Table 8). Interestingly, all groups

were more likely to view Anglos as criminals/anti social as their mediated contact with

them increased, although the relationship for Latinos was not significant. For the latter,

despite the small sample size (n=59), moderately strong negatively correlations were

found between Latinos mediated contact with Asians and their view of them. In other

words, as such exposure increased, the tendency to negatively stereotype increased. Also

of note, as contact increased African Americans were viewed more positively when it

came to crime. In-group bias may be somewhat in evidence here, as Anglos were the only

group to negatively stereotype themselves as contact increased.

The third hypothesis predicted that stereotyping would vary with media content

type. To test this hypothesis, a series of multiple regressions was run on the stereotype

variables controlling for demographic variables in the first block (sex, age, education and

income) and frequency of interpersonal contact in the second block. In the third block

were the primary independent variables of interest: number of hours per day with

primetime TV, TV news, TV sports, newspapers and the Internet.

Results indicate that the relationship between media exposure and stereotyping

varies not only by content type, but also with the group. First off, in Table 9 are the

results for African Americans (n= 104). Little or no variance (<10%) was explained for

perceptions of members of their own racial group, although watching prime time TV and

TV news was related (i.e., significant betas at p<.05) to a more negative view of African

Americans as criminals. Interestingly, the more interpersonal and media contact African

4 9
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Americans had with Anglos, the less positive the perception (R2=.26). Watching TV

news was related to perceiving Asian Americans as anti-social/criminal, as was using the

Internet. However, as interpersonal contact and watching TV increased, African

Americans were more likely to perceive Asian Americans as successful. Of the media

variables, only watching prime time was related to stereotyping of Latinos, with a more

negative perception as exposure increased.

For Anglo Americans (n=231) watching televised sports produced positive

perceptions of African American, Asian American and Latino success; for other media

results varied by group (Table 10). Of note, watching TV news was related to perceiving

African Americans as criminals but this finding did not hold for other groups. Only two

of the seven equations resulted in R2 higher than .20: Anglo American anti-social crime

and Latino success. In the first case, watching primetime and using the Internet was

negatively related (meaning a more negative perception as exposure increased), while the

beta for TV news was positive. The more mediated contact Anglos had with Latinos, the

greater the likelihood they perceived them as successful.

In the Asian American subgroup (n=97), no significant results were found when

the Asian American dependent variables were reeressed on the media variables (Table

11). And while a number of the betas in the equations for Asian Americans were

significant at p<.05, by far the most variance was explained for Anglo and Latino

antisocial/crime (R2=.61 and .59, respectively). Even here, however, the direction of the

betas differed. The betas for prime time and TV sports were negative for Anglos, but
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positive for Latinos. In fact, Asians were more likely to perceive Latinos as successful as

contact increased; the same does not hold true for Anglos.

For Latinos, the betas for Latino success were negative for four of the five media

variables. This indicates that as media exposure increased, Latinos were less likely to

perceive members of their in-group as successful: the equation explained 36% of the

variance, with significant negative betas for prime time, TV sports, newspaper and TV

news (Table 12). Betas for the Internet were positive in all but one instance (Asian

American crime), and significant for African American success and Anglo American crime.

Discussion

This study has illustrated the complexities of the relationship between media

exposure and racial/ethnic stereotyping. Drawing upon the concept of in-group bias, and

the extremity-complexity and contact hypotheses, this study has shown that group

membership matters: stereotyping varies by group. Furthermore, the results of this

study indicate that interpersonal and mediated communication are both important factors

to consider when conceptualizing and operationalizing contact.

In this sample, groups varied in their interpersonal and mediated contact to one

another; for the latter this variation was not necessarily attributable to status (H1) but

seemingly a function of the visibility of different groups in the media. In-group bias

appeared to manifest for interpersonal contact, with respondents seeking out in-group

members more frequently than out-group. Thus, when given the choice it appears that

respondents preferred people like themselves, and the closer in status the better.
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However, such a choice is not always available in media content, whether it be news or

entertainment.

Results of correlations between media exposure and perceptions of in-group and

out-group members indicated some support for the extremity-complexity hypothesis. As

total media exposure increased for African Americans, negative stereotyping increased for

all three out-groups, but not for the in-group. This may be because African Americans'

schema for Anglo, Asian and Latinos are more general, and therefore their evaluations

more extreme. When it came to in-group perceptions, similar findings were found for

Asian and Latino respondents.

Overall, total media exposure was more likely to be related to negative perceptions

than positive ones, a finding congruent with the contact hypothesis: Media imagery

glosses over the complexities of different racial and ethnic groups, thereby facilitating a

prejudicial or stereotypical interpretation. However, the data suggest that the media

landscape may indeed be changing. Respondents in all four groups were more likely to

have a positive impression of Latinos as their frequency of seeing them in the media

increased. The opposite, interestingly, held true for perceptions of Anglos and crime.

And the perception of Asian Americans by Latinos was more negative the more they

saw of them. While these data do not extend beyond correlational evidence, they do

provide support for the notion that selective exposure and perception may lead members

of different racial and ethnic groups to a variety of interpretations or readings of media

content.
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As suggested by previous research (Tan, Fujioka & Lucht, 1997; Vergeer,

Lubbers & Scheepers, 2000), it is important to consider the role of different types of

content in relation to stereotyping. In the present study, five different types of media

content were examined: primetime television, televised sports, newspapers, TV news,

and the Internet. The amount of variance explained indicated that such media exposure

may be more influential for some groups than others, and that not all types of media

content have the same impact. For example, the five types of media examined here

appeared less influential for Anglo and Asian Americans than they did for African and

Latinos. But this is not to say that in some instances strong relationships weren't found.

That media variables were significant even after controlling for interpersonal contact

indicates that media content is indeed an additional frame of reference about racial and

ethnic groups other than one's own -- sometimes a positive one, sometimes not.

This tendency is also at times true for the in-group: as media contact increased,

Latinos perceived members of their group as less successful. Such a finding suggests that

"positive" representations of Latinos as productinve members of society are still be

lacking across media content.

Yet other results further indicate that some media may be doing a "better" job in

their portrayals than are others. For example, watching prime time was related to

negative perceptions among African and Anglo American respondents. Anglos were more

likely to be perceived as antisocial/criminal as viewing TV sports increased, a finding that

held for all groups but Anglo respondents: again, an indicator of in-group bias. These

findings seem to indicate that it important not to speak only of "media stereotypes," but
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to take into consideration the very significant differences found in our increasingly diverse

media landscape.

This study was limited by several factors. The sample proved not to be fully

representative of the Atlanta MSA, thereby confounding the status measure. The size of

the Latino sample, while proportionate to census figures, was smaller than ideal for the

subgroup analyses done here. The dependent measures were constrained by the fact that

they were part of a measuring instrument on an entirely different topic. More complex

measures of stereotypes are warranted.

Nonetheless, this study extended the research in this area. It provided a multi-

group comparison with a diverse sample of adults. The design maximized comparisons

among all groups; too often in the literature whites are used as the standard by which to

compare another group, most frequently African Americans. It is important that

research in this area be truly multicultural, and not be limited to samples of predominately

white students.

This research has highlighted that the contact hypothesis is a fruitful line of

inquiry for mass communications researchers. Future research should build upon this,

providing a stronger test of the role of status in relation to media contact. The extremity-

complexity hypothesis should be further integrated to guide researchers toward more

complex measures of stereotypes as they relate to media content. Finally, this research

shows that in-group bias is alive and well. The circumstances under which the media

contribute to producing this bias should be explored in more depth.
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Table 1: Socioeconomic Status by Group*

Percentage with Bachelor's
Degree

Percentage Living in
Poverty

African American 16.6 22.4

Anglo American 29.7 5.44

Asian American 40.7 11.4

Latino 24.5 16.2

*Based on 1990 census data for the metropolitan Atlanta area.
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Table 2: Media Exposure by Group

Mean hours spent with content type
Group Newspaper' TV News2 Internet3 Prime Time4 TV sports5

African
American

.3942 .3750 1.0481 2.7981 .5096

Anglo
American

.7056 .5216 1.4978 2.0281 .4848

Asian
American

.4742 .6082 2.3505 1.8608 .6804

Latino .1525 .5000 1.2034 2.2881 1.0424

1F=18.94, df=3, p<.001
2F=2.98, df=3, p<.05
3 F=23.46, df=3, p<.001
4F=11.87, df-3, p<.001
5F=7.58, df=3, p<.001
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Table 3: Means and standard deviations for stereotype items*

Variable Mean Standard Deviation

African American
Wealth

5.78 1.51

African American
Intelligence

6.31 1.09

African American
Education

5.51 1.06

African American
Work Ethic

5.91 1.33

African American
Violence

3.83 1.02

African American
Crime

4.25 1.22

African American
Drugs

5.07 1.45

Anglo American
Wealth

7.35 .98

Anglo American
Intelligence

7.13 1.15

Anglo American
Education

7.31 1.03

Anglo American
Work Ethic

5.85 1.49

Anglo American
Violence

5.52 4.91

Anglo American
Crime

5.47 1.43

Anglo American
Drugs

4.40 1.82

Asian American
Wealth

8.02 1.20

Asian American
Intelligence

7.89 1.12

Asian American
Education

8.21 1.21

Asian American
Work Ethic

7.72 1.35

Asian American
Violence

7.22 1.27

Asian American
Crime

6.70 1.51

Asian American
Drugs

6.96 1.54

Latino Wealth 4.21 1.59
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Latino Intelligence 5.67 1.42

Latino Education 5.57 1.54

Latino Work Ethic 6.24 1.50

Latino Violence 4.31 1.14

Latino Crime 4.26 1.10

Latino Drugs 4.20 1.03

*Scale ranged from 1=a negative perception to 10=a positive one
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Table 4: Reliability for Stereotype Items

Success Index
African American Wealth

.62African American Intelligence
African American Education
Asian American Wealth

.76Asian American Intelligence
Asian American Education
Latino Wealth

.68Latino Intelligence
Latino Education

Anti-Social/Crime Index

African American Violence
.62African American Crime

African American Drugs
Anglo American Violence

.67Anglo American Crime
Anglo American Drugs
Asian American Violence

.70Asian American Crime
Asian American Drugs
Latino Violence

.66Latino Crime
Latino Drugs
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Table 5: Frequency of seeing groups in media content by group*

Group African
American'

Anglo
American2

Asian
American3

Latino4

African
American

4.3462 4.7692 2.0865 2.1827

Anglo
American

3.8398 4.6234 2.0779 2.3680

Asian
American

3.8557 4.5567 2.0206 1.8866

Latino 3.6441 4.7458 2.2034 1.9661

*Scale ranged from 1=not at all to 5=very often

1F=20.48, df=3, p<.001
2 F=4.53, df=3, p<.05
3F=.51, df=3, ns
4F=6.76, df=3, p<.001
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Table 6: Means for interpersonal contact by group*

Group African
American'

Anglo
American2

Asian
Americans

Latino4

African
American

4.5481 4.3365 2.8846 2.8846

Anglo
American

3.6234 4.6753 3.1126 2.4199

Asian
American

3.7320 4.5464 4.4124 2.1340

Latino 3.6610 3.6610 2.5424 4.0508

*Scale ranged from 1=not at all to 5=very often

1F=24.11, df=3, p<.001
2F=40.10, d1=3, p<.001
3F=42.08, df=3, p<.001
4F=65.23, df=3, p<.001
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Abstract for:
Effects of Advertising Messages for Breast Cancer on African-American Women's

Attitudes Toward Early Prevention

While they are less likely to develop breast cancer, research shows that the life expectancy rate
for African American women diagnosed with breast cancer is significantly shorter than
Caucasian women diagnosed with the similar disease. Medical literature identifies two reasons
for the high mortality rates for Black women: detection of the disease in its advance stages and/or
myths, misperceptions, and fears concerning the causes of and prognosis related to breast cancer.
The study seeks to determine how advertising is and might be used to influence and/or change
health-related behaviors of African American women. Using a 2 x 2 experiment, advertising
appeal and involvement, results indicated an interaction between involvement and appeal used in
the ad. Ads using endorsers and survivors were found to be most effective in changing attitude
toward breast cancer prevention for black women who expressed little interest in breast cancer
prevention and early detection.
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Effects of Advertising Messages for Breast Cancer on African-American Women's
Attitudes Toward Early Prevention

Statistics on breast cancer show that among all cancers (i.e., liver, lung, ovarian, etc),

breast cancer is the most common cancer in African American women (Komen Breast Cancer

Foundation, 1999). In fact, the most often cited factors affecting cancer incidence and mortality

among African Americans are poverty, tobacco use, diet and nutrition. The present study seeks

to determine how advertising is used to inform African American women about breast cancer

survival and treatment. The question addressed in this stud focuses on whether or not black

women have adequate, undistorted information to make choices about breast cancer detection

and prevention. Although black women are less likely to develop breast cancer than white

women, statistics show that when black women do develop cancer, they are much more likely to

die from the disease (Cancer Statistics for African Americans, 1996; El Tamer, Homel, & Wait,

1999; Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, 1999; Lipkus, Iden, Terrenoire, & Feaganes, 1999;

National Cancer Institute, 1996). Information taken from the American Cancer Society (1999)

shows that African-American women with breast cancer are less likely than white women to

survive five years: 71.0% vs. 86.0%. Experts attribute just over half of this difference to late

detection and tumors that are more aggressive and less responsive to treatment.

The proposed research explores how black women feel and think about breast cancer and

the effect of advertising messages for breast cancer on attitudes toward early prevention. The

heart of this research centers on assessing the extent to which the messages about breast cancer

accurately reflect and adequately relate to the needs and behaviors of the African American

female audience. Although black women are less likely to develop breast cancer than white
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women, when they do develop cancer, it has been said that the survival rate for black women is

approximately 43% (Cancer Statistics for African Americans, 1996; ElTarner, Homel, & Wait,

1999; Kornen Breast Cancer Foundation, 1999; Lipkus, Iden, Terrenoire, & Feaganes, 1999;

National Cancer Institute, 1996). For white women the five-year survival rate is approximately

90% (American Cancer Society, 2000).

The purpose of the present research is to determine the effectiveness of advertising

messages and types of appeals on attitudes toward breast cancer prevention. The study hopes to

determine how health communicators use advertisements to communicate and persuade black

women to seek early detection. Data and results miaht be used to explain how some African

American women react and respond to advertisements about breast cancer.

RELEVANT BACKGROUND

Studies suggest that poor survival rates for African American women diagnosed with

breast cancer may be positively related to the stage of development. "Black women often do

[not] get treatment early enough," according to DeWyze (1998). In fact, studies suggest that in

order for the death rate to change (or, in other words, for African American women to survive)

efforts must be made by the medical industry, mass media, and other promotional efforts need to

focus on creating messages that motivate African American women to conduct examinations

earlier and to seek medical assistance so that the disease might be detected at an earlier stage (El-

Tamer, et al, 1999). Messages, research suggest, need to address "how African-American

women might overcome the barriers that keep them from responding to the breast cancer threat"

(DeWyze, 1998, p. 1).

In a more recent study on the perceptions black women have concerning breast cancer,

analysis of the data show that black women believe that exposure to air causes cancer to grow
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(MSNBC, 1999). Moreover, data obtained in this study show that more black women as

compared to white women believe that worry or anxieties worsen their (or cause) cancer, that

God and prayers will heal them of the cancer without a reliance on medical treatments or doctors,

and/or that the devil caused the cancer.

In a study conducted by Frisby and Chang (2000), data reveal that many breast cancer ads

found in African American magazines like Ebony, and Essence promoted products or events (i.e.,

Avon), and not on providing messages that promote or inform readers about breast cancer

prevention. In addition, these researchers discovered few, if any, ads about breast cancer, its

diagnosis and prevention, or discussions of the risks involved could be found in recent issues

(within the last 6 months) of magazines primarily read by African American women.

The main thesis of this study centers around the idea that advertisers and health

communicators need to better understand and find effective ways of improving health

communication messages that actually improve the prevention, early detection, and care of breast

cancer among African American women. While this study may have limitations, it is a beginning

or the start of several necessary and important research studies that may begin to provide more

information on a market that has been largely ignored.

REVIEWING THE LITERATURE

Types of Advertising Appeals

Advertising appeals may take on two forms: factual or emotional approaches. The factual

approach focuses on the product or service--what it is, how it is made, and what it does. This

approach is also known as informational or the hard sell approach. This advertising message

strategy centers on providing significant facts about a product or service that are most important

to the reader.
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The emotional approach is a very powerful communicator and is the most common

messne strategy and appeal used in advertising. The emotional approach is often referred to in

the advertising literature as the sqft-sell approach and usually concentrates on creating a

particular image for a product or service--its appearance and social benefit to the consumer.

Thus, emotional or soft-sell advertisements are typically used to communicate the benefits one

may gain simply by using the product. The benefits include, but are not limited to; a better

image, higher social status, increased popularity, being in with the "in crowd," avoiding

embarrassment (i.e. the consequences of using the wrong deodorant) as well as finding Mr. or

Mrs. Right.

Copy which uses an emotional approach tends to appeal to a consumer's "psychological"

needs. Appeals focusing on love, sex, hate, popularity, or fear have been found to have the

greatest impact. Research suggests that the emotional approach should work best for low-

involvement products such as food and beverage items, while high-involvement or factual

approaches work best for hiaer-priced items such as CD players or automobiles.

An interesting question that arises from this background information is whether the

success or failure of a health campaign approach can be determined by the type of advertising

appeal used in an ad. Is it possible that black women will be more responsive to an emotional or

rational advertising appeal promoting early detection of breast cancer? The proposed study

examines the role of certain advertising appeals in affecting attitudes toward early detection and

prevention of breast cancer. Based on previous work on advertising appeals, it is expected that

advertisements using testimonials from survivors will have a positive effect on attitude and

screenin2 intentions.
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Research Question: How does the type of advertising appeal used in an
advertisement for breast cancer ad affect black women and their attitudes about
early prevention of and screening for breast cancer?

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Elaboration Likelihood Model

This study seeks to examine factors pertaining to the message that influence persuasion.

Thus, the study will focus on factors associated with the message content (such as whether the ad

uses fear appeals or not and the effect of the factors on consumer attitude). The Elaboration

Likelihood Model, or ELM as it is best known, proposes that when people are motivated and able

to process information-that is, when elaboration of the message is high-they will focus on

message arguments and experience positive attitude change if the arguments are logical.

However when people are unable or unmotivated to process message arguments, they may

nonetheless be persuaded by certain rewards within the message or peripheral features of the

message presentation (music, models, etc). Hence, persuasion is seen as involving a continuum

ranging from central to peripheral possibilities, and attitude change is postulated to be more

enduring as the message processing strategy moves toward the central end of the persuasion

continuum. According to Petty and Cacioppo (1981), attitude impact affected by classical

conditioning occurs via the peripheral route to persuasion.

According to Petty and Cacioppo ((1981), two factors determine whether or not a person

will think about a persuasive messagemotivation and ability. In the case of breast cancer, it is

assumed that the target audience under investigation will not be motivated to think about and

attend to the message they receive. It is hypothesized that the target audience of interest could

become more motivated to think about the content of the message. This study hopes to
1

determine if attitudes can be changed by peripheral means, thus associating breast cancer with

8 2
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other things that the target audience already feels positively towards, like the incorporation of

well-liked, physically attractive endorsers (Petty & Cacioppo, 1981). While it is true that

persuasion via the peripheral route does not result in a permanent attitude change, research does

suggest that people may become motivated to think about the product or issue and generate

thoughts or cognitions that can then produce a more permanent change in attitude.

Consequently, what begins as a temporary attitude change via the peripheral route, may then end

up being a more permanent attitude change.

Although relatively little is known about consumers' processing of visual information, in

recent years, there has been a significant increase in attention devoted to visualization, imagery,

and related matters. Rossiter and Percy (1978), for example, found that visual images are much

easier to process than verbal stimuli and should generate the same type of affective learning. It

seems reasonable to speculate that motivation to process messages about breast cancer is and will

be very low amonla breast women. And, as a result, the present study will focus on argument

processing that focuses on the peripheral route processing perspective. According to ELM, when

elaboration likelihood is low, the probability is high that recipients will follow the peripheral

route to persuasion, suggesting that ads attempting to motivate black women to seek early

detection and diagnosis for breast cancer should incorporate peripheral mechanisms like the use

of emotional appeals and endorsers in order to affect persuasion and change attitudes.

HI: There will be an interaction between involvement and advertising appeal
and the respondent's attitude toward the ad.

H2: Motivations to seek early detection for breast cancer will be greater after
exposure to advertisements using endorsers and testimonials versus fear appeals.

Exmiments showing that peripheral cues determine persuasion when motivation and

ability for processing are low show that in low relevance conditions, source expertise influences
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subjects' post-message attitudes (Petty, Cacioppo, & Goldman, 1981). Other studies that have

manipubted motivation for processing in conjunction with other source variables (i.e.,

communicator likability, attractiveness) have yielded virtually identical findings (i.e., Chaiken,

1980; Petty, Cacioppo, & Schumann, 1983).

To determine beliefs and perceptions held about breast cancer, Frisby (2000) surveyed 92

African-American females ranging in age from 20 to 77. Data obtained from this exploratory

study revealed that the black women who participated in this study hold perceptions of breast

cancer that involve images of death, feelings of fear, and concerns about unrealistic physical

impairments that they felt could result from breast cancer. Moreover, women in this study

indicated a strong interest for more information about the risks and causes of breast cancer as

well as evidence that women can survive the disease. Overall data obtained in the Frisby (2000)

research study revealed that the most widely held perception about breast cancer held by African

American women were thoughts and feelings related to death, fear, and loss of breasts and/or

hair. Data analysis further revealed that participants did not specify or express a clear

understanding of how breast cancer is caused. And, of particular interest, black women explicitly

expressed a sincere need and desire for advertising messages that they said would communicate

information about the causes of and risk factors associated with breast cancer. Women in this

study expressed a desire to know that there are "role models" or other African American women

who survived this disease and would like to know that it is still possible to lead healthy,

productive lives.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Based on the theory and findings reviewed, this study was planned to measure how black

women respond to certain advertising appeals. Four advertisements for breast cancer were
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created so that the experiment would mimic a "real-world' advertising research copy testing

research project. Participants were instructed to read the ads as if they appeared in a magazine

and to record their perceptions using the scales provided.

To test the proposed hypotheses, a 2 (ad appeal: positive vs. fear) x 2 (involvement: high

vs. low) factorial experimental design was used. Ad manipulations were between subjects

(participants saw either two positive ads or two fear appeal ads). Involvement and concern for

breast cancer was also treated as a between subjects factor.

Participants

Fifty-nine African American females from a mid-western community were asked to

participate in a study on perceptions of advertising messages. The ages ranged from 20 to 41 with

a mean age of 21.1 (SD = 2.03). An ANOVA was done on the data to compare the mean scores

on the experimental variables. There were no differences in means for age or for any of the

variables (all p's > .05). The study was limited to black women because of the nature of the

health problem and differences in how sexes perceive breast cancer.

Verbal instructions informed the participants that they will be asked to evaluate the

effectiveness of several ads. After signing an informed consent form, participants then received

an experimental booklet containing the experimental advertisements (two positive or two fear

appeal ads), questions assessing demographic information, involvement and interest in breast

cancer along with a I4-item survey assessing their attitude toward the ad and the message. After

completing the booklet, participants were debriefed about the study and then dismissed.

Development of Stimuli

Four four-color full-page ads for breast cancer were created for the research. Copy used in

the ads was created from advertisements currently used to promote and communicate awareness
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about breast cancer. In order to obtain realistic images of African American women we sought

images of Wad( women in magazines like Ebony and Jet.

Type of Appeal Used

Fear Appeal: Two moderate low fear appeal ads were created for this study. The

headline for the first ad containing the fear appeal read, "Breast Cancer Kills." The headline will

be prominently placed at the top of the image. The body copy will be prominently placed in the

lower right quadrant of the picture. The body copy read as follows:

Among women younger than 50 years of age, African-American women are more
likely to develop breast cancer than white women are. In 1994, African-American
women were more likely to die of breast cancer (31.3 per 100,000) than white
women (25.2 per 100,000). African-American women with breast cancer are less
likely than white women to survive five years (5-year relative survival rates for all

stages combined are 70.0% and 85.5%, respectively). One study showed that
about 75% of the racial differences in survival between these two groups may be

explained by stage at detection. So, see your doctor today. We are also ready to

answer your questions in our National Cancer Information Center at 1-800-ACS-

2345."

Another ad's headline and body copy read:

Headline: "Did you know that more than 5,000 African American women are dying each year

from Breast Cancer? And... you could be next..."

Among women younger than 50 years of age, African-American women are more likely

to develop breast cancer than white women are. In 1994, African-American women
were more likely to die of breast cancer (31.3 per 100,000) than white women (25.2 per
100,000). African-American women with breast cancer are less likelythan white
women to survive five years (5-year relative survival rates for all stages combined are
70.0% and 85.5%, respectively). One study showed that about 75% of the racial
differences in survival between these two groups may be explained by stage at
detection. So, see your doctor today. We are also ready to answer your questions in our

National Cancer Information Center at 1-800-ACS-2345."

Positive Appeal: The headline of the first positive or testimonial ad read, "I Survived and

You Can Too!" A large color photo of an African American women was placed in the center of

the advertisement. The headline was prominently placed at the top of the image. To encourage
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further reading of the ad, the body copy was conspicuously placed in the lower right quadrant of

the picture. The body copy for this particular ad's message strategy read:

"I understand what a frightening time this is for you. I have been there. But you
need to know there is life and hope beyond the diagnosis of breast cancer. The
majority of women diagnosed with breast cancer are living long productive lives,
and you can too. I am a survivor. We can help you get started with our
information resources and programs. We are also ready to answer your questions
in our National Cancer Information Center at 1-800-ACS-2345."

The headline and copy for the second positive appeal read:

Headline: "You Can Beat the Odds and Win the Race"
Body Copy: "I want to let you know there is another survivor out here. This is
my story. On a whim I got a mammogram at the age of 18. There was no history
of cancer in the family, so I was not concerned, until I heard "we found
something." This was approximately eight years ago, and guess what, no
recurrences. I am doing these ads because I know that it takes one who has gone
through this to understand what the fear and loneliness is like. Let me say I have
also had malignant melanoma and basal cell carcinoma, and happily they were not
too extensive, and I'm still here. Life is too short to waste feeling afraid, or feeling
sorry for myself. It's more fun to enjoy as much of it as will be given to me. Who
knows? I may have a lifetime to help others the little that I can. We can help you
get started with our information resources and programs. We are also ready to
answer your questions in our National Cancer Information Center at 1-800-ACS-
2345."

Procedures

Groups of seven to twelve women participated in the study in a modified "living room"

setting. Women were verbally informed that they were being asked to assist in a study on health

care communication campaigns. They were then told that they would be viewing two ads for

breast cancer and that we would like to get some input from them regarding their feelings about

the advertisement, its message, the endorser, and the issue.

After completing the consent form, subjects were asked to examine the ads at their own

pace. Participants were randomly assigned to experimental conditions. The experimenter
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handed out the materials to the participants, randomly distributing the two different versions of

the.ads (fear appeal, positive testimonial appeal).

Participants were then be asked to pay particular attention to the ad, after which they were

asked to provide feedback regarding their impressions of the ad, breast cancer, and the appeal

used will follow the ad.

Pre and Post-Test: Attitude toward Breast Cancer: Before beginning the study, subjects

were asked to give their opinion about breast cancer by indicating their interest and involvement

in breast cancer. Involvement in the issue was measured using a seven-point Likert scale (1 =

very concerned to 7= not at all concerned) in response to "How concerned are you about breast

cancer?" This measure was given before and after exposure to the experimental ads. For

analysis, the investigator calculated change scores by subtracting the response to the post test

from the response to the pre-test. The overall change score would be used to measure the impact

the experimental ads had on the participants overall attitude toward breast cancer.

Intent to engage in prevention and early screening was measured using a 7 point Likert

scale. Subjects were asked to respond to "How likely is it that you will consider going to the

doctor for screening of breast cancer" (1= unlikely to 7 = very likely).

Dependent Variable Measures

Attitude toward the Ad: Aad was measured as the sum of 16 7-point semantic differential

items: unbelievable/believable; not credible/credible; not trustworthy/trustworthy;

unreliable/reliable; undependable/dependable; not rational/rational; not informative/informative;

does not deal with facts/deals with facts; not knowledgeable/knowledgeable; not Iogical/logical;

does not affect my feelings/affects my feelings; does/not touch me emotionally; is not

stimulating/stimulating; is not arousing/is arousing; is not interesting/is interesting; is not
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exciting/is exciting. Based upon the review of the literature on ELM and how black women

might feel about breast cancer and early prevention, it was determined that an important

dimension of attitude change is the emotional appeal used in an ad. Thus, the scale used in the

study focused on assessing emotional reaction to the ads. A scale score was determined by an

overall score. High total scores indicated highly charged and emotional ads whereas lower scores

were used to indicate rational, objective (and perhaps) unfavorable ads.

Subjects were also asked to provide evaluations of the ads ability to encourage early

prevention and screening. In addition to assessing their attitudes toward the ad, participants were

asked to respond to the question, "As an advertising strategy, the ad is:" effective/ineffective,

credible/unconvincin2, believable/unbelievable, useful/ useless, realistic/ unrealistic,

persuasive/unpersuasive.

Attitude toward Breast Cancer Prevention: Subjects were asked to indicate on an 11-

point Likert scale the extent to which they agree with the statement "I intend to have a

mammography taken within the next 3 months." All subjects were debriefed. The Human

Subjects Committee of the Institutional Review Board at a large mid-western university approved

the study.

RESULTS

Subjects evaluated the ad on a 16-point semantic differential scale. For analysis the items

were averaged (coefficient alpha = .89) to represent attitude toward the ad. Intent to seek early

prevention or engage in a mammography was measured using one item. Pretesting indicated that

the ad focusing on the use of a moderate to low fear appeal was clearly perceived and identified

as such. Subjects in this study also evaluated the appeal used in the ad. A seven-point Likert

scale was used to assess the type of emotion elicited from the ad. The fear appeal mean for the

8 9
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"breast cancer kills" was 6.0 and for the testimonial or more positive ad, 1.6 (t =33.1, p < .0001).

Evaluation of the manipulation check was measured using a seven-point "strongly agree" to

"strongly disagree" question (i.e., "To what extent do you believe that the advertisement is using

a fear appeal?").

Hypothesis Tests

H1 : There will be an interaction between involvement and advertising appeal
and the respondent's attitude toward the ad.

Figure 1. Overall effects of advertising positive and negative advertising messages on

attitudes toward breast cancer. (n = 59, 1 = am indifferent about breast cancer, 7 = feel

significantly different).

Hypothesis 1 predicted a main effect for the type of ad appeal used, such that women who

were not involved with the issue or concerned about breast cancer would express greater interest

in ads using endorsers than would women who expressed greater concern about breast cancer.

To test this hypothesis, a multiple analysis of various was conducted with advertising strategy

and involvement level as a between subjects factor and attitude toward breast cancer as the

9 0
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dependent variable. Results showed no overall main effect of advertising strategy (F 1, 51= 1.3,

p = .292) but a significant main effect of involvement (F 1, 52=4.8, p< .0001). The most

meaningful and insightful finding is the significant interaction effect of advertising

strategy/appeal and involvement, (F 3, 52= 4.5, p < .01, see Figure 1). As anticipated by ELM,

attitudes toward breast cancer were significantly changed after uninvolved and unmotivated

women were exposed to positive ads featuring endorsers compared with involved women.

H2: Motivations to seek early detection for breast cancer will be greater after
exposure to advertisements using endorsers and testimonials versus fear
appeals. (Not Supported)

Hypothesis 2 predicted that participants would express greater motivations to engage in

early detection after exposure to the ads using endorsers. Support for this hypothesis was not

found. Results shown in Figure 2 do not show the anticipated effect for the type of appeal by

intention to seek early detection interaction and thus do not support the hypothesis based on type

of appeal used in the ad and its impact on attitude/behavior change. Data seem to suggest that

negative appeals had a negative impact on motivation to seek early detection and prevention.
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Figure 2: Intention to Seek Prevention of Breast Cancer as a Function of Message
Appeal. (n = 59; 1 = very likely, 7 = very unlikely).

DISCUSSION

While the study has some limitations, recognizing the limitations should help provide

directions for future research. A convenience sample from a single geographic region was used

in the study making it difficult to generalize the results. And, as with many experimental studies

conducted with students as participants, this research may not be a true assessment of the larger

African American female population. However, it is possible to see this limitation as an idea for

future research in the area of attitude inoculation and motivating black women to seek detection

or at least become concerned with the disease before it is too late. Future research might use

young and old African American women and determine the effects of age and message strategy

on intention to engage in early detection.

It is also possible that the measures used to assess involvement and interest in breast

cancer prevention might have been viewed differently across respondents. It is possible that the

measures used could have been interpreted in multiple ways. Given the random assignment of

treatments to participants, if wording of measures were interpreted differently; this should have

increased the error variance and reduced the statistical power of the test. That was not the case in

this study. Future research might want to consider this measurement and assessment and

replicate the study using different measures for involvement and behavioral intention.

Despite the above limitations, the findings demonstrate a preference for breast cancer

advertising appeals that express and communicate hope and survival. Respondents clearly

expressed greater interest in ads with positive messages. More importantly, data clearly seem to

suggest and provide support for the idea that for unmotivated consumers, advertisers and health

9 2
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practitioners should solicit the help of endorsers and survivors in order to encourage early

prevention behaviors among African American women. While this study did not find a difference

based on type of appeal and intention to engage in early detection, results did show a positive

effect of certain advertising message strategies on the respondent's attitudes and feelings about

breast cancer. Pre-testing along with the manipulation check indicated that the appeals used in

the ads were clearly either favorable or evoking fear or highly arousing.

Findings in this study have established differences in how African American women

evaluate advertising appeals for breast cancer and have demonstrated that different strategies

need to be used in order to encourae early detection among an at-risk population, black women.

As such, this paper contributes to the overall understanding of how advertising persuasion by

demonstrating how black women respond to strategies and advertising messages. This study

allows advertising researchers and health communicators to go beyond basic advertising appeals

for breast cancer (i.e., promotional efforts such as "Support Race for the Cure" or "Buy a pen

and support breast cancer research") and create ads that will lead to ownership of the health

concern and result in encouraging black women to seek early detection. This research opens the

door for more research investigating underlying factors explaining why black women are not

motivated and do not seek early prevention and detection of breast cancer.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PROJECT

Data obtained in the present research might be used to further examine the persuasive

effects of various types of appeals on seeking or avoidance behaviors. Data collected in this study

on the effects of incorporating "death statistics" in or near the headline provides evidence on the

likability of these types of headlines and ad messages. The present study carries significant

implications for advertisers, physicians, and mass communication theorists. Interested

9 3
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professionals might use the experimental advertising copy to communicate the idea that the point

or purpose behind early detection is to help reduce the spread of the disease and possibly extend

one's life expectancy. The major implication of this study might be summed up in one sentence:

advertisers need to continue to find better ways of improving advertising messages so that they

might improve the prevention, early detection, and care of breast cancer among African

American women. Despite the inherent limitations of the study, it should be recognized that this

study is a beginning or a start of several necessary and important research studies that may begin

to provide more information on a market that has been largely ignored. Advertisers, health care

educators, and campaign developers may want to seriously consider using advertising and other

mass media to encourage women of color to live happier, healthier lives.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Based on this study, experimenters might use a pre- post-test using experimental ads that

communicate "hope" and determine how well the ads convince ethnic women to engage in self-

examinations and early detection. The present study is useful in this: it sheds light or at least

begins to challerwe ideas about the effects of specific advertising campaigns on specific ethnic

groups. Future research might simply replicate this study and determine how women of various

ages and ethnic backgrounds respond to various appeals and message strategies. For example,

research could test and examine how adolescent women feel about breast cancer and conduct a

series of experiments that focus on attitude inoculation and priming effects on motivation to

engage in early detection for breast cancer. Thus, researchers might focus on obtaining more

primary data, conducting more interviews, focus groups, and other data that might begin to

provide insights into perceptions held about breast cancer and the impact of messages designed

to change behaviors.
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Research in the area of health communication and ethnic markets might also attempt to

uncoverthe African American women's beliefs and values regarding health and illness. Data

obtained from studies in this area might be used and applied by advertising practitioners so that

they could use the information to design better, more effective ads and promotional campaigns

related to cancer prevention and control. Studies could then be used to develop more effective

public policy initiatives in the area of cancer prevention and health care.
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INTRODUCTION

No group in American history has sparked as much passion, debate and violence

on the issue of race than the Ku Klux Klan. For close to 140 years, the KKK has been the

strongest symbol of oppression of African-Americans in this country. Even though the

Klan has deteriorated to small groups scattered across the country, it can still cause strong

reaction when it dares to stage a public showing of its white supremacist views. In 1998,

the city of Erie, Pennsylvania spent more money, organized more law enforcement

personnel, and orchestrated more elaborate preparations than for any peacetime event in

city history. The police presence was in response to a planned rally on the Erie County

Courthouse steps of fewer than 20 Ku Klux Klan members. Erie City officials said the

money, planning, and people were necessary to make sure the rally didn't turn violent.'

But our image of the Klan today is filtered through more than a hundred years of

facts, legends, and even complete rewrites of history. The original Ku Klux Klan lasted

fewer than 20 years after the Civil War and didn't spread beyond the Southern States.

But even though the 20th century versions of the Klan had more members and stretched

nationwide, the original Klan probably committed more crimes than the groups of later

years.2

The original Ku Klux Klan formed around 1866 which is fewer than 40 years

after the first Black-owned newspaper came off the presses in this country. From the

beginning, the black press had mirrored the major concerns of its readers. Whether the

issue was the abolition of slavery or emigration to a less hostile land, the courageous

black publishers printed the needs, wants, and even demands of the African-Americans at

a time when the people in power did not often share those views.
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The purpose of this study is to try and strip away the years of hindsight and

rewrites and look at the original Klan through the eyes of the people most threatened.

The idea is that the original coverage of the Ku Klux Klan in the black press would give a

personal and emotional glimpse into the terror caused by that secret society.

But as we shall see, the rise of the original Ku Klux Klan is one issue on which

the black press was mostly silent. The Klan is usually not mentioned by name and is

rarely even the focus of articles concerning murders, other violence, and threats against

the African-Americans in the black press at that time. In fact, the Ku Klux Klan is

mentioned more in the black press in the 1880s when the group had mostly disbanded.

The most common way to refer to the secret society was to turn the name into a generic

noun or verb. A Washington reporter in 1880 describes threats he received after writing

an editorial; "I had been told that he was going to Ku Klux me, but I paid no attention to

it." 3

Even without a plethora of direct references, the inferences and tone of the articles

from the black press of that era gives a chilling glimpse into the terror-filled world

created by the Ku Klux Klan of the 19th Century.

METHODOLOGY

My primary source for black-owned newspapers after the Civil War was the

microfilm collection from the Library of Congress for The American Council of Learned

Societies' Committee of Negro Studies (ACLS). In 1940, the ACLS started a program

called the Committee on Negro Studies to study and research African Americans. One of

the major projects of the Committee on Negro Studies was collecting and microfilming

scattered copies of African American-owned newspapers from the nineteenth and early
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twentieth centuries.4 This collection includes black newspapers from Tennessee, South

Carolina, Louisiana, Arkansas, Georgia, Virginia, California, Pennsylvania, New York,

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Kansas, Texas, Indiana, Ohio, Nebraska, Iowa, and the

District of Columbia. The collection is important because it involved black-owned

newspapers from both the Northern and the Southern parts of the country.

The newspapers from the Committee on Negro Studies collection studied for Klan

references included Colored American, Colored Tennessean, Loyal Georgian, Weekly

Free Man's Press, The Free Press, The Georgetown Planet, Concordia Eagle, Kansas

Herald, Herald of Kansas, The Weekbi Echo, The State Journal, The Mao/vine

Republican, The Bulletin, North Carolina Republican, Richmond Planet, Virginia Star,

Republican Courier, American Citizen, The Black Republican, The Weekly Defiance,

Pad* Appeal, The Echo, The Southern Republican, South Carolina Leader, The

Freeman's Press, Freedman's Press, The Colored Visitor, National Leader, The

Progress, Tennessee Star, The Negro Worg The American Negro, The Conservator,

Western Cyclone, Nicodemus Cyclone, Nicodemus Enteiprise, Colored Patriot,

Benevolent Banner, American Citizen, Vindicator, Elevator, Arkansas Freeman, Afro

Independent, Weekol Review, The Free American, The Torchlight Appeal, and The

Freeman's Journal.

The time period for the study ranged from 1865 for the climate at the time of the

Klan formation to the early 1890s. I also looked at individual black press collections

such as the Indianapolis Freeman and the Ohio newspapers represented in the Ohio

Historical Society's The African-American Experience in Ohio, 1850 1920.5
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The paper follows the period in chronological order: from the end of the Civil

War, the beginning of the Klan, Reconstruction, the violent period of the KKK, to the

eventual disappearance of the original Klan. References to the Ku Klux Klan in black-

owned newspapers appear throughout the chronological history.

REWRITING HISTORY

One reason why it is important to go back to the original black press coverage of

the Ku Klux Klan is because of the image changes, makeovers, and even revisions of

history undertaken by both Klan sympathizers and critics in the past hundred years. Plus,

the 20th Century version of the KKK can also color our image of the original secret

society.

The original Ku Klux Klan faded away in the 1870s partly because of strong

federal laws passed in response to the widespread acts of terrorism by the Klan and other

groups after the Civil War. Plus, many people who had been silent and accepting of the

Klan for years eventually turned against the group because of the amount and brutality of

the terrorism. But at the start of the 20th Century, some Southern scholars decided the

Ku Klux Klan should have a more positive place in history. So they began to turn the

original Klan into the white man's savior against black insurrection after the Civil War.6

An example of this type of historical revision is Susan Lawrence Davis' Authentic

History: Ku Klux Klan 1865-1877, which was published in 1924. Davis' father was an

original Klan member and she said it was her duty to set the record straight:

The Ku Klux Klan, seeing no relief in sight, renewed their

determination to save the South or die in the attempt. (The fulfillment of

this determination for 'white supremacy' came between the years 1890 to

1902 when new election laws and new State constitutions excluded the
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negro from the polls and a white man's government was a reality, and the

Ku Klux Klan had solidified the South politically for all time to come.7

Texas attorney and politician Thomas Watt Gregory made many of the same

points in a speech he gave to the Arkansas and Texas Bar Associations on July 10, 1906:

....it was the most thoroughly organized, extensive, and effective

vigilance committee the world has ever seen, or is likely to see.... I am

thoroughly convinced that, among conditions as they existed in the States

referred to between 1866 and 1872, scarcely a man in this assembly would

have been other than a Ku Klux or a Ku Klux sympathizer.8

Gregory later became the U.S. Attorney General in the Wilson administration and

was even asked by President Wilson to be appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court, an offer

that Gregory declined.

One of the most popular authors of Klan revisionism was Thomas Dixon who

played a big role in changing the group's image with such books as The Leopard's Spots

and The Clansman: An Historical Romance of the Kg Klux Klan. Dixon wrote that The

Clansman "...develops the true story of the 'Ku Klux Klan Conspiracy,' which

overturned the Reconstruction regime."9

How the young South, led by the reincarnated souls of the

Clansmen of Old Scotland, went forth under this cover and against

overwhelming odds, dating exile, imprisonment, and a felon's death, and

saved the life of a people, forms one of the most dramatic chapters in the

history of the Aryan race. I°

Dixon's book became one of the first major motion pictures in United States

history. Director D.W. Griffith turned Dixon's story into a 12-reel epic in 1915 and it
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was even premiered for President Wilson at the White House. Shortly after its release,

the name of the movie was changed from The Clansman to Birth of a Nation.

The book and movie helped spark the rebirth of the Klan itself, which exists in some

form to this day.

Since so many people have attempted to frame the Ku Klux Klan's role in the

South after the Civil War, it's important to go back to the people who were most affected

by the Klan. One of the strongest ways for African-Americans to express their views in

the 1800s was through the black-owned newspaper. It would be expected that the black

press would give the most vivid, descriptive view of "The Invisible Empire."

RACIAL CLIMATE AT THE END OF THE CIVIL WAR

The end of the Civil War should have been one of the most promising times for

African-Americans, especially in the South. Abraham Lincoln had started the process of

outlawing slavery with the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863. In April of 1865, the

North anti-slavery troops defeated the pro-slavery South when Robert E. Lee surrendered

to Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox. A few days later, Lincoln gave the first presidential

speech that supported African-American suffrage, at least in a limited way."

But the thought that life would dramatically change for the better for Southern

African-Americans didn't last long. Just four days after his suffi-age speech, Lincoln was

assassinated in Washington D.C.

Within months, Southern states started to pass legislation to make sure blacks

wouldn't be able to enjoy their newly-won freedom. The new laws became known as

Black Codes because they were aimed at allowing as little change as possible from the

former master-slave relationship. Black Codes covered everything from making it illegal

7
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for blacks to hunt or fish for food to paying a high yearly tax if they wanted to pursue a

career other than arming or servitude."

Violence against African-Americans, of course, didn't start with the Ku Klux

Klan. It was a part of slavery and became even more prevalent at the end of the war.

African-Americans were most often beaten or killed when they tried to assert their

freedom from their former masters." In fewer than two years after the Civil War, the

Freedmen's Bureau reported an alarming number of blacks murdered by whites in the

South: 33 in Tennessee, 29 in Arkansas, 24 in South Carolina, 19 in Kentucky, 70 in

Louisiana. And those numbers are considered to be much lower than what actually

happened. 14

In January of 1866, the Augusta, Georgia Colored American reprinted an article

from Cincinnati's Colored Citizen, which looks at the climate among many whites in the

South after the war. "There are others, who prove themselves our enemies, who kill,

wound, and cowardly beat the colored people, who charge the race with all that is bad

and give them credit for nothing good."I5 (Reproduction of article on Appendix 1)

African-Americans weren't the only ones who were scared of violence in the

South after the war. White men and women were also worried about the future. They

had just lost the war and were waiting for their penance from the victorious Northern

states. Plus, with the end of slavery, many were expecting a "negro insurrection and race

war." Author Stanley Horn called it "...the chronic Southern Nightmare."I6

Even the whites who were supposedly enforcing the rights of the ex-slaves often

didn't believe in full equality. William Brownlow had been named Tennessee's

Governor after the war and he later was known as an enemy of the Klan. But in the
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months after the war, Brown low told Congress how he really felt about African-

Americans. His speech was printed in its entirety in Colored Tennessean on October 7,

1865. "A long and intimate acquaintance with affairs in the South has convinced me that

the white and colored people cannot live together, politically or socially, as equals...."

(Reproduction of article on Appendix 2 and 3)

Even the method of terrorism later attributed to the Klan didn't originate with the

group. This excerpt from the black-owned Loyal Georgian on January 27, 1866

describes a Klan-like incident. But the crime happens months before the Klan is formed.

"We are informed that a most fiendish outrage was committed near Hamburg, South

Carolina, one night last week, by five white men, disguised with masks. They went to

the house of Chandler Garrot, a colored man, and each violated the person of his wife, a

colored woman."17 (Reproduction of this article on Appendix 4)

This environment of escalated violence against African-Americans and fear

amongst the Southern whites of a race war is what helped start what eventually became

one of the most racist and violent organizations in American histo6.

KLAN BEGINNINGS

With the fear and anger the name would inspire in later years, the Ku Klux Klan

had innocent beginnings. After the Civil War, six young confederate army veterans in

Pulaski, Tennessee were looking for something to occupy their time. Sometime around

May 1866, they decided to start their own private club and used secrecy as a way to give

their group a mysterious and important reputation. There are a few different explanations

for the term "Ku Klux" but the most accepted is that it was a version of the greek word
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"kuklos." One of the most popular of the early social fraternities was Kuklos Adelphon.

"Klan" was merely added for the alliteration."

Much like social fraternities, the Ku Klux Klan held ritualistic initiation

ceremonies for people who wanted to join. To keep the members anonymous, they

started wearing masks and robes when appearing in public. But the organizers later

emphasized that the Klan was originally formed purely for the amusement for the

members and didn't have any ulterior motives.°

According to Klan legend, the group noticed on its night rides that African-

Americans were scared of the white sheets and mysterious men. Klan members

considered the blacks superstitious and started to use the disguises to frighten the former

slaves. KKK members impersonated the ghosts of confederate soldiers and played

various practical jokes on their victims. One of the favorite Klan tricks that has been told

and retold over the generations was to hide a funnel, tube and oilcloth bag under the

sheets. Then the Klan member would ride up to a black person filling a water bucket and

ask for a drink. He would proceed to "drink" several buckets of water and tell the victim

that he hadn't had water since a long-ago confederate battle and that he gets thirsty in

hell." In reality, the victim of the prank was probably more scared of the real person

under the sheet than any fear of the supernatural.

As with all Klan rituals and later violent acts, there wasn't anything original about

their behavior. Slave owners in the South had been dressing up as ghosts at night for

generations to keep the slaves from travelling at night or leaving the plantation.2'

The Klan imitation of earlier rituals is another reason why the black press at the

time didn't give the group as much attention as it later received. Blacks had already been
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subjected to the night riders well before the Klan so it wasn't a new phenomenon. Even

when the Klan turned violent, it was just one of many secret societies bent on doing

whatever was necessary to keep the African-Americans from enjoying their rights.

KLAN TURNS VIOLENT

Given the mood of the times, it's not surprising that the Klan quickly forgot about

the amusement and became a much more serious group. After the Civil War, the Federal

Government had to find ways to keep order in the Southern states. A black-owned

newspaper in Georgia printed the full text of an order from the Provisional Governor to

set up militias in each county:

I, James Johnson, Provisional Governor of the State, do hereby
A

authorize and request the people of this State to organize, according to

law, in each of the counties of the State, a volunteer company, for the

purpose of aiding the civil authorities in the execution of law and the

suppression of violence.

-Colored American, Augusta, GA, December 30, 186522
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 5

It's a common misconception that the Klan was formed in response to the

Reconstruction Act, which was condemned by most Southern whites. But as we have

seen, the Klan was already more than a year-and-a-half old when Congress passed the

Reconstruction Act over President Johnson's veto in 1867.23 Coupled with new measures

that opened up voting to African-Americans and restricted voting to others, many

Southern whites were starting to feel powerless in the new political climate. A phrase

which white people of the time were using to describe the new social dynamic was "the

bottom rail's on top."24
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Once African-Americans in the South had a voice in the elections, they

enthusiastically got involved in politics. Union Leagues, also known as Loyal Leagues,

became popular as political organizations for the blacks and the Republican Party. But

many whites saw the Leagues as much more than political groups. They considered the

popular groups as another step on the road to black domination of the South." Klan

apologists go so far as to say that the Union Leagues caused so much terrorism and

violence that the Ku Klux Klan took on the role of stopping the violence against whites.26

A black-owned newspaper in Austin, Texas, Weekly Free Man's Press, felt

compelled to respond to the negative portrayal of the of the Loyal Leagues on August 15,

1868. "Much bad has been said about the League, but we challenge any one to point to a

single act of violence in this State which has originated in this State from the Union

League."27 (Reproduction of article on Appendix 6 and 7)

But this article also shows how the black press treated the Ku Klux Klan at the

height of its power. By August of 1868, the Klan had spread throughout the South and

was responsible for countless acts of violence. But even though the author of this article

in the Weekly Free Man's Press on August 15, 1868 makes strong statements about the

Union Leagues, at the same time the author won't even mention the Klan by name. "The

country is full of secret societies of a bad and treasonable nature; this fact also makes it

the more necessary for loyal men to have secret societies."28 (Reproduction of this article

on Appendix 6 and 7.)

Since one of the main rules of the Ku Klux Klan was the secrecy of its members,

it's hard to pin down exactly when the group forgot the pranks and night riding

intimidation and turned into a feared terrorist group. After its beginning in the spring of
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1866 in Tennessee, the idea quickly spread to northern Alabama, Georgia, and eventually

to most of the Southern states. The black press might not have made special mention of

the Klan because it turned violent at a time in the South when blacks were under attack

by many groups. A particularly chilling group of stories appeared in the Loyal Georgian

in October of 1866. A lengthy article described in great detail the brutal beating and rape

of a black woman by former confederate soldiers. The article is followed by a sidebar

story about several other incidents of violence against blacks in the area.

We have reports that murders are very frequent; and it is said that

seven freedmen were killed in the vicinity of Edgefield court-house the

first week in this month.... If General Sickles, or General Scott have any

power, or means, with which to rid Edgefield of the band of ruffians that is

so relentlessly persecuting the blacks, and disgracing the State of South

Carolina, we call upon them in the name of humanity to act without

further delay.

-Loyal Georgian, Augusta, GA, October 13, 1866"
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 8 and 9.

The group of stories in the Loyal Georgian appeared before the Klan even started its

reign of terror.

By most accounts, the Klan began to step up its intimidation and violence in 1868,

starting in Tennessee but quickly spreading to other states. The KKK was not a closely

controlled group. The various Klan "dens" around the South had very little contact with

the original group in Tennessee. The Grand Wizard of the Klan was former Confederate

General Nathan Bedford Forrest, although he never formally admitted his involvement

in the group.30 But Forrest couldn't control the actions of the various Klan dens and that

prompted some of the original members to denounce the violence.3' It also gave Klan
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sympathizers a later argument that "real" Ku Klux Klan members never used violence

except in self-defense.

But "real" members or not, the KKK was now using whatever means necessary to

intimidate African-Americans and to counteract the effects of Reconstruction. One of the

most conurton Klan methods was to visit the black family or white sympathizer in the

middle of the night with a warning to leave the county at once. If the warning was

ignored, the Klan would return and torture or kill the person. 32 Ironically, the first

mention of the Ku Klux Klan found in the black press was a reprint from a white-owned

paper. The Charleston, South Carolina Free Press ran a clipping from a Cincinnati

newspaper.

The Cincinnati Gazette, of March 30m, has a dispatch saying that

the murderous Ku Klux Clan left documents at Mr. Patrick Hanney's

house, near Waverly, Tenn., a few days ago, warning him to quit the

country The Vidette (Klu Klux Klan organ) has published an extra,

warning Union men and negroes not to leave their homes until after the

election.

-The Free Press, Charleston, SC, April 11, 186833
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 10

It's important to note that The Free Press article was not written by the Charleston paper

and concerned Klan activity far away from where the reporters and publisher lived.

It's understandable why black-owned papers in the South were reluctant to

publicly take on the Ku Klux Klan at the height of the group's violence. First of all, the

newspapers themselves were fairly new with the end of slavery coming just a few years

previous. But more importantly, the publishers and writers knew the very real danger of

publicly denouncing the Klan. In many communities, Klan members or Klan
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sympathizers ran the government and the courts. Very few whites, let alone blacks, were

willing to stand up to the terrorist group. Plus, even if the Southern black press would

start a campaign against the Klan, it's doubtful it would have made much of a difference.

At that point in history, Southern local and state governments seemed powerless to stop

the Klan and other secret groups bent on violence against African-Americans and

destruction of the Republican Party.34

LAWS AND PRESSURE FORCE KLAN UNDERGROUND

While the black press was largely silent on the Ku Klux Klan, others were

detailing the atrocities and soon even the Federal Government couldn't ignore the

widespread violence.

The November elections of 1868 caused many people to realize the true nature of

the Klan. In many southern states, especially Tennessee and Arkansas, the KKK went on

mission of ten-or to keep Republicans, black and white, away from the voting booth. The

group used intimidation, torture and murder to help the Democratic candidates. These

tactics forced the Governor of Arkansas to call out the militia and the Governor of

Tennessee to declare martial law in several counties.35

In January 1869, Klan Grand Wizard Nathan Bedford Forrest sent a proclamation

to all of the KKK dens telling the groups to destroy the masks and costumes because of

the violence attributed to the group. This order helped to dissolve the KKK in both

Tennessee and Arkansas, but didn't have much effect on Klan activity in other states.36

This proclamation also gave Klan supporters an easy excuse in later government

investigations when they would respond to alleged Ku Klux Klan violence by saying the

organization no longer existed.
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Klan violence continued, eventually forcing Congress to pass a wide-ranging

Anti-Klan law in April of 1871. This was followed by an intense congressional

investigation into Klan activity and resulted in the prosecution of hundreds of Klan

members."

In May of 1873, President U.S. Grant announced even tougher measures against

Klan activity. In a rare mention of the Ku Klux Klan in a Southern black newspaper of

this time, South Carolina's Georgetown Planet reprints Grant's proclamation and

includes an editorial denouncing the secret societies.

....and hope the strong arm of the general government will be

extended sufficiently to protect all from murder and repine, and effectually

squench out all Ku Kluxism and the rebel Democracy, and learn them a

lesson not to be forgotten in all time.

-Georgetown Planet, SC, May 31, 187338
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 11

Notice how the writer uses the name as a generic term for terrorism and other violence.

This is a method used often in the black press of the 19th century.

EXAMPLES OF KLAN COVERAGE IN WHITE-OWNED NEWSPAPERS

With such an absence of Ku Klux Klan references in the black press of this era,

for comparison it's important to see how the white-owned newspapers covered the group.

For obvious reasons, white-owned papers weren't as reticent about mentioning the Klan

by name. The first ever reference in a newspaper happened in the birthplace of the Klan,

Pulaski, Tennessee. The Pulaski Citizen printed this item on March 29, 1867: "TAKE

NOTICE. - the Kuklux Klan will assemble at their usual place of rendezvous "The Den"

on Tuesday night next, exactly at the hour of midnight, in costume and bearing the arms
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of the Klan. By order of the Grand Cyclops. G.T."39 Next to the Klan notice, the editor

wrote that he didn't know anything about the organization. In reality, the editor of the

Pulaski Citizen was Frank McCord, one of the six original members of the Ku Klux

Klan.4° McCord's paper and many others in popular Klan areas printed meeting notices

and positive stories about the KKK during the first years. Eventually, Tennessee made it

illegal for newspapers to print Klan notices.

Another example of newspaper coverage of the Klan is the following chilling

piece of alliterative writing, which originated in the Richmond Dispatch but also ran in

several other papers. "The Ku-Klux klan are kalled upon to kastigate or kill any kullered

kusses who may approve the konstitution being koncocted by the kontemptible karpet-

baggers at the kapital."4'

For a more systematic approach to Klan coverage in the white press, the New

Orleans Picayune was studied during an important time period. The Picayune was

started in 1839 and was the first of the penny press papers in the South and West. It's

situated in a Southern state that had its share of white supremacist groups but also had the

largest number of free African-Americans during the years of slavery.42 The period

chosen is a two-month stretch from March to early May 1871 when Congress debated

and passed the Ku Klux Klan bill and an investigation began into Klan behavior in the

Southern states.

During that two-month period, the Picayune ran no fewer than 22 articles

concerning the Ku Klux Klan. Almost all of the articles were political in nature and

reported on the progress of the Klan bill in Congress. The Picayune attributed much of
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its Washington D.C. coverage to the New York Herald and the St. Louis Republican. A

few examples of these stories are printed in their entirety on Appendix 12 through 21.

Two of the articles were basically editorials against the Ku Klux bill. On March

29th, 1871 the Picayune argued that the North was exaggerating Klan violence in order to

pass a law to penalize the South. The writer used a typical Klan argument that the secret

groups usually had good intentions. "But while in some rare instances good men have

been assassinated, the victims of these regulators are in most cases such as deserved

capital sentence from a court of criminal judicature."43 When the bill passed, the

Picayune wrote the law was designed to keep anyone from challenging the Federal

Government as the South did in the Civil War. "Rebellion thus isolated and

individualized will be easily managed. It is the fable of the fagots in a new shape; the

separated sticks of treason may be broken with ease, and the force bill forbids their being

joined."44 (Reproductions of these articles on Appendix 18-21.)

In this two-month period, one of the leading newspapers of the South paid close

attention to the political side of the Ku Klux Klan legislation but didn't shed any light

onto the pain and suffering of the African-Americans because of this group.

DISAPPEARANCE OF KLAN

By the late 1870s, the Klan had lost almost all of its power and members. Klan

supporters say the group disbanded on purpose because it had successfully saved the

South for the white man.45 But realistically, the federal government's strict laws,

investigations, and enforcement stripped the Klan's power and turned many supporters

against the group.46
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Ironically, as the original Ku Klux Klan was fading from the scene, the black

press started to use the group's name more frequently. In 1877, the black paper of

Concordia Parish, Louisiana reprinted a New York Times interview with new president

Rutherford B. Hayes. Although this article is originally from a white-owned paper, it's

important because of the way the President describes the Klan:

...that the men who were in White League and Ku-Klux

organizations were the lawless and ignorant, not the respectable and

intelligent; that out of the better class a valuable addition to the

Republican party can probably be had....

-Concorcka Eagle, Concordia Parish, LA April 7, 1877
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 22 and 23.

Editor William Eagleson made his mark with a few black newspapers in Kansas

after the Civil War. While his Kansas Herald only survived for six months, it did a good

job of putting the African-American issues around the country in perspective.47

Eagleson's paper took on the state of Mississippi, which was trying to stop the mass

exodus of blacks to Kansas:

Of course this unconstitutional measure will cause considerable

excitement among the colored people of that Ku-Klux stronghold, and in

their efforts to escape from that State several, yes, hundreds, will be

murdered, and for no other cause than they dare act as other oppressed

people would and do act under similar circumstances.

-Kansas Herald, Topeka, KS January 30, 188048
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 24 and 25.

Shortly before its last edition, the renamed Herald of Kansas ran an interesting

account of intimidation on June 11, 1880.. The story is about threats against Washington

Exodus reporter F. Benjamin by a white newspaper editor. The article is taken from the

Nashville Educator. " ....I saw Mr. Hansell all that day, but he said nothing to me. I
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had been told however that he was going to Ku Klux me, but I paid no attention to it." 49

(Reproduction of this article on Appendix 26 and 27.)

The article above is important because it is supposedly the actual words of the

Washington reporter. It shows that the Klan had not only become a generic term for

terrorists, but it was also in use as a verb to describe threats and possible violence against

a person.

The most blatant discussion of the Ku Klux Klan in a black newspaper comes

from Thomas Harden's Weekly Echo in Savannah, Georgia in 1883. In two cryptic short

editorials, the Klan is mentioned in a derisive tone. But the comments make it clear the

Klan was certainly still alive in Savannah:

It is with pleasure that we inform certain kuklux bosses in the

interior, that their threatening letters were consigned to THE ECHO waste

basket.

THE Georgia kuklux and their leaders must have heard something

'drop.' We notice since the last issue of THE ECHO they are hunting their

' holes. "Tis well.

-WeeW Echo, Savannah, GA, August 26, 1883"
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 28

On the same page of the Weekly Echo, an anonymous "subscriber" writes to the paper

about the suspicious death of a black man from Rome, Georgia. "It is asserted that his

death was caused by a Vigilance Committee or KuKlux, who are scouring the woods in

and around the city." 51(Reproduction of this article on Appendix 28.)

Throughout the 1880s, the black press used variations of the group's name in

articles. But usually, as in this article from the State Journal of Harrisburg, PA on

January 5, 1884, the Ku Klux Klan was relegated to a generic noun or verb or as a group
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from the past. "...it is simply another one of the many dastardly outrages to be

chronicled in blood and symbolized in tears, deeds perpetrated by the remnants of red

shirt victims, shot gun clubs and klu klux clans."52 (Reproduction of this article on

Appendix 29.)

Another example came out of Cleveland, OH in 1886:

THE COLORED people of Cass County, Tex., are excited over a

Ku-Klux raid that was made upon certain members of the race at

Douglassville recently. The trouble arose from the recent organization of a

secret society, the aims and objects of which are a profound mystery to the

white population.

-Cleveland Gazette, Cleveland, OH, November 6, 188653
Reproduction of this article on Appendix 30 and 31

The first black political cartoonist, Henry J. Lewis, attacked the Klan during his

time at the Indianapolis Freeman starting in the late 1880s. Lewis had worked at

Hatper's Weekly before moving to the African-American paper.54 In a cartoon in June

1889 titled "Protection for the Negro," Lewis shows five episodes of violence or

discrimination including one named "Regulators at Work" which shows KKK members

pulling people from a cabin and hanging them from a tree. In September of that year,

Lewis again takes aim on the Klan and the country's indifference with a cartoon labeled

"Some Daily or Rather Nightly Occurrences in the South." This cartoon shows Klan

members hanging a black man while Uncle Sam stands guard. Both of these cartoons are

featured on Appendix 32-34.
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DISCUSSION

The scarcity of Ku Klux Klan references in the 19th century black press is the

result of a combination of factors. First of all, the original Klan flourished in the South

right after the Civil War. At this time, black-owned newspapers in the South were just

getting started after generations of slavery. " Plus, the Ku Klux Klan and other secret

societies used violence and murder as a way to keep blacks from gaining too much

power. To confront the Klan in the late 1860s and 1870s could mean very real danger for

the writer and editor. And it wasn't just the African-Americans who kept quiet about the

Klan. White Southern Republicans feared for their lives during that time and didn't see

the wisdom of taking on the Klan.

The lack of coverage of the original Ku Klux Klan in the black press doesn't

diminish the terror and violence inflicted by that hate group of the post-Civil War era.

Instead, the absence of articles shows the power of the Klan and the racial climate at the

time of Southern Reconstruction.

In areas where the Klan was strong, local officials either belonged to the Klan or

looked the other way. Law enforcement officials were either members or unable to do

anything about the violence. When KKK members were arrested, supporters lied to give

them alibis. Major Lewis Merrill, who investigated the Klan in South Carolina, called it

"the demoralization of public opinion."56

As technology improves and there is a better method of indexing and searching

black-owned newspapers of the 19th Century, it is important to continue to look for

references to the original Ku Klux Klan to see if any of the papers took a stronger stand
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against the group. But for the most part, the black press responded to the original Ku

Klux Klan with terror masked in silence.
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INHUMAN TR.EATMENT OF A
FREEDWOMAN,---C1 C'kuow that already, some of the

A RELIC ." .8,1"4"1"1-4T1'E Southeau peopla lire becoming tired of,WHIPPING-POST IN VOGUE.
aud sicketied, by, the' many acts of Ulu.-

We give belqw, the affidavit of al mauity which are heaped upon their

0113 1r1 6
pone by which ,they can hope to suceeed
in the affairs of this 'life? 'WhY,' by

'8?Inire.*11 s q outlaw1,44111

Nf6t6--t e Christiin world?
an en kty,,. as party to _the
cri

colured woman, in Spaulding county, -to
.cruelty iiiiiieted upon her by white men,
which, tor fiendish malignity, and hellish
atrocitY, exceeds any act we have ever

r read in the annals of crime. We blush
with slinune, and shudder with; horror,
while We read it; and, allhoue modesty
might dictate the pmr.,.603.01ft4441(11.

'4-f?eri!.-44-5)rd

respeeti0100:0.04(041Aft utifty
strongelr deniauds of justice us to
give a, Tublicity,. that the world may
learn how dark and devilish are the
deeds te which the' spirit of slavery can
lead men.

utions were unat
we meeting adjour,

welcome arfain
pleasure, mur tr
ain J: E. Bryan
sition, and regar

obas remained o

assure him that
hence in his bones
s motives, regar
o matter from wh
come:
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ered tbat,
Vorder to trighte
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1 M /self and husband were under eon .
trnet with Mrs. Amanda Childs oil-leery
county and worked from January 1,

-1SGfi, ut,til the crops were laid by, or in
other words, until the main work oc the
year w El done, without diffizuity. Theu
(the fashion being prevalent amorig the
plante ..) we were called Upon ont night,
and my husbat.d was demanded; I said
he was gone to the water-melon Patch.
They then seized tme, and tied me, and
took me some distance from tbe house,
where they ' blickee me down aminss a
log, st ipped my clothes over n4 head,
one of he men standing astride tny' neck,

men h 'ding my legs. lu this manner
and be tt me across my pOsterior, two

I was beaten until they Were Aired
Then. they turned me parallel with the
log, la*ing my ueck upon a limb lwhich
projected from the log, and one man
pladingl his foot upon my neck, beat me
again on my hip aud thigh Then II was
thrownluponthe ground oii my back, one
of thelmen stood upon Mybreastiwhile

ers took.. Ida, of my feet and
crayliiostraKifia414050 they

illS.Ekg*** if iii-ditfietip6i my
pliWilye,sitrAf2f*Iiii.PriViite

11:tkeY.W_Cre iatiaficid; at0iIlvas
eiel-thatralite.'iThitt'a'aiVaii

medlio,ie an ex-Con ederate soldier, as
4tazvia :.011.-urriteligRell_elipaiterilfse74iicl-
-iii:-lrice,",=-'m-e-:'-'-''']:i!'i'kk;;i:iiWwhippiu!g, one

two 0tJ
sttetch
eel%

ir.51M4
parf,u

f)rmee slaves: and as an evidence of it.
we give :the foltowing extract from a
letter froMr a- CUtinty Solicitor of this
State :

I am: tired of snch a plare as this.
and more than this, we are going back-
ward instead oti forward. W'e have
adopted atid now Carry into .executien the
barbaroue and erael laws of .atiouth Car%
lina. And.the. 4mericati Indian is noT
more deliighted iat the writbings and
shrieks oil his vict;im at the slake, than
maey Gelorgians are at the agonizing
cries of tile AfriCan negro 'at the WhiP,
ping post."

;

We learn from various. parts :of the
State that whippi4, as a punishment for
crime, is;hecoming very common 'We
wish to, shieldi no one from the
rigora oflthe laW and just punishment
wheni by bad conduct, be inciirs them ;

but we do, in. the Iname- of humanity, and
for the sake of the godd nitne of GeOr-'
gial protest agai.1 nst: aft such relics !of
bartialliaWas' ht e ipping post

. :

It migbt have h' eeu *very efficacious in
the days Of slaveky ; and, :perhaps, lin
swered tbe demands of jnetice in the
medieval ;ages, ankl in the; dayS ,of the
fanatical *itch burners of Massachusetts,
and the bigoted !treligionist Of Virginia:
in the days of Lord Fairfax; but we

.

cleiTarieLA,WeAt:terly,diegracefortol'an
fi'ght4ed:;IChristian 'peOple;:.,atait#011'
inadApatible -Wah that aitiele
FORNA41.4%,PP8:ti,tu '40 the
infiktion of C t4c4piaiishmiiire ''
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FU:V... 3.4/ Mt; 4.111 r.s^vvilsyuclum pintill;14 71.1
he waann crutch.ts, fell upon me and
ravished me. During the whipping, one
of tbe men run his pistol into Me. pH&
said be bad a great mind to pull the
ti.iFgeri and swore they .ought to. shoot
me, ..ts 'ny husband bad- ber in the,':God
dunine Y..azike.pArniy,!:,afid-Awore th.sy
meant.. o hill ettery black sou of a bitch
they etioild find that. haa fOught against
them. ! They thtn weut back to the
house, li-eized my two datighters, &TIC .14
cud t4 other 17 years old, and beat
thCm, pemanding their fauber's pisto;,
and upon failure togct that, they entered
the honse and took such articles of cloth-
ing as Isuited their fancy and decamped.
There iwere.cuticerned iu this affair eight
mm, rione of which cuuld be recogaized
for certain.
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to and subs ribed before me,
'25, 1866.

J, CLARKE SWITze,
Ag't Bureau.
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foro me, Oct. mark
3d, 11866.

JAE' J. BOYNTON,
judge Spalding County Court.
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the -"Islanders of Northern ocOrreapo#41-
ents 'I will deny the affidavit of this peer
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i.

knoiv that many of them supprIss the
publi ation. of cruelties inflicted uPon
freed en ; because, they ariaillyrenoegh
to tbi k their publication crimioates ithe

entir1 white population of the Sohtb 0.nd
makes capital for the iRadicals. ;Only a
short time ago, an editor in tliie State,
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Eve married before thi y were it year old,
and the veteran Parr btickled with a w dow
at. 120. bachelors and tipinsters may wed

av ag.e they like, awli find sheher u
t(rr ett. names fur either !early

Ilder`
or late nar-

The Cinoinnati,Gaz1../!'.., of March -.;Oth,
has a ispach saying that :the murd rous
Klu Klux (..'lan lakdoc4inenfs at Mr. Pat-
rick lIanney's house, neirr Waverly, Tenn.,
a few 71Hys :igo, warning him to qui the
ceunrry. h1 had paidl no attention to it
hut kept on with his wor*. Subseque4tly a
large company of Rebiels, disguise& aud
armed. dragged him out. of his house! and
:11,011t midnight carried him to a creek three
miles distant, tied- a rope around his peck',
dragged him 4 and doWn the creek, plulled
out his hair and beard, kicked and wM,pped
him, and left him lying:unconscious ir the
wood. Ile was fotuni t!he following rye-a-
ing by his wife. Mr. Ilanriey is well lqlown
in Nashville as a lover of the Union. The
Klu Klux Klan visited i:he house of George
Bryant. colored, last nielf. eight. Miles' from
Nashville, and demandied admission. Not
having any faith in thir ghestly prbfess-
ions, the colored man enied them awlmi8-
sion. but levelled his gt n at. them. an4 then
taey made a precipitatel retreat. He itecog-
nized in ono of the scOundrels a neiighbor
iet:i-ied Warren, and ha4 taken out a Warant
t%); his arrett. The Vidette (Khi KluX Klan
(-0-g:ui) has published am extra, w:iraing
ruiun men and negro4 not to -,-(; their
hiniles until after the, Ocetion.

that. they are caSt ii g; anxious :end

eyes .towards.this goldeit ora of pe;
that they comprelalend the fact: t

'must be .brought;abi,out by voting:ft
st ruction. Voters remember thai.
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to be ma e n6f. ',This war has
ended neg o slavettr on this conti
itasgivjth the 411eaith blow to :ever

aristocka 7 'to the: leading of tile
.the few. Our crafty rulers turn pa
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Let: not. the pelople.wait for emu'
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and quickly, or! another' Priesider
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al pique::or-part$ spleen. .A quarre
tireely and Wee(11 gave us Lincoln ;

son. and the same quarrel is to gi1v(

or Grant, unless the people.by sOr
thr,)e uproot this dynasty of rotton
great lesson for :Americans fo lea
every citizen hais an individual i4)
responsibility i the welfare, of ft

"Sam is1you 4: nigger ?"
"No sir, l's n colored-man, and

to continver one until after the
is, if Mas Perr'iv don't. git.too PO(

promis he has n_one to glive
time. I's a min, and a part of:
lina."
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I PAE;S174.11t7" GRAN P'S PPOCLA-
ATI()

epIi thS;isué..the-,rocla.-
mationA ealdenbiof the United
&Oak. n -Msorderl id
unlawfult, bliealtuf meiiwhó are
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THE KU-1.7..UX. ,
WASHINGTON, Felt. 27. Mt. Blair,rising to a pereonal explanation, sent tothe Secretary and-bad partly read an ar-ticle from tbe Washingtbn correspond-ence of the New 'fork Tribune, Matingthat a caucus of the Republican Senatorsfor the purpos of consulting on the

measures necessary to protect the lives
and property of the loyal citizens of the
South against the Ku-Klux depredationsin the South, Senator Scott; the Chair-man of the Investigating Committee,
made statements of the testimony takenbefore- the committee, concerning theaftairs of North Carolina: These state-i
ments were to the effect that much of
the testimony was of a startling charac-
ter ; that there were forty thousand men,'rebel Ku-Klux, already organized in
North Carolina., and acting thder somecentral authority ; and it was in evi-
dence that similar organizations already
existed .in nearly. every Southern State,
but the tpvestigation had _not been pur-sued fo -enough to wariant any more
definite statements.

At this point, before the article had
been concluded, Mr. Sherman o 'ected
to its being read further, on the gound
that it was notln the nature of a per-
sonal explanation.

Mr. Blair then stated the purpose of
hie explanation. , As . a member of the
investigating committee referred to, he&sired to call the attention of the
chairman of the committee to the Mat-
ter in the presence of the Senate.. These
statements of evidence, privately taken
before a committee whose proceedings
are intended to be secret, were alleged to
hate been publicly made by its chair
man. He believetrit a violation of the
privilegei of the Senate that evidence
Ethotild be divulged, even in Republiban
cancnses, for the purpose of procuring
hostile legislation. .

,,,,,MaNNAPPBSPftotrrerritTNI57---*
. .

'special 4, the N. Y. Herald.1
WASHINGTON, Feb: 26.Thi folloWing

is a letter from Henry C. Carey, the pc:
titical economist, to Joseph Nimmo, Jr.,

-chief of" the tonnage diviainn. ennnarni tlfr
Amelican,steam nav

PHILADE1
2kir. Joseph Nirnmoi Jr ,

Dear SirThanks

ta.ra u vim voLsannole UU Iv ILI Uppink, -one
treaty have fully made up their mindsalready, and will place their opposition

inexpediency of
ical ter-an exing more contiguous

ritory.
RECONSTRUCTION.

Ispecial to St. Louis Republican.
The Republicans most unexpectedly

endeavored to pass, in the Howe to-day,the bill establishing a new federal sys-
tem throughout the Sonth for the sup-pression of the Ku-Klux, and came with-
in throe votes of suspending the rulesand rushing the measure through. It
will be too late to try it again, and this
most vicious me ,:agr.e may be considered
dead for this Congress. Quite a number.
of the Republicans voted withthe Dem-ocrats against this bill. Gen. Butler,who had it in (large, appeared greatlychagrined at his def

THE D/STRICT OF CO-
LUMBIA. 7,

I Special to Cincinnati Commenial.1
Henry D. Cooke, of the firm of Jay

Cooke& Co., appointed by the President
to be Governor of this District under the
new territorial bill, wad confirmed to-day by the Senate. This appointment
seems .to give satisfaction even to those
'rival cliques which have been- intriguingfor the position ever- since the bill be:
came a law. The neW Governor is now
absent from the. city, but he is expectedhere in :a few days. It is -not known
whether he will accept the office, inas-much as it-appears he has not beenconsulted, as his private interests . arevery great, requiring almost undivi-
ded attention ; but a strong pressure will
be brought to bear to induce him to takethe office, even if temporarily, in orderto get the new governmentinto working
order, freed from the embarrassment
Which wonld naturally attend it if the-
appointment had been made from one ofthe candidates put forward by partisancliques. The manner in which these
factions were recondilA;c1 and induced tosupport the, bill when It was pending
before Congress was to promise that the
favorite representative from each shonld
be the first, incumbent of the qtibertpa-Iorial chair, or at least receive nomina:
that witaittie e a law there
dons for dele&ate. asequence was

riEach.of whom
the Governorship.New Orleans Picayune far the new goy-
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THE " OUTRAGE " COMMITTEE DEM
CRAM CAUCUS.

!Special to the St. Louie Rev:Mimed .

WASHINGTON_, March 17.The Detno-
crets of the House of Representatives
had a caucus this evening for the pur-
pose of considering what course is to be
pursued on the Senate proposition for a
joint committee to investigate at the
South. A number of speeches were
made. Messrs. Beck, Kerr, Voorhees,
Campbell and Marshall favored the
nolicy of assent to the Senate reaolution
neon the parand that it was the interest
f the Democratie party to court
be fullest investigation which would
stablish the charges made against
,he South ; that this was the only way

disprove those charges: that unless
his course was pnrsned, and the coin%

mittee appointed, there was great danger
that Congress would remain in session
and pass some diebohcal measure of
oppression. Gen. Young, Mr. Eldridge,
Mr. Van Trump and Mr. Bird opposed
the resolution upon the grounds that
Congreee bad no right to interfet e with
the adminietration of State affairs wed
kcal justice ; and further, that the in-
vestigation would be unfairly conducted.
The former views, however, largely pre-
ponderated. It was voted by four to one
to pass the resolution when it came to
the House, but with an amendment that
the committee, instead of reporting at
any time, shall report in December next.
it was stated expressly in canons that
this deciAion was not binding on indi-
vidual members ; and' it is probable
that some of those who voted the
other day against a similar com-
mittee of the House will vote
against the Senate resolution tiow. Mr.
Campbell having expressed his opinion
in caucus that all the members of the
committee should be Northern men, Mr.
Beck, of Kentucky, at once proposed to
decline serving; bnt Gen. Young, of
Georgia, and others, insisted on hie re-
maining on the committee. The repre-
sentation of the South in the committee
'is deemed important in order to have the
proper mterrogatories put to the wit-
neesee, so as to elicit the whole truth and
expose the perjuries and misstatements.

Mr. Dawee, of Massachusetts, on being
informed of the action of the House

. Democratic caucus, expressed his regret
that any amendment was to be offered to
the Senate resolution, as it might occa-
sion delay, adding that no one proposed
to have a report earlier than December
next. Tbe Democrats say to-night that
if Mr. Dawes and others like him w"
state this on the floor of the House, th
will agree to pass the resolution as'comes from the Semite.

MINE
Ir1811TWO VERSIONS.

fRnental tit CHnnin,oH Inn 9

V93%ll COLS 4111,I mum' .11,AL 0.1014 UV/ CITLOILLIDU Cb

young lady of that place, laying dam-
ages at $10,900.

Three parties, called " prominent fe-
males," in Bridgeport, Conn., havemade
application to test their right to vote
under the fourteenth amendment.
Their application was received by the
registrar. The parties are aged, respec-
tively, 35. 56,and 63 years.

It is positively stated that, in Philadel-
phia, real estate to the value of from
4345,000,000 to $48,000,000 is exempted from
taxation. The property so favored in-
cludes six boathouses, eight turnpike
and plank road companies and seventy-
two cemeteries.

James Anthony Fronde is about to
write a hietory of Ireland under the old
penal anti-Roman Catholic laws, and
aft(4 embodying the salient points in a
course of lectures, will deliver them in
the principal cities of the United States.

The Lynn (Mass.) shoemakers have a
yacht, the hull of which is composed en-
tirely of old shoe boxes, the stays are
made of shoe bindings, and the sails of
split leather. And they haye now formed
a yacht club, in order to rave a commo-
dore's fiag, which is to be of Turkish mo-
TOCCCO.

The Illinois Legislature is agitating
the question of the removal of the capi-
tal fro* Springfield to Peoria. The
proposition promises to be successful.

A Memphis dispatch of the 17th tar-
nishes further particulars of the recent
fiood :

" Further reports from the recent flood
fnlly confirm the previous teleigrams.
The water at all points within Oslo hun-
dred miles rose to an unprecedented
height and swept everything before it.
'The injury to the railroads is more seri-
ous then was reported. Oa the Hender-
son and Nashville road nearly every
bridge and trestle is washed away for
a distance of fifty mil s, some of which
will take weeks ir.
night before laid an
two passenger car
ten miles south of Gn
but few paseengers we
eral were severely brn
verely injured. 'The

this road
*age and

gh a trestle
hrie. 'Fortunately

ard sev-
t none se-
r and fire-

.: s I

-men eaved themselves by jnmping. The
Memphis and Charleston railroad antler-
ed severely. The track in many places
is washed away and many bridges
are gone. The Memphis and Louis-
villa lines are also badlY injuredby the flood. I trestle a quarterof a mide long was* swept away
this morning about fifteen mites from
here, and other trestles and bridges are
gone : in all ahont AIX nzAn hAturaAn h -1/4rA
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SMILLABARGRICS KU KLUX RML.

!special to New Teat Eieral.t
WASUDIGTON, Martth Sbsl

labariter,. ot Ohio, NW Dr-opiate.* a now
bill tor the suppress,0.1 ot KI-Ketia..
It will prcb.dbly 1e larrilincen v.43- fain'
row, and referred (moor the c iyf tao
Sts tem fors bills ano j Ant rn-otatious for
it terei ce. The bill lasts follaws:

e it enacted, etc., That if any t wo. or
It oil persons shall, within the limits oi

y State of this Union, oonspire togeth-
er to do any act against the person, prop-
erty or rightsof anrother person. snb
ject to the jurisdiction of the United
States, but which, if committed in any
Place or district under the sole and ex-
clusive jurisdiction of the United States.
vionld be punishabie under the laws
thereof in force when such act was com-
mitted; and if one or more oi said par-
ties to said conspiracy shall do any aet
to effect the object of said conspiracy
the parties to said conspiracy shall be
deemed guilty of a felony, and on con
viction shall be liable to a penalty of not
lee& than $500 and to imprisonment not
exceeding ten years.

Provided that if any plrty or parties
to such conspiracy shall in furtherance
of such common design, commit murder,
such party or parties.80 guilty shall, on
conviction, suffer death.

Six. 2. dud be it further enacted. Tdat
when any offence punishable under this
act shall be begun in one judicial district
of the United States and completed in
another, every such offence shal I be-deem-
ed to have been comnaited in either of tile
said districts; and may be dealt with,
inquired of, tried, determined and pan-
lobed in either of said districts, in the
same manner as if it had been actually
and wholly committed therein.
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Rascally Oppression of Won
the Pettit Office.

The Patent: Oflice hin heen. in
4.3ci dnri9g: th,

week, oetuajOIle by the tti-tovary
4.1,4 iblions of E W. Griflin, ell
charge .of ih. Oral:mil:lama/1.a di
who, it appears; has b-en levying
mail on IshoY employ ties of he otl
netirly two ysars. D ;nit] g tad ad
Millen of COI. Fisher, late C,
Rimer of Patenta, a large uum
ladies were eniploynd for the par

vying the drawings of' thoie a
file,. when . ordered br jay

ese ladies. were placed ander
Griffin, with power to retain ti

face so long as their services we
afar-tory. It has been proved thi
fin hired the ladies at regular gala
$1000 per annum, and the most of t
blackmailed to the amount of
y(ar each. It is estimated that
made $1000 per month for the pa
years. The matter was brought
notice of Commissioner Duncan
investigation ordered, which resu
the dismissal of Griffin. It is t
that there are other oases of thi

I and the CoMmissioner expresses I
1 .I =nation to ferret them all ot

make a clean sweep of all partics
department engaged in swindling
tions against the Government or
individuala. The Patent Office I
a long time, been considered a ri
for operations of this kind, and
gations have often been suggest
the suggestions passed unheeded
proper authorities. It is openly
that an investigation into the rt
existing between certain exarni
atents and patent agents would (

more fearful state of blq.ek,
than exists in all the other Goya.
epartments combined.
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nv York Assueiated Press Dispatches

The Oivil War in France.

Sunseses of the Communists,

points Occupied by their Troops.

Position of the Versailles Army.

rile Versailles Troops Repulsed
at All Points,

REligious Riot at Odessa.

WASHINCTON.

fba Proceedings in Congress'

Ku-Klux Bill Passed by Senate.

%7aldarno, from fdatanzas, is ashore ou
the Irit,h coast. and witl prove a total
1(43e. Feur hands lost.

The Forty-Second Congress.

WASHINGTON. April 14 SZNATIC.The,
ireate passed the ICti- Klux bilk with the
mt-ndruents propost.d by the Jadioisky

Committee, with amendments striking
out the repeal of the test oath for 'Orli $.d
states jurors, leaving the laW as at pre.
.-ent, and another by Sherman as follows,
r eat if any house, tenements, cabin, shop,
;.aildieg, barn or granary shall be un-
lawfully or feloniously demolished,
pulled down, burntd, or destroyed,
w holly or in put, by any
y or tomaltuy assemble4 ether,
r if any person shall nnlawfa y, and
-ah force, and violence, be Whipped,
coorged, wounded or killed by any per-
on riotously and tumultuously assem-
led together, and if such ()ileum was

committed to deprive any s, person
of any right conferred ttpon him
by the constitution and laws of the
United States, or deter him from, ot
punish him fbr exercising any such
right, oeby.reason of his race, color or
pi evions condition of servitude, in every
-nch case the inhabitants of the 001111tY,
eity or parish in which any of the said
ffences shall be committed, shall ba
iable to pay full compensation to the
r non or persons' damaged- by artoh-

.,fieuce if living, or to their legal repre-
-en tatives if dead, and such compensa-
bion may be recovered by such persoo,
or his representative, by a suit

13 any court of the Unitad States
..f competent jnriediction in the
.11strict in which the offence was
onimitted, to be in the name of the

person iejnred or- his legal representa-
tive, and against said minty, city or
parieh, and exebution may be issued on
a judgment rendered in such suit, and
may be levied upon any property, real
or personal, of any person in the said
county, city OT parish, and the said
county, city 1:!r parish which may have
zatiefied said judgment, or the person
Jut of whose -property the said j-ctdg-
ment shall have been satisfied, as the
.-ase may be, may recover the fall
imount of said judgment, costs and in-
erest from any person .or persona en-

gaged as principal or accessory in stet%
riot, in an action in any court of compe-
t ent jurisdietion, and tbe persons out of
whose ptoperty such judgment shall
aye been tatisfied shall in such a ones

nave contribution as at common law,
bind the Circuit Court of the United
itates for the proper distriet shell have
jurisdiction of such tuition.

The bill pissed, 45 to 19. Messrs. Hill,
z, Tipton and Trumbull.
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-.Washington.
THE DOMMION-11111ZHER OF AMERICAN

FISHING VESSEL&
ispeolal to New York geraal

WASNESGTON, April 11.-4n Inly;
the schooner J. H. Nickerson, of Salem,
Mass..pu4 into aCanadian port for bait
and wine, and was 'seized by the Do-
inOtion cutter Ida E.,-for violation of
the tiahery laws of Ahe DoMinion. The
caie was regarded as beyond the .prov-
ince .Of the Dominion aathoritieS, _and
Minister Thornton, without any notifies-
tion from the State Department, at. on
made inqajries into the canes which 1
to the seizure of this vessel. _Applica-
tion was subsequently made lay the
owners. through Collector Ralfrey, of
the port of Salem, for the release of the
Nickerson and the papers referred to the
Secretary of State. Nothing has been
done in the owe, and the owners recently
premed the Secretary of the Treasury
tor an answer to their claim. The fol-
lowing is the reply of the Secretary of
.State to the inquiry of Snretary Bout-

:

STATE Ditr.urrugmT, April 8, 1S71.
SirIn relation to proceedings in the

case of the schooner J. H. Nickerson,
which was seized by the Canadian cutter
Ida E. in Jdly laet, the Nickerson ap-
pears is be in the custody of the proper
court of admiralty, awaiting judgment
upon the libel tiled against her. In such
a position of the ease it is not allowable
fur thia Government to interfere or to
ask the interference of the British Gov-
ernment with the proceedings of the ju-
dicial tribunals. Very respectfully,

&MILTON FISH,
Secretary of State.

UMNER'S RADICALISM.
Senator Sumner will probably make a

hpeech on the Kn-Klux bill, wherein lio
will take the most advanced ground Of
the Radicals. Shotild the Senator de-
liver this speech he will take occasion to
reply te the aspersions whioh have been
made upon him as a Republican, and to
demonstrate to the eatisfaction of all
those who entertain doubts upon the
subjeot that he is as sound in the Repub-
lican faith as any of those who have seen
proper to question hie party status.
TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION ItETWEEN

MEXICO AND CUBA.
WABRING1ON, April 13.Mr. Henry G.

*ort,on, of New York, who hie secured
l he exclusive privilege of laying a tele,
graph cable from Mexico to Caba, depos-
ited to day with the Mexican Minister
the sum of live $housand dollars in
United Statee bonds, as security for the
coinpletion of the works The oable is to
be laid from Vera Cruz to Mivatitlan,
Tabasco, Yucatan, the Cape of Catoehe,
and thence to the Cape of San Antonia,
Cuba, so as to connect with the cable
iron, Cuba to the United States. The

'Congressional.
The lin-HlunDelnitelnikoBenntoSenator

ThurinanZakenthe MOW.'

WASHING4ON, AHIn 13.In the Sen-ate, the regular orderthe Ku-Blnx
bill-Jvine then *weeded with.

Mr. Thurman -took the. Soar in a
engthy argument against the central-
izing, tendency of the-bill. Ia a critical
examination of the defects of the bill,
he reviewed,:firet.' the .substitatioa of

eral for State Courte,_to the dispor-
t of the latter. He declared his

ewe in the j ustice and impartialiAg
e jadidary of his own State. He

was unwilling to say to the people of
hio that the Congress of the United

States distrusted the Judges of the
State Courts. AB to thensecond section,
be could approve of some parte of it,
while other parts were objectionable. Ite
allegations of conspiracy were vague.
What was meant in the language of the
bill by the privileges and immunities of
citizens of the United States, or depriving
the'citizens of due and equal protection
of the law ? To constitute a conspiraey,
t wao not necessary that a combination

should do any overt act at all. The com-
bination itself made the offence. The
intent to be attributed to persons thus
combining was not defined, and tbp
utmost discretion in arranging indiot-
ments in this intent is placed in the
hands of district attorneys, ignorant of
law, of whom there were many in the
South, where the judges were but little
bettkr, the Government taking each
as it could get, whlie the grand
juries were probably two-thirds illite-
rate negroes. The provlaion in the bill
111 regard to a conspiracy against a
United States officer while discharging
his duties, had been amended by the
Judiciary Committee by adding the
words " or while edgaged in the dis-
charge of hie citifies." By this, arty per-
son treepassing upon property in Illinois
of a.Federal officer engaged in Washing-
ton, would be liable to all the penalties
uf the bill. This whole undertaking to
punish ofrenoes against State laws
through the machinery of the Federal
Governilleni was plainly unconstitu-
tional. It Visa an initance of the mon-
strous pains and penalties of the bill.
Mr. 'lb nralau said that Mr. Suoiner's
snpplementart civil rights bill should
pass, then nuder this section the pro-
prietors of A rlingtou or any other first-
class botel would be liable to a tine of
fo.500 and Fix months' imprisonment for
assigning white and colored gueSta to
separate (algae, or failing to provide for
both at the same table. The same held
good as to any proprietor of a pnbli000n-
veyance, or place of public amusement.
On the other hand, a few darkies, for rob-
bing a hen roost or plundering the pig
nen of a white man, would sutler the

iraij penalties for having infringed noun
iiinunilies and privilogea of Ameri-
itizens. These iteotiooss might
rise to vexations and harassing
cutions, but their :extraordinary
ity would practically make theta
letter. TBO essence of the measnr
it the third and fourth sections

vestcd the President of the lJnited
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France
Interruption: of Ifailat

ParieThe lismerges
Their. Positions---Benh
ing Notes for the Isom
tioneThWthree
Central CommitteeA
turned French Prisonere

I Special to Cinotnna
THE APPEARANCE

NEW Yong, April 14.
writing from Paris,
" The Government has
mails, and none of the r
ning. The greatest an3
especially as it is ram
concentrating at Com
tea= to march into the
The insurgents are et
their positions. The PI
()rally bristles with 1

inch of ground wae jr
with armed men, Natio
the Grand Hotel laat nil
by the insurgents, and
looking on the Rue de ]
adjacent streets, were
sand bags, loopholes be
keteers. The boulevar
deserted. The =nibs
run, although a large
horses has been made or
surgents. The general
lime, as yet, been sound
central or left -bank
thousand dollars have
the railways.

THE BANK OF
The Bank of France 1

large printing office, wi
of printing ten franc b
insurgents. Of coins
printed and issued TIM
Bank of France is stiE
acts business as usual.

AT THE l'O
About 100,000 men sn

tral Committee at the
these men will not shom
for the committee. F
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ot the battalions whil
fiiends of order. Yet i
nish eighty men to sap
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difficulty the majority
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stud for days it seemed
gents of that sedition a
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the sum of five thousand dollars in
United States bonds, as security for the
completion of the work, The cable is to
be laid from Vera Clan to Minatitlan,
Tabaaco, Yucatan, the Cape of Catoohe,
and thence to the Cape of San Antonia,
Cuba, so as to connect with the cable
trom Cnba to t ljted States. The
woik is to be eipl ted in eighteen
months from D in 13, 1870. The
Legislature of Yncat hoe granted Mr
Norton a an f en thousand dol-
lars for ten o econnt of the
cable, and i %d that some of
the other Sta s will follow the example
IMPORTANT .Tit IIJJt DEALERS ANt

The Com f rnal Revenn
has presented a new form book, to bet
kept by wholeaale liquor dealers aud
iect'fiere, and has issued the following
special order, No. 94, to revenue offieers
and others, annonncing thie change. The
ocrier is as follows:

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, )
Oftioe of Internal Revenue,

Washington, April 5. 1871. )
The book, form No. 52, in which retai-

ners and wholesale liquor dealers are
now reviewed to keep an account of all
spirits rectified and sent out by them,
prescribed in special No. 71, dated De-
cember 29, 1869, being unnecessarily com-
plicated and MB:41(dt to keep, its farther
use, on and after the 1st day of May
next, is dispensed with. In pursuance
..f the provisions of section 45, act of
ltrly 20, 1868, form No. 52. revised and
herewith published, is preecribed as the
torm of-book on whioh each rectifier and
wholesale liquor dealer will keep an ac-
count of all distilled spirits received and
rent out by him on and after the lst day
of May next. On the let day of May
next each reotifier and wholesale liquor
dealer will ascertain the qnautity of
epirits in his possession oat of bond, and
open a new account of spirits reoeived
dud sent out by entering the aggregate
quantity of each kind of spirits on hand
ender the head of " Spirits Received,"
aud thereafter keep said account in ao-
cordance with the letter of instructioda
crow this office of this date. Parties
who have on hand books in the form
piescribed in special No. 71 will be per-
mitted to keep their account of spirits
leceived and sent out on that form, die-
peosing with the use of the conoon, an-
ti; the books already procured are ex-
,iansted. All persons required to pro-
%ide themselves with books in the form
prescribed in this special are at liberty
o ou so iii any manner they please.

A. PLEASANTON, Conunissioner.
THE SOUTHERN CLAIMS COMMISSION.

assigning white and colored Kuwaiti to
separate tablee. or failing to provide for
both at the sante table. The same held
good as to any proprietor of a pablio con-
veyance, or place of public amusement.
On the other hand, a few darkies, for rob-
bing a hen rooat or plundering the pig
pen of a white man, would eanfler the
same penalties for having infringed upon
the immunities arid privileges of Ameri-
c n citizens. These seotionss might
give rise to vexations and hitrassing
prosecutions, but their extraordinary
severity woald practically make them a
dead letter. The essence of the measure
was in the third and fourth sections.

hich vested the President of the United
%Statee with power now only wielded by
the Sultan of Turkey and the Czar of
Russia. He could at will declare war
against the people of any State, and ens-
pend the writ of habeas corpus. This
power of suspension was a legislative
power, and could uot be delegated to the
President. Its nnreserved delegation to
a presidential caedidate was most don-
e, roue to the liberties of the country.
1 he question now was whether we are
to have but ono star, instead of thirty-
hsveo, upon our flag. Whether State
;overnments, the source of our nr08-
. erity, are to he obliterated, and with
tbein our whom sylatem of free goviirn
ment.

Thera will IPA no attempt to take th
army into tbe States which are sure
advance to vote for the President an
other Radical candidates. He then re
a lengthy speech upon the poet an
present politics, to show how the Radio
party, in their usurpations of power nn
eer the oolor of law, for the purpose o
retaining their bold on the Government
exceeded in criminality the secession o

Sotith.
Mr. Borernan spoke at length in vindi

cation of the reconstruction measures
He attributed Southern hostility to th
Goverument and the disorders in the
.-aoith to the effects of Northern Demo-
cratic opinions and example.

Mr. Sumner said he could not doubt
that fearful outrages were perpetrated in
the South, nor that the power of Con-
;tress to apply a remedy was ample. No
cry of ceetralization or of imperialism
could deter him. Give him centraliza-
tion of liberty and equal rights. In the
days of slavery, the libertiee of a citiz.oi
were subordinated to State rights. Bat
L OW State rights mnet be subordinated
to the liberties of the people.

Mr. Thurman asked Bar. Sumner if be
intended to vote for the bill.

Mr. Snuener" I co."
The question was then announced as

cn tbe first amendment, which was a
verbal one merely.'the following is the riding of thek

Southern Claims Connuiseion ou the' Soldiers' Homestead Actquestion of taking teetimony for use be-
lure the oommission :

hi every case where it is possible, the
commission will return testimony of all
a ars.: see, both as to loyalty of the
claimant and the facto of the case, to be
w Veil before - them orally.- fu all oases
where, frees the mai 111~4 of aolnoot
at issue, the povi
he remoteness o:

mability from an
Washington, or
when oral testim,
before the commit
be made in each c
ake the testimoti

I er, the naoes or me wiL uedses, Limo-
Asf n I...1. f r.f A...4 -.I 1' .

No law woe enacted during the laat
session of Congress giving land bounties
to soldiers who served in the Union ar-
mies during the war, the general impree-
sion to that effect resulting from the pag-
e ige, in the House of Representatives. of#h. The
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EXECUTION
Thirty-three men are
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like the way they wer
hundred National Gaon
day into Davall's restant
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tee. Similar pillage is
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THE RETURNED rt
Another curresponden

Carlsrnhe, March 28, ss
two streams of men in t
in opposite directions ao
German frontier. Napc
turns a trifle sadder, let
wiser than it set fort
back without a rallying
leader to whom they c
defeat. Speak to any gr
has happened lately in
a ill hear curses flung
which shot the generals

Ask yonder sunburnt
the Imperial Guard wha
anhwer is prompt and de

" Monsieur, they will
I among them. We, at lefl
our superiors to the last,

THE CONSCR
These conscripts un

, learned their drill in 1

France aud coald not 13,
t Le sense of the four or
stand chatting in an off-
end of the platform. TI
their tone against aorta
ages, styled ces imbeciles,
inarshale of the euipirt
vinced that a little gruip
Paris to reason. There
I can see, among the prii
interest in or sympath
Rerublic. They are any
hi France, and they det
difficulty about the forn
which they may lind
return, hut they will
iarong meusures against
mder. They have evidi
tine talking, and no don
skill and determination
floe of France, if attain

downright civil wa
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At this season, six years ago, all the
twenty millions of the North were at
war with the people of the sece.diug
States, and their feeling towards us,
as expressed in words or shown by
deeds, was fnll of anger, hostility an:l

venge. The feeling was intenao
ud general. The war lasted
o long that time was given to the
oung to absorb hatred and to be-
"me educated in enmity, and 'to
hose who were of mature age, to be
boroughly inoculated with a senti-
ent to many quite new. The feel-
g Was reciprocated, ae may be re-
embered. Can we reasonably ex-
ect that-feeling to subside in a year

a decade? Fifty years after the
cession of the Britian American

olonies there were millions of young
en on this aide of the Atlantic who,

though they had never seen a scarlet
uniform, hated the English with a
hearty and thoroughly spi te f ul grudga.
Three generations after the last In-
dian murder with tomahawks, the
boys of New England entertained for
the copperskins an implacable, bitter
and loathing antipathy. All the
annals of nations show that war
sows enmities which grow for whole
centuries, bearing fruits of bitter-
ness. In our case, owing to the good
sense and general intelligence of
both sections as well as to the chi-
valric qualities mutually exhibited
and admired, the hatred may not be
so intense nor so lasting; yet even
with us, 'after all the admonitions of
wise and liberal men on both sides,
after the renewal of business connec-
tions and social intercourse, after
numerous and always welcome acces-
sions of Northern capital, after many
fleecy crops have grown over smoky
and dusty battle fields, with all the
generosity of the really magnani-
mous to help in the cause of peace,
we must expect that the ever-waning
an(i lessening hostility will endure
and be manifest until the most of
those who saw, who felt and who
shared in the groat struggle shall
have given plops to another genera-
tion. Should we not be patient there-
fore ? Should We fret . and chafe
when cunning men appeal to the
latent or active hatred of those lately
our armed enemies ? Should we be
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JIM" ermine -to' Gen .
Adams .irsofts,efedas... It was to be ex-
*cited that the pleas would ran mush
smoother than a first performance. The
company were better up in their roles,
and played with more spirit. and Mr.
Adams appeared to far better 'advan
taste than the preceding evening. There
is, however. snoh exquisite beauty about
'he piece that of necessity it must be
ettraotive. Radiant in fancy and fasoi-
natirg with glowing intages, the very
genius of Tennyson pervades the dra-
wade poem.

The strange life, the misfortunes of
Ibe good Enoch Arden, olad as they are
in poetic fancy, need no artiat to in-
terpret them. That artist is found in
Mr. Adams. With a genius to/perceive
its beauty and a heart to appreciate, be
Ways upon the sympathies of the audi-
ence with a subtle mesmerism impossible
to describe.

The piece will probably run during
the present week. Onr wople shonld
hasten le see it. for it is very rarely that

drama so thoroughly beantifill Ls sab-
Mitt td for their atpreoial ion.- .

'1 nit Orana.-3/r. Dumestre's Hene.fil.-
A croeded and brilliant audience greet-
tithe beottioiary, last night, on his ap-

oearsnce on the stage, and numerous
bouquets and other valuable offerings
attested the esteem aud admiration in
which be is held as an artist. In the
ohoracter of Rigoleno, by his marvel-
onsly expressive acting and superbly
emotional vocalization, he commanded
the undivided attention of tbe audience
lironghont, and was frequently and en-
busiastioally applauded. Graadly tri-
imphant it' the court scene of the first

t, ere the casual curse pronounced
pen him by the crazed Monterone,

i'r:C) warm and delioionsly tender in
he parting interview with his daughter

Gilda, piteously eloquent in his sable-
-taunt appeal to Gowiers for her restOra-
Mon to his heart, and deeply revengefu.
iu his plot to paniah the seducer, he in-
fused into the role a subtle power and
effectiveness which we nave never seen
xcelled. The role of Gilda was per-

%ousted by M'me rinmestre with good
adgment, and her voice was generally
melodions and pleasing. She excelled in
be delicious solo of the second act, and
n the beautiful dao of the third with
.tooleito. Mr. Cazaux, as the Duke of
walla. wile in gi-od voice and sang
ttli spirit the brilliant airs aasigned to

he role. The Sparofucile of the basso.
asteltnary, wee well rendered, and the
onotonuns maledictions of Monterone
-ere sung in good tune by P&id. The
udrlaine of Miss Eilelherg was sang in
odest intonations. Mr. Dekegher4
!easing tenor was bat little heard, bit
was quite eti..otive in the character ot
oral. The Marrello of Berton was also
ery well rendered. TnIS admirable

music of the opera was charmingly in-
t-ttpreted by thp orchestra_ Dild th.,sise

.

, ,
armeods neet.the plaggeing;p0110;hisre.
learns d that this object Oen be thasionahly
attained at the *tademy. The versatile
and brilliant programme now presented
we described in previous issue. It be
ortly necessary to add that it embraces
more novelties, and is more generally
excellent, than any we have had. Those
wbo do not see it will deprive them-
selves of a pleasure they will have reason
to regret.

The " Fenian's Oath," Mr. Cavanangh's
rew piece, concluded the entertainment.
It is certainly a oapial drama, and has
vain ts of more than ordinary excellence.
Bot the chief featnre of attraction is the
prieniatio fonntan.

A tine bill to-night.

Igr Milburn lectures to-night at Odd
Fellows' Sall.

WILDOR's COM.PorIND tw Pljalt ConLlyalt OIL AND LIMB The alvantageoi this compound over the plain oil isthat tle usueentitig taste of the oil is
..lairely removed, aid &be wnole twi-ttered entirely palatable. The offensivetaste of timed has long acted 8.3 a preen-
eut objection to its nese but in this

term the trouble is e:,irr-Oy obviated. Ahost of certificates might be given hereto testify to the etc-elk-rice aud saccoom
f Wilbor's cod liver oil and bine. Bet
.1-e tact that it is regnlarly presorilicfl
by the medical fsooiry is sufficient. F..re.nlo by A. B. Wilbur, chemist, Nei. 1101Court street. Hoeton, enii..br all drag-
..icle. E. Hart & Cel.PKew Orleans.

DT F,D.
5145 K On VOA inst., ot.rt,51 .,oi Narks, is native ofCill t a. reed 31 yeam.
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VEND SON-gn Tuee4av. 19th (not , at. 12
0003. LIZZIE. seenud delight-1. 4 John Hon-stems, a I at) a of this cr y. eget 21 years.
i lie 'rivet% of the al)/ a a no. tied to attend

the funeral, Will w i es plauc f orn the fatally
t.41(1, lice, corn "IR 0 and StIth streeta-
This A f34317 000, 34, 0.0.0014.

P1TOT-On Tuesday evening. st 4%5 o'clock,
Mot Welow J AM ES PiTUT. aged 46 sows.

Her friends and acqoaintanoss, and those ofthe Pilot, Boullgny, Nontegitt, anima nod
Wen families are respectfully invited without

farther notroe to atterd her fernral. wbeth will
take phre 1111s EV ening at halt past 4 o'clock
pr. eusely from the residence of her soododew,
Alfred Bouligny, No 145 St. Pet sr aireet, be-
'.ws ea Burgundy and Rampart streets.

CORNY LL-in fhb) city, on Tneadsy ma Woe.March 23, 1571, JAMES H. i'll R*4 1,.i ,.. a native.5 Tley, N. I' , and readout an New ()tisane tot
bp pap.t tu etre years
The fiineral will take o'er:a from ths res.denc s

..1 the fan Ily. Corner of Orange and St Thomas
streets, on Wednesday Aftureoln, at I o'oloek.

'I he numbers of F.X.010...S'OR LODGE, No.
de f'. mild A. it., aro hereby notified in assemble
t tits Ledge BOOM, 044 We..u.s.lay, March 29, at
'-: P M.. to alt. ut1 the funeral of our late b_oth-
-,JAMFES H CORN F.' L.
AI co.ber, ot ?Oster I thges MO LOVItoi to Miami

sty tram s.f the W M
WM s1T A 85. Secretary.
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when cunning men appeal to the
latent or active hatred of those lately
onr armed enemies ? Should we be
surprised that they magnify trifles to
fill the spectrum of their political
show Should we wonder that the
Nature-makers and scene-shifters of
the congressional drama should try
to the last to extract sensational
profit from history so recent and so
tragical !

3F1.1.l3.e.,.._itarprise4 that the
existence>flieCTOirfre, 00c:400.11:1P the
Southeholi:l0froade the text 6"rvio-
lent aild'illectuaTpelitihal'Ve4Aa.hd
hartufedercitgr life`Ot h1VO' been
sine° .0e close of tho Wiii;P:Carw:e117,07
any,tirile for theplast forty yearso spo-
radic haritts or cligra.,of y

pledger &it co-operiiiiiig_fehiiiii.by,
rit tue:''otiateinidon PurPose, calling
iltmifrwmorfauqw4;firgi.gr " rigi-
:ance 6".1:".egfiliiteraj5
cornialittd:it-tifIty.gaft -liy.tio in e

local and peculiar name, having for
their object the riddance of com-
munity, by expulsion or death, of
notorious outlaws, or known and dan-
gerous characters who have gone
unwhipped of justice. These bands
or gangs are rapidly formed, never
numerous, and extend their opera-
tions over the limited areas of such
of the ruder sections as invite out-
laws by the uncertainty and ineffi-
ciency of the repressive and punitive
action of the criminal law. 'nips-
hands geueial13r,4'Aise01VeZwlren-2tll'er
efid forf-whickthey.-3,xere. formed has
heen reached; althougliUkat.sotife-
times happen that what is illègâlin
its object and means becomes per-
verted to violence for whightio4axcufe
can be offered. But,I.WilitaAirer.iiiiiie
rare inatances good men -ha:Vecitin

ret: Oiiiitat0,-- the' iic,tinis--,',6f---tfilise
regtilitavare-in molt--caSeS Snell' as
deservedcapital sentence from a court
rOLFC:.rup..hialE, judicature.' This extra
leg@, summarf, seCteetrioleace is in
itself criminal, and wholly at war
with the best interests of society.
These organizations are a hideous,
dismal deformity wherever they
occur, far. more -damaging to society
than the few villains whom they expel
or destroy. No citizen who knows
the value of personal security, as
pledged by the laws of his country-,
can approve, countenance or uphold
them.

It is out of the gangs which wa
have described that the fertile fancies
of the North have conjured Ku-Alas.
It is ont of these whollz non-political,
few, scattered and independent
bands that Sumner and his votaries
have invented an associatian com-
prising all the white men of the South,
and-pledged to secrecy, to oppression
and- to bloodshed. This slanderous
antmonstrons Perversion makes it,
:more than ever, the imperative and
patriotic daty of all good men in tao
Sal* to -dieconntenance and. suppress,

.available and legal flieans,
d of be-

d foivoleuco ". of: for a

Mr. Chas. Lefrano. Ile will sing, in
those sublime tones for which he has be-
come remarkable, in the first and second
ant of Rossini's " William Tell." the
third aot On Italian) of Verdi's " Trove-
tore," and in the tbird aot also of tbe

Martyrs." In all of these pieces he
will be sustained by most of the best ar-
tists of the troupe. including Mesdames
Edelberg, Rozes and Dumestre, and
Mews. Penis, Thery, Duboso and Berton.
Our ninsic loviug community will sel-
dom have enjoyed a more plashing pro-
gramme than thie, and they will doubt-
less gather in a brilliant concourse to
encourage au artist who has already ex-
cited surprise and admiration by his
magnificent vocalization in the highest
0:.nceivable registers of song.

On Ratnrday night Verdi's thrillingly
grand opera, "Itigoletto," will be re-
p ated. -

Sacred concerts on Monday and Tues-
day, 3d and 4 th proximo.

Or Tbe Rev. R. Q. Mallard, nagtior of
t he Pry tania Street Presby terian Church.
leaves the city to-day fur a transient
viMt to hie former home in Georgia. Wu
trust tbe trip may afford the recreation
he needs, and return him to us renewed
in strength and vigor.

or The Legislature of the State of
New York haa passed a law which pro-
vides " for the establiahment of an Ex-
aminiug Board for the examination and
licensing of clerks employed by drag-
giets in the city of New York."

A late number of the New York
Herald gives a solid column to a cook
light and a column and a half to tbe
hanging of a negro criminal in Wil-
danieport. Pa. We suppose if it didn't
pay tbey would not do it. When will
the public mind take the dyspepsia/

GP When Mr. Bayard defied Mr. Mor-
ton to show that the Ku-Klux were all
Democrate, all Mr. Morton could say
,was " Nobody donbta it"whioh is
just exactly the trouble with those
men who count other folks "nobody;"
!hey never doubt anything they want to
uelitve.

Er Mr. Henry Brost, the accom-
plished accountant of our city, whoa )
recent work on commercial calculations
recently issued from the press of the
Harpers, and whloh haa attxacited so
much attention among our merchant',
and others, will deliver a lecture this
evening (Wednesday) the 29th inst., be-
fore the Board of Brokers at their ex-
change. No. 9 Carondelet street. Mr.
Ernst will illustrate his methods upon
a blackboard, and the lecture will
doubtless prove an exceedingly interest-

g oneto thoee who take an interest in
breviated mercantile calculations.

BROOM MACHINES.At 12 o'clock, at
he Lafayette Warehouse, corner Maga-
ne and Lafayette streets. Messrs. Mont-
emery will sell eight broom machines
o the highest bidder.

EP' Burnett's cooking extracts are thenet.

arm is Mr. Milburn's intention to
continue lecturing among us for a timeif hp 4 'a-2 _

d n1.63 r /IA lt stec'y.--
BOURNOSAt Rortiaus, Pearce, FdtrnaryJ. '171. MI6. ADELE TaNZI& BOCRNOS.

aged 71 years.
Fier remains here liens deposited at the

(impel, corner of Rare mut ii ti contl etesets.
Re? friends and acquaintances tel (bogie of bee
seep-In !MM. J. A quirt' ore nod C. A. Ifsrang.
ir ro.poclfolly re.iapatal to attend her funeral.
This t Wednesday Erening. at o'clock.

.1 A COB trTir.
EVIL nr R.

1144 Delord treer, rimer Tivoli Circle
Clone with dtscs:ch. Prompt and per

-enal attention sli'on I,. Kennthi repairs of &moos
snd dwellL-tge. 41st erne mmle sad ropairml.

()nters left at ohop. or Rot Menhantee
-hange. 10 mnIno street. irmunIttly "myls--Mpotr

ftlriNTYRE & APPLIWATE.
PLUM1IERS.

:4s POYDRAS ST, NILW ORLEANS. LA..
Wholesale and Retail Ionlers In Plumbers'

Fru nIshIng Clouds. Iron and Slam Pumps. Cook
bootese. P

DR. J. DIcti.IIN HItUNot.
encetillatlotht for dis-aoes of the Lu. gs. Heart

nod 1 hroat. flours from .2 M to 4 P. M.
rohrIn-4.dr No. 142 CANA L EITREE r.

NEW SPRING (4001)S
-- Ii,

EVERT DEPARTMENT,
-- 01

BRAREI.MAN A ADAMS'
cASH HOUSE,

46 and 548 Maeuzlno,
corner St. Andrew.

NOTICE TO CITY' TAX PAY EMS-
--

DEPARTMENT OF FtwaNnx.
City Bud, New Orleans. MAtell ra. 1871.1

Tax yara of City of New Or'eane are
tb the Mita tor glig'tax of RHO

VIvetT at thI4 oftlee.
more than one piece of real

re much trouble and
tat of the same. as
Wee of property

W ALTON.
Administrator of Forsoce.

hereby
are no

Pe
estate will
&lay b

aerate
mhZ)--ta

NEW
CHI J A PANESE

Handsome ranee° BILES.
Iron and Canvas GRENADINES.
MOZABISICKIES and ALPACAS.
GINGRAMS and CRAMBRAys.
Laos SHAWLS and POIN PBS.
PARASOLS and Half UMBRELLA.%

Lined In those beautiful colorsGreen, Blue.
Lilao Bine. Also. White and Black.

LACE SHAWLS, LACE SHAWLS
A fine aesortment of the most beautiful do-

aigna. uma Lace Shawls and Palates.

PIQUES, PIQUES.
A beautiful assortment of Figured and Senn

Striped Piquea.

Skeleton Corsets. Skeleton Corsets.
Linen MEETINGS and Pillow OARING.
'TOWELS and TOWELING&
Itt Timis ans., ris.PB1.813. All at satlsfrio-

factory mites.
JOSEPH MILLE& IL.

UT magazine street, near Josephine.
Depot mule= Corsets.

N. B. To my Lady 'Friends and CustomersIt
baslog comO to my beano,/ that some of my
tormer clerks were dieob iging, discourteous and
not atittatIre to my customers. I beg leave SO
state to them that I have cisoharged these, and
Dave engaged good.competent sad gehtlemanly

N and
et.
Jr.New Orleans Picayune
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aendáeütèo the Constitution
'or the 17nited.:$tattee. '' All Pertione
born -11.. natmalited IA thd United
Stites And ellbject to the juriedietion
thereof are citiseue of the -United
States and of the, Sthte . where-
in they residet NO' -grate shall
=dialer enforei .lawivikteltshall
alYildgc, thp, rivil

4#01*
.1)4 gzblp,

'ilfklibatr&
Pkent98,0 )it
.ecer-vvitia-f
preittotion of thejaws.7 -

We do not see tutything specially
objectionable in any of the provisions
above quoted, after the acceptance of
the citizenship of Degrees had becore
compulsory. Whatever rights oen
and women have as citizens el: the
United States ought riot to belimitad
or abridged by any one of Fiero. No
State ought to be alloodd to take
away the life, the jperty or the
property of any persol without due
pretest, of law; and world all dispute
any person withiwile jurisdiction of
a state is eatttpd to the equal pro-
tection of Awe. The fourteenthits
aniendmenlas not of our eeeaing,
but being

otoptzd
we do not

reopen tltlalTel Over IL there istle
uo obirction, BOW that the negroes
ore ireed and enfranchised, to in-
cluding them as full members in the.
atooriment of representatives.
This wae none of our work in the
g,c instance, but we do not expect to
rod a Congress and President to pro-
pose another amendment repealing
the fourteenth, or if such a Con-
gress could meet in twenty years
with a President to confirm and
approve their bill, we could not
look forward with any yearning
hope to the time when such
amendment would be .ratifled by
three-fourths of the States. BT:the
tiMa,theReople get ready to adopt a
new rule orauffrage, Whieli eliiill-att,
elude negromfrorobomtingNthat ele-.
!pent of franchise will becithiti relae-
tWely -unimportant. The colored
voters now number not more than
eight hundred thonsand-not one-
tenth of the whole number of voters.
In forty years their voting number
will be less than half of the present.
while the total will be more than
doubled. If negro suffrage be an
evil, it will constantly diminish in
actual numbers and it will diminish in
i elative numbers much more rapidly.
Any inconvenience we nifty expe-
rience from it must decrease, while
we must become more and more used
to it from year to year.

There -in alkir-`--iiiiinnibing in .the
forcek bilk or- lirt4CInx bill;;.or the
" act to eat) 'reelliiiiiiiiitlitaiiii-of the
fourteenth amendinenV :Itt-L-sost
thirty days of -the tilite Oi both hou4es.
It was debated morenarmetIVAnd
-,nme; pagy than iiiY ether 'bill that
was air before congreas. It was
recommended by the President, who
had no doubt of the previous But-

Ill ficiency of his authority, to 'satiety
other scruples thrtn his own. If was

or; innounitiei
4 States. nor

_any pert* of
41thhitine

lcd.ogy to any per-
jurisdietion the equal
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quite ahead of

Ake'
oboe. .issieh: Of-Ms west
enemy, sivinging his, lista
ing, barking his shine on-earlostones,
skinning his 'knuckles against walls
and lamp poste, and btdditeg detiante
to all armies, navieevfteddents, gen-
erals, laws, Imago and oonatables,
cursing the whole .eountry and all its
parte, up hill and down dale, with un-
appeasable hosts/U.7. tut this is not
conspiracy ; it IS open war: The soli-
tary belligwent is not in a condition
to conspiO, and if by a search over
twentj counties, another could be
found.'m a similar mood front like
caTpes, one or the other, or both, would
b.. sober or dead drunk before they
eould be brought together.

But if there could be found " tw
or more," or half a dozen ftillows
who, being neither drank nor/ crazy,
should conspire to overthrow the
Government, and if their conspiracy
could be brought to the knowledge of
the Executive, it would be intiuitely
strange to us and wonderful to all
foreigners to see him turning newt
the conspirators all the regiments of
our army and all the heavy guns of
our great navy. It would be about like
shooting bumblebees with a field
piece or smashing fleas with a sledge-

111 IDEATION. -We are pleased to ro-
rd what appears to be a xmire positive

KM met st fleotive ea-operation in the
encouragement of immigration then har
orevionely come to onr notice. The
rave ueed of reliable field and skilled
abor experienced by onr agricultural
nd manufacturing interest, has led to
he incorporation of the Lodisians Im-
iigration Company with a oapitil ot
25000, by sonie of the most wealthy.
oterprising and intelligent merchants
nd planters of this country. The object
f the organization. as stated in their ad-
ert isement published in another oolumn.
o what we have Jost stated. Books of
t. b3crijil ion are now open at the offices of
t ears. L. F. Goneres, 109 Customhonee.

I.d Arob. Montgomery and Trutt and
.iver, No. 13 Carondelet streets. It is
11 enterprise based upon such neceeei-
its and projected by snob gentlemen,
hat it can hardly fail to succeed.

METHODIST FAIR AT Oleo FELLOWef
tar-L.This brilliant place of entertain-
. nt was, last night, agate the scene of

towing and merriment. 'roe varion:-
bles were again served by the delight-

company of ladies whose good office.-
e noticed yesterday, aud good things.

like as pes.ible to them, of the pre
ions evehing as could be, delighted the
ate of the "slaves Ro beauty) that
y." The Jasmin, straege as it may
ra, had an odor uf delicious oake,
gnolia of lemons, tbe Lily of sirs N-

erries, the Violet of ioe cream, the Ruee
chicken salad, and the Geranium-if

nr word is worth a oent-of bulled ham
d marmeledes.
Tee Invisible Minstrels we hardly
eed saywe did not see, bat certainly

(1.ann aa mnah an anybody

th4.tnithiS, SeSiOrist
Oat 'yeeterday -In the Madan-heave ;- on
Canal street te witness and soeomPany
a trial trip of street railrOid MI& Pro-
pelltd by aininonisaal gas. The ear was
eady, and Dr. Emile Lamm, the inven-

tor, was alsoteady. There were present
at half-pea 1 dolor& several gentle-
men. -some representatives of railroad
capital, some representatives of soientillo
interest's, some practical engineers, some
representatives of the press and some-
who were gentlemen interested in any
invention or enterprise that can be use-
ful to the South. ..

After a prolonged interchange of wit
tithing and badinage, the oar, which was
strindirig on a curve, moved a few yards
forward end then backed gracefully ap
-to the turntable. There was another
pause. The care In front were whistled
off and Dr. Lamm's ammonia oar s000
followed. As a rule, a mule cannot move
a r ar stopped on a cum's. The ammonia
engine started it with perfect ease. It
was nearly 3 o'clock before the car
itwved ont of the station-house. It wee
ilnioet like magic when. without smoke.
heat or steam, the oar moved up Canal

r. et, with a regular and steady motion,
ro, repressed as to be no faster than a

nle at a grutlo trot, the Doctor regn-
.a.iug its motions and stoppagee with
xtleme facility, and more heftily than a

er can oontrol a mule or a air drawn
by a mule. He made the speed fast or
tt ow, at will, arid whenever a rough
..Ince in the road required it, or when-
- ver a car before was an obstacle, be had
eo trouble in stopping the oar or slack-
az Motions. PThere was a lieavy load on the oar. eg
imatecl by averdupoieat least twenty

getAlemen averaging a hundred and
&evetity pounds apiece. Estimated in-
tellectually they would have weighed
about a ton each, for seldom have we
seen so mach of professional, engineer_
ing. literary, mercantile, mediae], jour-
uelistio. ecientitio and praetical talent
touveyed along the pnblio highway iu
any one vehicle by any known method ol
uropulsion.

The car with its lively and witty load
went up to Bt. Charles street and then
*turned, Dr. Lamm governing its mo-
tions with perfect base. He could in-
crease, decrease, stop or renew the mo.
ion of his oar with perfect facility, and

an intelligent child could have done the

A scientific diiiserfation on gas in
teral or atumouiacal gas in pertioalar

*wad not be apropos. We will filoWly
ii zai d this assertion. Dr. Emile Lamm
:me discovered and applied the beet
means by which motive power may
ernerated at a single fixed point. aud
liken thence. utilized and exhausted, at
%up point and at any distance, for any
purpose. At the horse station Dr. Lamm
generates ammoniacal gas ; he employs
it, in the propulsion of a street railroad

: be reabsorbs it and carries it back
to his laboratory, wkere I is ag n
reduced to gas, or ratffer
ok reabsorbed into water. ta
like steam and produces W P e
utilized gas is absorbed u water, the

asfoendsopi
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" act to enlorce the provisions of the
fourteenth amendment.' It cost
thirty days of the title of both houses.
It was debated more earnestly and
more angrily than any other bill that
was ever before Congress. It warn
recommended by the President, who
had no doubt of the previous suf-
ficiency of his authority, to 'Whey
other scruples than his own. It *is
leveled.against the:Southern States,
hut was not .approFed, by all,adket,
cots of the Itatlical. party. To pass
the billoveiviiiitailarV; A reader Might
suppose there was nothing in it, Wit
wIlen inepAreirEfitically it is found
to be full of deep significance.

Take the beginning of one of its
long sections, at randomthe oecond,
for example, which opens as follows :

" If two or more persons within any
State or Territory of the United
States shall conapire together to over-
throw, or to put down. or to destroy
by fort e, the Government of the
United Stater+, or to levy war against
the United States, or to oppose by
force the authority of the govern-
ment of the United States," and
so on, And after enumerating forty
other mite of leaser import it de-
clares that the offenders shall be
tined from five hundred to live
thousand dollars . and be im-
prisoned from six months to six
years. It will at once be seen in how
imminent a danger the government
of our common country has stood
ever since its organization, its peace
at any time liable to be put in jeo-
pardy akid all its solid fabric over-
thrown " by ,two or more persona."
Heretofore tiny --Toni Smith -might*
hirVe joined in a conspiracji with any-
Dick Turpin Jack c4eoet con-
epired-,-to rdeitivi the- geverhefeet of
the United States, 'and the .1!resi-
dent would have had nO direct.
authority to meet them with
the army and navy of the nation.
But the Ku,Klnx bill clitinges. all
I his, for Tom, Dick and Jack may not
now consPire, Or any two of them, to
destroy the great fabric -of 'Constitu-
tiPhal petiq. Ncetwo Caitiffs shall
now be suffered to tear down the
temple of North American liberty, or
to blow its shattered fragments into
the air with villainous saltpetre.
Henceforth, whoever wishes to make
wart on. the Urlited States must do it
alone and single-handed, or if as-
sisted bY a neighbor, he must be very.
careful not to conspire with him.
Rebellion thus isolated and individ-
ualized will be easily managed. It ha
the fable of the fagots in anew shape;
the separated sticks of treason they
'be broken with ease, and the force
bill fOrbids their being joined.

It is with the bated breath of im-
patience that the country at large
will wait for the overt act Of con-
spiracy and warfare on the part of
the "tweet more." Once in a great
while there will be found a fellow

T Ting te ' fight the United States
igie,handed and alone; after the

"pner qf the knighte of crusading
style of the brave

hIpAcha. Inspirkd by
-and a few lingers

eed saywe did not see, bat certainli
ppreoiated them as mush as anybody
as.
Time would fall. to enumerate the at.
actions of this delightful plat*: audio.
to say, every one tiode himself oom-
lled to go from A to 7., if not baok and

forth half -a dozen times, and enjoy a
great deal more than oan be told.

In general, we might say that the
decorations are equal. if not superior, in
beauty, to any We have ever seen, betas
for deboribing their points of exoellenoe,
we can only say they are all there le
the public go and see, bear, tabte, smell,
feel, eat, drink, and be merry, all in the
cause of a good little church that hasn't
iu-ked help for twenty years, or hoe
never abkedwe have not yet been
eually apprized which.

This fee; ival coutieues for two more
nights, the last closing with a ooncert.
Lutich ib served daily, from 11 D.. M. to a
P. M., by the ladies, and the man who
e..neet tujey rbe pleasure of the place to
tvrice tbe noriWis worth, ie either na-
tot ally slow or too reduced in pocket to
be careless of coneetpienoes.

The iad it f of the fair &etre ns to thank
the captein of the Pargond for the band
of hie boat, which discoursed delightfal
music) in the ball during the evening.

IMP In dull times, and when money is
carce, people want to know where they
eu beCure good artiotee for the hetet

oney. We think that Mr. Philip Wer-
ein'e facilities for giving bargains in
linos are uneorpassed, and he is offer-
g beentiful fiue toned pianos at /4310,
gene $60 and upwards, at SO and 84 Sh-
wa street.

.Dg
flinitia di*

once TO TECA8 PAMIENGERR.The
amer Morgan will sail this day at 5
M. Cabin passage by thia ship. 810.
k passage by this ship. $5. Thobe

hitting to go by the river elan avail
emselvea of this opportunity at re-
seed rates. Messrs. C. A. Whitney &

o., agents.
e:st- If you are not happy, get one of
an d's cabins.

MECTIANIC8' AND AORICULTURAL FAIR
sat ICIATION OF LtliTISIANA.The annual

election of directors of this Association
trek place yesterday at the office of the
A...etiolation, Mechanics' Institute, Dry-
ades street, w ith the following result

I. N. Marks, John Davidson, N. E. Bei-
l-y, C. B. Slecomb, W. B. Sebmidt, E. Id-
Realm, G. A. Breaux, A. W. Merriam,
James-Jackson. E. A. Tyler. Williamson
Clulith, Lafayet.e Fulger. Am. Fortier
G W. Dunbar. W. A. Shropshire. J
Giobernator, Joe. L. Harrill, (leo. G. Gar-
ner, R. G. binsgrove, C. A. Miltenberger,
Piederick Wink.

NORFOLK House, boeroN, Kass.
Those of our readers who have 000asion
to visit the-Hub will find the above ho-
rel a moat delightful stopping place. It
s a first-class family hotel, pleasantly
boated on What is called Boston High-

ands and oaly fifseturminntestide from
be business centres. Transient board

per day. Liberal arrangements made
or the season with families and others,
aseengers by the Providence Railroad
ill stop at Roxbury station- Charles
Jones, proprietor,

Warrren.A good 75 horse power w-
ine, which hatenot been injured by use.

ntiezeo gas is absorbed in water, the
ammoniated water is redistilled, and so
there is nothing lost or consumedexoept
the heat required to eliminate the
needed gas.

We cannot, of course, go into a selenti
lie analyais of this matter. Hoyt:it'd all
e cieuce or professional rigmarole we may
say that the experiment wee a uccess.
4 ear bearing the engine, weighing a
ill:it:wand pounds. and twenty-one Pas-
ser gers. aversgieg one hundred and sixty
pounds each, was (*idly moved at the
Isle of five miles an bonr and as easily
slopped and started as a lady may stop or
It eve her sewing machine. This ww.
one with a rude model engine on an old
rcet car loaned fur the purposeall tin-

der anapioes by no means favorable. It
eb done iu tbe preseuma of several

scientific gentleman, a half dozen of tbe
teerraeutatives of the press of this and
-t her cities. several practiced engineers,
-everal capitalists interested in railroads
ttol one or two curious lint very iute111-
4ent cit,zens.

The experiment detuined us all until
iset the diuuer hoar, bot by a very oon-
biderste forethought a her &mule twilit-
ion or lunch was prepared, to which

ample justice was done.
To repeat whet letis eald, and do it j as-

ould requirethe combined skill of
the dramatist and the u.atur. All ex
ol eased prootioally a high aporeolation of
..he eutertaiument, and all bemired fully
etwvirwed of the encioese of aminoniaeal

opnlsioo.

re The lads Dowagers of the Calvary
Ccurch fete were much disappointed
istit night at the terrible storm, and suf.
f,..red mnah lose in consequence. Their
booths were blown down, their cakes
:veiled &ad their ice cream melted. The
orespeCit of a large orowd was the beet
we ever saw. Had the it rather been
good, we are confident the largest and
moat select crowd ever aseembled in oar
oity would have attended. The gentle-
men. however, propose for the ladies'
orwsolation that the grand soiree be ad-
j.wrned to to-morrow (Thursday) even-
i eg at the same place. The proposition
was unanimously adopted, and we trust
on that micattion their untiring and de-
voted efforts will be appreciated Tickets
for last night will be good to morrow.

Tint CARONDKLET STREET RAILROAD
Com eser.Tbe subscribers to the capi-
tal stock of the above highly iraporta,ut-
corporation are notified elsewhere that
the second installment of five per tient.
e. iil be due, payable at the office of the

oi pang, No. 12 Carondelet street, on
the lst day of Jane, 1871. See notion
els, where.

Grigg, GURS.See D. E. Morpby's auc-
tion &dyer tisement.

Er An Illinois woman committed gni-
. me by baaging her/tell to an apple tree.
At the funeral, a neighbor noticing thesad appearanoe of the husband, consoled
bim by saying that be had met with aterrible loae. " Yes." says the husband.
!waving a sigh. "she must have kicked
like thunder to shake off six bushels ofgreen apples that would have been worth
a dollar a bushel when they got ripe."

Inr On 'the twelfth of March, Dr. R.Luther, an astronomer of the observe-
tory as Dawieldore discovered a newplanot.of the toth or 11th mageltude afew, degrees north of Mars. This is theMai of the smaller planets. It hoe beenaeon at Rarlin_ Ars thA ft of

ing.
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'Free Talk from the President.

A Washington special to the
INew York Times, March 21st,
!lays:
i General Thomm W. Conway,i
late State Superintendent ot
Public education in Louisiana,
and Pierrepqot Wilson, of New
'Jersey, had a long itittirifiew
with the Pr4esident this 'after-
noon, after the Cabinet meet-

ilug, regard'ng the Southern
question. he President was
frank and gave his views with-

l of new ad
. be ftilind th
vonti & Wal

g it, you wil
Pt; save a nielite

and get. the
and see for

icteetion
,sligateeettan
I. 'Ross SteW-

lit reserve, the more so as he Parties calling for a mro let in
dvertised, giving date, &c.f.

tera w
new General Conway had loug !

Sn'llAAF.Pnd honorable relationship
_vith the South 'since the war, SALE OF LANnd was not now personally

Writ of Seizure undr officially interested iu the e.
truggle of parties in that 'tate of Louisiana. Parish of Conc.ection.

THIRTEENTH DISTICGeneral Conway said that
he Democrats_ of Louisian

.a nrey di. Gillis.
vs N11.ere retrogressive aud mac- Fred.-Stanton.

tonary, and could not be
rusted with a defense of the

principles resulting from and
settled by .the war ; that they
had opposed free schools, and
Would distroy the public school
kisteln ; that they were apt to
resort more to violence- than
peaceful, lawful means of es-
iablishing government ; that it
would be disastrous to 'peace
and prosperity to recognize the
Nicholls government, and that
wore good to public education,
permauOit peace and pros-
perity would come from the
success of Packard, whom tie
represented as a brave, upright
man, and faithful publid officer,
though he had seldom, if ever,
agreed with him as to methods
Of public policy.

If a man pays in advanice be
is not likely to run behind.'

Ex.President Grant and, wife
are in Cincinnati, the guests of
Wash McLean.

Trid..aut Post Office

CONCORDIA PARISH, 1400IBIANA.

List of iettera remaining in the Poet Office
ticalled for, for the month ending March
gth, 1677.

Gentle se

Boyle, John J.
Flentona, John
Dail, Clifford Na
Hal ris Richard Thu

Ore gcott

chell, W hard

Vil

MONITION.
State of Louisiana, Parieh of Concordia.

1IIIIIITEERTII DISTRICT COUnT.

Application for MOnition.

WaxHEREAS at a f sale made by
Thou:Lot Refier. Tax Collector forthe Parish of Concordia; the following

.described property, situated in said pi risli,to wit A certain plantation, known as" I ekis Plantation." containing ca,o
thousand five hunched and seventy acres:
of land, more or rest', hounde41 north ty
!ands of the Fl1110 cf. Fred Manton . smith
bv I. da of Mr gi'd; L. i.u:tiit, ; eaSt

1.14 1:1MIS
er O.) r 14...e:101181i

nd tt y-two 22 ) north
half of section twenty-one (21.) north
half of eection twenty-three (-2.3.) spat] Ihalf section sialeen :16), and all that I
pan the nrtt quarter id sertionl
sixt 601dt:I of the " Doty!
Ro I . south eaet (planer, I
non west ;leaner ut south 'vest quarter,I
Bonet half or nonill weist. wiener, and cortit-
east quarter of northwest quarter of section

e ( , all t!i eioht (8),
ight (8) PaA, in la 114 dietrict

River. WAS. nu Saturday,
da of I feeember, l87.5, to pay the

taxes, pemilties and coals due llwreon, an.dy VIRTUE of and in satisfy' a writ of Woe by, Smith & ithaentersSeizure and Sale, to MP directed. is- struck off atm adjudicated by said t: ied out of said District Could, in the u I-a Lowerimirg. th.-t pew... of onoihoco entitled Fait wilprain ittrey & two hundred and fiiv awl 72 MOare plaintiffs. -nd Fred. Stanton ia dtalitd the. tebdosand t e sa.11lefendant 1, Johit Voting, Sheriff uf said Isaac Lrovenliurg/kirchcser, un,re t;i1:ymirish. selz.'d upon, and wi'l ofrer at shown tu t. releri,tict! to the I A Colleclor's"glipritT's Selo, het wee') the hrtiirs pry- Deed of Sale. ill Nt/t.1 fia I and Di'ed Bookacribe.I by law, al the Court House dour. " e," pageA 475 slid 419 in the tmeor.h.n the town of Vidilia on t ffiee of said Parish, hat ing tiled in the
Saturday, the 21st day of April l'th'e "f the of Ihe Disir.ct 1:oort

at. Vidalia, Louisiana, his f,mr iinext, 1877 monition and confirtuatiem id :aid ,:t1P.
setting lortb that the price h.,a le:0 pi ii,the following described property tn-wit

A et-main cotton plantation in thl and all legal tortqahtles 11i11
parish tit Goncorilia. ..ouisiana, known as rind that the land is well wcrtii lie price
'Ls Matve," containing thirty-Ihree °aid' "aforesaid'

Now, t here tore, in the min.:of the Statehud unred acres of lad. more Or less.
Lnisiana. grant and issue this mothsbounded as follows: North by the l'ensas

river, on which it fronts; east by " Rota lion, hereby calling on all persons. who
an set np any right lo the property, in consQuinn*" plantation of Metcalfe ; wept oc

'Dunbarton " plantation, and smith and in sequence of informality in the proeeedings
he rear by swamp and unoccupied lands, under which the sale was mado, or :toy irs
ligether with Ow buildings and improve- regular:ty or illegality in the eppraisein iii
news I herer-n,and the accessories attkiched ttr advertisimient, in the ti itti 11 Muer
n its use and cultivation and thereto be. of sale, or fie. ant other defect wit
inging, consisting ur ue wigon. .

in show cau,e within, thirty days iffitil tile
-reruns act) conditions of sde(as ii uht thiS 0.01111.11M is first inserted oi the

paia.rs, why the iiale should hot he: The Preshlent, in reply, s.iid %jilt bei (lit aumraisement. and in bar
not less than rim, nor more than: fifty confirmed and hoistulogstetthat there was HO doubt that

f PS, RS 'req u i r.,1 by law. Done niid siL,t ...I! 1:111.0ert at Volaln.,.fOr the past eight yearti there
Sheriff's Office, March 17th, 1877, lawisiana, Iiiis 11 to chi). of 1-',.hr.141.yhad been a greitt degree of re- JOHN YOUNG, Shel'iff. :

lb77 who the sf].:11 ..t rivr ttii
action, ret row ession, . la w less- Pir. A. 1. Cli?ZE, ;tenuity Sheriff. 1,istne.t iiiipre
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Iltt. the'''-:' reApeeilibk and
telligeut; that out of ghe bot-

class, a .vahmble alhhtion
the.'.11epnblicnu party can

obanly be had; that the Ite-
Weal.' party in thei South
eds -to be Made beder, and

thinks it can 'be, and that.
all events, it would be well
try and put an end to1 all dis

der in the South by removing
cause-,the color lineand.

m.ill events, he wou,11 hold
self ready, in cas these

ews were found. leading hini
,a wiling direction, .to lehauge
em speedily.
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The President said: ."They
ill surely find me thei friend;
t they need other friends

om among those who re now
garded as their ene es be-
use of the, race ' The
esident expressed himself in
kma jot great charity for the
uth, and yet he was emphat.
in his declaration that there
ould be law and order in that
ction. The President fur-
er said that iu no event
ould the troops be withdrawn,
t that On the contrarY Genei-
Grant's laSt order respecting
e status ,quo would be main-
ned until Oe commission re-
flied 041 'reported, and a
ed, poley I should be agreed
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loula:-furers s,h looarro
loofas-timers of cigars
slathers of tobacco. first
Ilan MO 111/1*Nol. or Ot

dilleyx of 114,11:WOO.Heroll WO
horses or other ; al41
eddlena of tobacco,' third 1..1115:1
nurse or other animal)
ddlers of Tobacco, lottrth class WI
1111.11. ur p(Iblics conveyance)
rowers of less than 500 barrels
rowers of SOO barrel g or more
All persons so liable, who shall fail to wi-
ly with the foregoing requiretimente w" I be
abject to severe peaalties.
Pi rsons or lirms liable to pay any o the
peehil Taxes tinniest ;avow twist 111111.1

int.vny, Collector of lutereul l eve-
le at Morava, and pay fur and procur .the
eciaITax Stamp or Statups -they .ed,
tor Vo May I. 1377, and WITHOUT UR.
1.ER NOTICE.
Special:Luc Stamps will be transtnitt by
oil fluty on receipt. from the person or firm
during the same of special directions to
. together with the necessary po
Mips or the amount required tts pa the
stage. Thu postage on one stamp is retf
ts and on twu stamps six 'cents. If itil
sired that they he transmitted 4 sods-

rod mail, tett cents additional shoal ac-
mipany the application.
011ice of Internal Revenue, Wasbin
. C., January In, i77

ulnEEN 13 RAUM.
Commissioner of Internal Reven e.

meh3I-4t

gal ihe ati:!1:1'11, 1114 thi: saint: ann-ars
!ile in my s tli

ln nestiowny wil-roof, I bore-
1, , twin:m.1! ard arlix thie

. ..,, t ot
illj 2,th day ul

L. W. NIVALI.,
owls3 -3"d Lierk.

C 'SION ,S'A LE.

; F . C. sco:; .

tin ttrtlor a,. In..
os,so sI Oar I' Cte..ra

'And tor CO, 0;4 itt the
510 il acres:mil, 11 0. il'i tu

adolimetraior it said succes-
. ion W111 41. 1 11.- I :tol! lioSse door in VI-
da'nt pari.il

the ith clay of April
flex t

ln.ceed to sell at public anction, all the
erty belonging tu sai '.sucitession of
501.110 F. iGidscoek dtxcased, ciih-
utT ;is fularas: ..

sot gal lanai situated in said pdrkh,
about Lei miles tklow the im,vti
Isiah/led aMtve by lands of Ll, yd. on
the norm, below and small ily land:. lately
netotiotitg Li ..uaiiiew Carr sOd N 11 ill telt.
east by ihe riveir. n.1 wo-si
lauds tormeny W.% iteJ by 11 ;11arg.old, con-
taining hnir Tel tif
fractional seciion No. 31. in No.
4, noon lallge, NO. hi ealst, containing
424 113 100 seri s. i the csaine inirchas,
ed from. 5V 11'. T. (.461Rea)' !k. .1

Also a tract of land id same oariA
about 2:1 milas below Vittaiia. bounded
above and 11111111., by the 'y pl intact oti
ot Surget. by the land, homierly oaosed by
W. T. t;laseo:.., and latt.,y1 0,,,chased by

on he
le .ilnisissfppi
ii, .the rear by

re's wilicli liii-
taken from

atljt.ining the
lt Uti
Id successioii .

J4106 "KAISER.
HAS RETURNED to his firsttove and.
n. be found at his new.Barber Shop, Op:.

;site Institate Hall. Shaving, flair 'lu-
ng and Shampooing done in filret lass
tyle, and at living rates. He solicit the
mtronage from his old friends and osw
omera, an;1 is boond to please !tient. Re-
iember the placePearl street.,:op site
natitute Hall. JOE. KAISE

mchi0-. m

Lost, Strayed, or Sto4n,
On or about the 24th of last Jan

ne Black Horse, branded B. IK 'on
houlder ; mouth White ; one white
ow each eye ; mane cropped; tvi
ind feet. A reward of TEN DC
or the recovery uf same is offered

DAVID S'I'EW
Gnisniere.plami

. rom small-07k
a4iniS the P.a.tte -"ty.

spo
0
LL
by

tall

ary,
ore.
be-
bite
RS

U.

said B F. Glascock d,.,1
lower and suutil side, and t
river on the ras.t and trout,
par ies unknown, ovild. tan
abo t .1148.acres less 500 a
been sold to Idol Watt &
tb.- upper and north slile..
Ashly 1)411'4110J, It.tvi:ig
said tract ruiw owded by
about ti4d acres. 4

The eotire quantity ofila a in both tracts
above describeq, amounting o 1412 63-100
Acres with tha fohowin boundaries
Above and north by the .und4 in Jobai
Watt & Co., lielira by: I. its ot N. H.
Black, eai..t aud in lrunt by he .4issiasiqi
river, on ihe rear by wlkt knits foemerly
owned bv H.Par000d,and p rti istiknovn
About twohitudre'd and seve ty-tWo 63-it u
acres' having Cased inep Ile ifississio

(
i

river, the land will be sold a twelve hit I-
dred acre, more ur lesS. !so, one yuke
01 oxen, one mole two iix rts,lt A o duijip
Carts and two wood aawii. '

TERMS OF 4ai.

The personal proprly ill he sold to
WILLIA.Ift EMT^ I LI; 1111 IIII1 ;eta /1

1 the highest bidder for what the ;same /ill
I

.1 by w
h uoer
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'1410 16441Likei.111447.i 1P.
Some people Understand this to be

a, free, country, and .:that every citi-
z.en, he he...wbille4iir blaek, has:a. right
to go and' come at pleasurelmit it
aeesPis that this is not the case in

tha-land whteb. prod tiees
&deb Inez as kamast an di Rarksettle
and Georze,

The legislature of that State at-
temptsto maLt it a punishable offence
to even gfte the colored people advice
aboutleaving,that State mad cong
to the ?and of the free. We know
there are some who will douht.thls
as being a fact, awl say thit such a
measure is impossible and cannot be
imiqrcod,f)nt to all such wo would
say that, nothInz is impossible with
the Dettfb.cracy of the Sow h_ They
make the-Laws.to /Auit themetelves,.and
no one .daro say nay.

Now, here is a law. enac.ted that
cottICH.in di r.cL conflict miAl, the Cou-

;

staution of. the United Staiw, and
v.entw.e the, assertion that this

law will soon be adonted by all the
Southern.States, lind not only 1Ldopt-
ed; bit, enforced, and if necessary,
With the persuasiv.e power of.the shot
gun. Vt. course this unconstitutional
n.e.asivre will cause contthierable ex-
citenient.among the colored people
of that, iiit.-K1ux. strongtiOld, and in
theiriefrorts to escape from.that.State
s.ev.eaI, yes, hund red u r-
dered,.and_.for .no othor ..caupie than
they idare act.as.other ppkessed.peo-
ie would'-aud.do_act tuider_similar
circurnatance

T.ha .colored people of the South,
41.11.0 0.0 rytip!s0 Ott 111,s,a..1 n 7.sigotildtiApi

blo- and I Louisiana, aro to.day virttplly
omi- as .'Much hi. bondage as, 4:,?mw 440g, Annendix #24

11110rSii

To AU Who DeMre file 'Untram-
melled Spread.otslagtelalsougee
and Mug-gable .Pat'oopereSly
Among The lit,elflisig !We.
or our Unison:. the. PubIhlie,a
of ghe.OVeekly.likaggstato:Hergald
Mends Ureetitatz
MEN or COLOR : We have entered

upon the realities of sonew year;-it
year whose political heroscope fore-
shadows the arbitrament of interests
which are to us as great as the rhion.
The political and soelal.00ndition of
the GInlored American contThues to
bc-a problem ot the gravest import-
ance.. The spectacle of a whole race
boldly breaking mvay from. the ties
and landmarks that have begs) crys-
talized into its life by an assoCiation
of two and a hal I centuries. challenges
the admiration, of Cbvistendoin.

We do not exaggerate when we
say that the eyes of the civilized
world are turned anxiously toward
us. The worls.of lifti
to ill
pei 14mA r 14-i
hanus. vur tuture most be wnat we
shall make it The problem is pecu-
liarly our Own. We speak advisedly.
:Races have been knowa.to cast each
other down, but civilization has yet
to produoe a single instance ot one
race lifting anotLer to.an eqpalvlace
beside-itstif.

Ovr emancipatfon- has alreatly
p_assed into history. The otalwart

Kansas Herald
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lli parties- their efforts to escape from.that.State
several, yes,. huudreds,. will.be mur-

. .dered,And for no other eauRe than
they dare sct.as other oppnessed peo-
ple would and.do. azt tuider_similar
circumstances..

1.e colored people of the South,
ana e.specially those in Mississippi
and Louisiana, are today vir.tually
as muc.h in. bondage as. tity were
fifty years ego. There are. clam in
thesa S-lates where a colomi- man
dare mot speaL in relereswe to the
treatwent be receives daily, al. the
hands ot his "hest, friends," and if he
does, frous that moment is III life in
(1anger, and'he is liable to be mur-
dered at :Inv time ;anti'evon the mem-

.

o uncom,
but this

-wring. up
;then it be
lbse of the

isiderabl
)1* promi
iv people

furnis
!nt new

Pn ppor
:r of TH
ideratio

As th
mds.ln
ken it. b

friwid
con n tr

fe hay
hut w

,shers.

S.

reoeiv
krattALD

says ex-
home to
celeb.ra-

rooms
, near so
as when.
moerats

at. Co-
b

bers..ot, his riousehold will not speak
a.hoyso.a whisper about the outrag-e,
through fear of meeting the sate fate.

The ,above alluded to law ( ?) is
hut: au, idtet of. ho,w the Democrats
propose running the South '.11 the
rut '1.'hose Who leavn 1J
no w for the. we_at, will.have. to do so
after the etylo of the Arab. as threats
hirce alrrady been made a:zain.st rail-
roads carryiug . coliglattts, west, fvolu
that State.

Z13 it possible that Americanvititens
are nut to b,0 allowed., to exercise a
guaranteed right, iu Mississippi?
We shall see...

A.% numiler of white men were die-
ch?red frormwork' on the- capit
-this worming and.replaced by extict pple
chimers --Topeka De-mocrat..

iYou.are mistaken. Mr. Democrat,
he. white stone- nasaoss struck last

fall,...bscause.th5cotitraclors employed
three colored.stc
cniptbecapi-tal

Icontractors. di
t4en struck, a.

lo!ngex than ei,
*anted nay for.ten. Tbr. (7-,,r,rq

UtUto lAlt, TN' Up LILIV V Illearb%1Ull 11011:0 ytn.
to produce a single instance ot one
race lifting anotLer to1n egpaPplace

t&eif.
Oar- emancipation, has airearay

.passed into history. The stalwart
men who led the vfin of freelltim'a
romies in.the forum antrin the field.;
are gone. Garrisoial Sumner, Ged
lings, Lovejoy, with their! hosts ,of
oadjttors.
Upon us devolves the-work.of eon-

uering a-.place itthe seats of power.
'he-brute force of the bibttle fit3.1'd
ill /not avail us now. All iSsites.

lave beea. remonded to- thin aren,t of
itbate. ..he bar 0 nations, with its
I h tell igence,..its .weft-itist-strd its philem-
tropy waits to hear U.

Kansas is to-day the Mecca of our
pilgrimngr. Topeka by eomtnqn
con!=ent has become the distributive
point of the great. mizratpry Move-
went. Around us is fast gathering
a vast throng, who tietra intelliOut
direction, to theit . etrikts t lOcating.
Tho'usands may yet come, who .would
succeed better etsew here, aintmany,
etnain away w,ho otillYt to ccolinto,
oth of these clewses trrtzat be plainly

nd- honestly instructed% We oceupy
he -;%antag e. ground of a State whom
ichnesa of. soil, healthful climate .

nd.unparaltelett faeitilles far argri;
,ulturc, rnannfactore and' tile vnriiql

3

industrles,.are dNothed to sustain a
MS

gI 00 rt .1 0 I n r% l 1.14

vs )
)CoptO. Both

11111"?le

et" L el r;
fostering_ ca,re of education aw the
pursuit of_wealth Like.other races
we hare many interesta to.be- eon-

' tnidAt of this
o discuss them

BEST COPY AVAILAKE
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A. CALL
Counties not represented in the

State 'Cony/2511,km. convencji 100
Api HJSSO, at Topeka, arc bAreby iiiriled to hild ri ii clowion for nn
memberlo permanent State P,7-0(:n
tive Com mut cc, and .tor ward nam
and credentials to

It: Wm. FUMES; Sc'crPtary
Council. Grove. Nan.

J. ALLEN-, Cliairm a , 6. E.

STATE EKEOUTIVE .COM
BILECTE-Pr.

Appointed by the State Con
vention'ot COlored Men.

.T, ALLEN, Lynn County
L M PUL! ES, Morrif3 y,
!ION, it. C. 1;1t1.7cE. A.thison.
;1011.N L. IITALLER,
WM. fd, EAGLESON, nee.
wm. ATI.] A M, Lenveniy or( h.

1:11 I

VI Olaf $
wr U.

11/. A. A RTI11: It, 'Wyandotte.
J :W.. FRENCH, Labette.
A ." TT T.T . rn

BEST COPY AVAILABLEHerald of Kansas
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A.ftempted AsSassinatiem. of a
Colored Newspaper CorresiiCndent.
Weclip froM the Nashville (Tenn)

Educater and Reformer, , the follow-
ing "account of the attempt 'on Mr.
Benjamin's life. On Saiurdc:y, May
1st, tbel 'Washington EXodus came
out' with my article On:, the fellow.-
ing.. Friday,. May .7th, the .Decatur
NewS,' Mr. 'Clarke Hansen, ieditor.

,

republished in y article, and in; an ca-
1

iltbr.ial, g,ttvb ,.tho
facedAie
Negro rasealt:':A Northoi'z twoulith el.
w hose -character-..-wAsabOininabitfi'.
and whose words,,sbonld snoeba re-

.

lied: iron- Un.dor no, eir,cuinstances,.
;.,-.etc. -.etc:" .

,

aan

Z11111111011

mrres.
FFINE
Ws of

"TAFE
-in

*ILL
asii: of
Ai\rr

glen. 11
have

n
Ahe

hod in

;:tolee C:ose by be.bre he haColm.6 to
shoot the svond time. ;:lie'follOcx;ed;
pivoi ill one hand and:stick ji
othu. Tie was preVen tett .frem
shooting me by the E.torekeepers..
Cart-tvright. BI03 Tbe following-
morning Mr Ilanscll.'Waslitteds$2.5
for tuzing fire arms in, the corpora-
tion, and wzla compeued to $500 bf.nd
to appear at the sext term ofthe Cir-
ciit Court for attempting my .life.
About the bond I Was told bythe
Justice of the Peace. I.did not see
the warrant; issued, nor did I know
he had a trial until ,t,he...following
rfec.;day. On that clay. (Tnesday) I
%tent to the Justice to take out,a war-
rant, :un1 he told mo. th'at. Mr. Han-
scil hail been tried and had given
bond for his .appearance.

Mr. Hansen claimed that hisOb-
_yea in trying to take my iife was,
becau,le I said in 'my Article .to the
'Exodus" that Southern editors were-
traitors and brokers unto the .peace
find proRperity of my race,

?.s. Mr, Editor, I did .say it, and
say without .f..ear ,sucCesOul

radiction, thai any andevery
LI: that may have a tendeney to in

jure tho colored- man?s present...-anu
i'uturc progress finds. waY into: the..
newspapera; bnt:,anything:that ill
bripg the criMes Of our,.opProSsora
before the public are t.'orbidden
licfitiOn by the..editor's who '.do 'net
regard tho public duty impoSed:up-
on them. Instead.: of justice and
magnanlinity!these ..Stiuthern otlitors

. .

or traitors toi libertv..! and .to peace
audprosperity of a:wronged 'and in-
jured.. peOple. wit 11 all their.learn in g
itudboasted.rirogi.ess,. r.130.y:.sell them,.

Ye.

f. A eio
:fItt, Ira g

aper Witt
-ou

1Ou Ole . pa
II

p,
cs.cs.cao

H

ft.

Ot "S tarn 1
.

refider2't,o. arti-
cles :in :.i.t.he".* firi4i.:4e.Cond
and.. tiii d cop ies Of -the,. ``Exod tiTS.
That.i Was shbtfOrIthe.ealiSo,already

.W,71 T rorm.' 1,t1:11 .1,1;rilp °De ,
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I WrOte Mr. Ilansell a:note teHiiu
him as he had assailed tn;y character,
that "demanded as an aet ofjnsticei
that no 'shall givo nio Ow :opportunity
of vindicating my *character'. in Ilk
next is,:tite. He sent me word that
"hi had no apology, nor auwer to
give a .tiigger."

Owin:.!.- *to the libelous thing; that
were said about me in Itie News, I
was seOrned .and looLkd upo,n with
an eye of hatred by almost every'
white man and W0111:4-11 in Decatur.

S4tuvday morning, L;i.y. 8th, 1
%vrolo an artiele to my white !friends
showing tin:m that I had lw.cn this-
rep resell tt.d by the Nc w.is #.1: was

oho w the eon:rary.,:of r.
Hansell's editorial, but he Hvouid
nut give me na oppornnity. 1. o.uck.
V copy pr the note I lULl, senti;to Mr.
flan;cli the day prerionS, ott t:ho cor-
tor or .-the 6troot so- ihnt eve.ry one
could see that 1 deinmidedlustice
and .11. vindicatien of my 1::11.trActet..

this Ot;curell On 8attir.l,iy
morning; .1 SA Mr. ii ,h14ei iklt
dav, bUt SJ.id noti.ingv.;toIii),,.
lila hi,,i111 th.i hONVOVO iltt TI.wa.-;
going tu.Kti.,Klux
attention -to it, -Abouti ten b.'clo,7'.;..

iS a I zmfav night. I started notn'c triint
a Inlet house, t w.as.ye;,
And'as got. oppo:iito Ithe S'tot:e 0!

1 .Sattillitr: and : i.)aw us,
.

alcap :roni his hi ling! place:7-
!whiml the sto;re door. nd itirkitie
acru$si the hCad wIth .n.

:caught Ole Stick on a;HI,
.heitrinig-tooktCps 1 l00%(1:. ij

.Lhiree.ortour.-vvtiiie tp;v-i
ith :bi.stols in h.:.0d; Ono

1 1-.recogni7.e,d as Leohl Pcri'ick;
tilt:id Of a..ti;;;.e. o. t he

stp,k nd started to: ru
-;!'v mstol...-..; and s.sli:it

the
anct.fOUrth'..!in..-ers- teardiug;y:

tuy:thirtl..tingeir. off. I4rara:into A

I

'?:12

That. I :Was shb t. for .ttie* ean*sOt rdre1.yi

.roree E.d.itOr'
to ex Cono-ressmanf'P..:.C;

Stuar*t, Esq the;;;Just:ir.0
whom*It. was tried,

.

Mayor:01... Decatur. 1.1. irtrely.:make:..
Ciese references to Certify that. what

have snid is the :tenth. -.

Respecltullft .

C. 13,Exj.s.mt,*
WaShin7t on Exodus.:

. . . . .

"Irszo (r;i: Irr Int
(1* . 140 Aiks.

gd-reat Wstrn. shoe Store.,
and Gent's loina.5:tlys a .11.beeitilly.

ChplyPst place in tne
cizy t. et. (7R1I and he.;

e ity
No Ex I:E.

To: KANS A.S
.

arm. ...

J.E.BUTTON,
[Succe....sor (la) Dritton..t0 ,Baker..1:

cPneral Age;:t ror' .

THE ROYAL..-:
r.1.7 ri.7!

I

t*_) 9
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onto.;i

.a

our 'sv
to r-,1.1p
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47.7 et 3.11e
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:It Wealthily One anti*"Telekn..
It. is A.aid that in n i ru er of nil

t on. earth .. And bee ause: 4e. is
vestcd wiib that power he go :Oa !tit..
tinkthe Statelt is kneeked-elear out tif,
Min lu aineWay:or other The Other
&CV an Irishman' winr. driving.a eurintis
lo4 Mg -wale -through one-of
.of ihis.city;nnd suddenly thel ng4ated
.four;fOottedheast carne to a bhlt. .The
whip was put into -.motion and the reins

}Mt 'twits u use, ihewerelivNit a poll,
attintal wOuld not.. Air. A lai}ge crowd
assenibled. to see the:-fun. ...Again the.
witip cione.'thtWering. down for about
tw!:inty times, whew tbe scene changed.
thti IsishaateAYAS picked Up. off the

;ground by?' a few bystanders and placed.
his feet.. At: a glance, the print

t he mule's hoof could ,bc.scen upon the
-frishthan's .14ehcad. After a little

trouble.,.. the .mule -consented to
Proeced ott,...but Without: .the aid *of the
whip. 'The- Irishman was asked on be-
ing .placed .the wagon; by a short
red headel fel14..4 "are you injured
mach?" no, its only his way."'

18830

infty be foitnd on
781(c..ot Gto,- .P.

r.u"ØO :43:pratee.
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claS;;Ilet

9:E are p
West,

rged
HE teig
t an etic

kers ha
bosses:

wi t
.cefta

interi,cori
efs, -;we

waste

f'...h.Old'S dwir,"?. as a
ithy city: .

ased to' learn that the
fo., News, will soon he
n eight solur folio
aphers strike seem to

the backbone ot the
mg been broken by

HE Peo
set , Miss.,
lo ger exp

battles,
tb raselves

brow."

:least' re:. 411.vt we iii-
ktikhix &isSes

that their tbreaténim
, consigned 1 o T

and--.t ten
haVehltened.Soinethin6
-.1iOtiOt; t he 1.last

t are,
*."holes...","....-Tia

AdViser,..of .Jack
says Must :no

the.:.:.whites,to fight.
Or:. "They Who )yotild

freel;ninat- first Strike

IOW. .

He. has Elloed:inhis.Eye I
SPP.AKS...AclAIN:

CAM.) No.3..
. Not. .bmg since, .Thomas 'Locke,
colon:A:num, 1.totne.; 1:a,, went out on
K i nehafoOnee :creek to tisb , near that

Sinolay.. last he was fliund
drowned, with .hr.uiscs upon his person
Which pr,v that ne had- been foully
de;ilt With: It is- as'serted that hitt.dea.th
was- eattz.ed by a:V44,ihnicii 0.0mtliitteu or
Knklax, iilioarsetinring the -iYoOds;iu
and. aronnd the

Notlong: ;inee, a mil)ito man. named
PoUnds_,living near Sparta, sbot a color-
ed tnau dead, becease he gave hint back
answers,' nnd so the 'villainous . wOrk
;.4oes.on in this state. The colored peo-
ple arc 1)eitig. murdered right ;tad left,
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TNE.CORNER STONE, 4
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8 THE FREEMAN: JUNE 1, 1889.

I. An Arkansaa Episode.

. PROTEC t1ON

2. Regulators at Worl

LOCAL.

Miss Carrie Porter is very sick.

Room 6 for rent. No. 15 Elsworth St.

Bethel Literary Society closed for the
season.

Elder Chas. Williams is very ill this
week.

Attend the South Calvarv Literriry
next Monday evening.

Mrs. Mattie Taylor has almost recov-
ered from her recent illness.

Mr. Wm. Miller has one of( the neat-
est barber shops on the west side.

L. D. S. Christy has returned to the
city for treatment under Dr. S. A.
Elbert.

Mies Maria Yeager. of Californid, is
the guest of Miss Bell Sterne, 227 N.
Meridian St.

For fine and substantial boots and
shoes go to Mr. M. Hanscin's, 440 S.
Meridian St.

Mrs. N. A. Ward, wife of pur pi
patrolman, has been1serionely ill,
conialeacent at this Writing.

Don't fail to attenn the bdcl Fr
picnic and excursion to Crayton,

FOR THE NEGRt+

will play the Wert Esti Ciub, of t.

Louis, in that city to-morrow awl Mon-
day. The St. Louis Club must huatle to
beat them.

A game has been arranged between
the "Hoosier Blackstockings" anti the
"Whens" of this city 1% the ball park
next Thursday June 5th at 3:50 p. m
Admission 25 cents. The When club is
one of the strongsst the city league
and as the Blackstoakings are the best
coiored ball tossers in the State much
interest is centered in the game. Every-
body will be there. Don't miss it.

CIRCUS DAY.

Striking- Features of the -1-1'au nod
-Wild West" Shows.

As circus day approaches, interest in
the coming exhibition of the great Fore-
paugh and "Wild West" shows- in In-
dianapolis, Monday, Jung 3, increases
and the excitement in Young American
circles expands. The reports of the biz
show's success this year have been so
general, and the leading features have
produced so great a sensation elsewber.
that public interest bee been aroused to

_ .

3. The Jim Crow Car.

-----.. .-------
confined, sought out her footman lover,
anti married him. They settled in Kov.
no. and were only recently discovered 1'11.r10+ M 1A 11, .no.11.1,1f.

lI. Iie1.1111.
there, living in abject poverty.

One of the most remarkable and AI Tittle t. i"r .1( y 1:.

unique of the characters that have re- .."
eently visited America is a native Es- :ri 1nIt I
quiman woman named Olaf Erayer. b110.fali

1.1 A Common A ern rrenve.

Political Announcement

She is a little being, 40 inches tall, dark
complexion and golden hair. She left
Greenland, her home, fifteen years ago
OD a dog sledge, reaching keland, in.
search of educ ation. From there she

Gray Gribl
reached in time Manitoba, and thence
Wisconsin'. She lectures in tolerable
English cn the domestic his of the
Arctic North. This is the first appear-
ance of a descendant of the cave dwel-
lers as a lecturer among AI yens.

The chiefs in the last Zulu revolt have
been tried by the British Government
and sentenced with a severity which is
denounced by the entire press. Alter
the departure of Cetywayo, hie son,
Dinizulu, who succeeded him, being
stopped in his operstions against his
hereditary enemy, Usibepu, drifted int0 I
hostilities with the English. and soon,
upon the advice of Biabop Colenso ana
his daughter, surrendered himedt to
the Cam, alit haritiee. He has now been

BEST COPY Affi/AILABLE
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SOME DAILY OR RATHER NIGHTLY OCCURRENCES IN THE SOU'l'H.

toweyer, by ban-
, by appeAling to

tor by represent-.
uth a 'race preju-

strong in the
n will never be
look the facts
and admit. that

is preeisely. the
th that it is in
ails Sentinel.

harles S. Morris
Ky.. before the

ilkssociation last
I the theme. Os
!rly and magni-
Ludienee sat and
,he almost inces-
nquenee. we felt

liked a Grady 4 its
[orris.

the Freeman kyill
leiter from Lkw:
forth the nuiral.
progress of the

t will also fon-
!tp.hps ne-4.110

built up the best congregation in the
city. As a minister he is elougent and
captivating. Possessing tact and burti-
ness methods of a very .high-ordor. he
has proven himself a financial as well
as spiritual leader. As an evidence of
his ability as a leader and the esteem
in which he is held, we have only to

rebel army as teamsters. servants. ; (;,. K. f H. & S., J. w. King. (

cooks. etc.. held a Confederate reunion i S. A. Riehaidson. I:. R.: C. K.
at Jacksonville. Ala.. last week.

; inson. (;. NI. of E.: Massis Mel::
; L: Ii. R. Tailor. G. M. am A.: I

The Capital Saving Bank. estabhsh-! Willi:2ms. I. G.: Alva Curtis. O. i

ed in Wasnington last October. hits 1
four hundred I

The roll was called and the mei
dePositor=4. The aver' . answered to their names. The (

;.'oaneellor then appointed theage nionthly deposit is now $14.0no. , , ,
mention a few of the positions of honor : mittee on credentials. which was
which he has held: Huntsville. Ala.. has a Uolored jits- : fre,.. (),0.,... (;ff. Riehm.,koi

Vice President. of the Convention of ace of the peace. viz.. J. J. Smith. ! King. Th,. imi ;i:e was t him firl,'the Northwestern States and Territo- who is president of the Huntsville i at 1..ase untill 7::(op. ni.ries. . i Trade Company, owned by colored i. Ei'ening Session:The eilmnVice President for Indiana of the men. reported. Sir J. Will King. front
Fo'reign MissiomConvention of the U.

Mrs. Millie Thomas. of Hopkinsville. I Era. Lodge. No. 9. Kansas City.S. A.. and Life Member of the same.
Member of the Executive Board of

the American National Baptist Con-
vention.

Reeordiug Secretdry of
cam-Baptist Association.

President of 0.
of the Guadal
Tex., and

.Pastor of the !
of this city.

NKy.. died last week at the age of 110 illtam Moon. Damon Lodge
cyears. She was the mother of four- St. Louis. C K. Robinson. Exe

teen children: the oldest is ninety No. 3. St. Louts. O. M. N1 ood. M
City. No. 4. St. Louis. C. W. Win

the Ameri- rears old.
Pride of the West. No. 1. St. L

ST. LOUIS NEWS.
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Six Sirs was recommended for 1'
legree as follows: Robert Thr-
laud City No. 4: C. K.
Villiam A. Fisher and RO.,er
,ndrews. of EXcelsior No. :3.

foore and Limus Rell.of Damon N
,fter calling the roll the degre
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